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Summary 

Slender columns tend to fail due to loss of stability. Owing to the intrinsically brittie behaviour of 

glass, slender columns made of glass panes are considered as unsafe. Steel, by contrast, is a rather 

ductile material, thus providing a certain warning mechanism prior to failure. Still, slender steel 

columns are prone to buckling as wel!, as a result of which the ultimate load capacity is generally 

significantly lower than the fully plastic axial load capacity. This research is based on the 

assurnption that a highly transparent and sufficiently safe column is only achievable in a 

combination of glass and steel, where the axially loaded slender steel column is laterally supported 

by glass panes. Moreover, the concept of the glass-steel column allows for the ultimate load 

capacity of the steel column to be increased dramatically. The primary objectives of this research 

are to determine the global structural behaviour of a specifically designed glass-steel column 

through simple analytica! approximations and full-scale experiments, as well as to calibrate a 

numerical model on experimental data. 

For the purpose of supportinga typical office building floor, the concept of the glass-steel column 

has led to a design based on a cruciform cross-sectional shape comprising a 50mm square solid 

steel section in the middle and 19mm single annealed float glass panes in each of the orthogonal 

directions. Along the 3700mm length of the steel column, steel strips are welded at 4 regular 

intervals at each side between which the glass panes are conneered through an epoxy adhesive 

bond line of 0.5mm thickness. This specific design offers good possibilities for a significant 

residualload-bearing capacity u pon breakage of one or more glass panes. 

Full-scale experiments were performed on three distinct specimens, though all of which consisring 

of a steel column that is laterally supported by glass panes in only one direction. The specimens 

varied in the defined in-plane initial out-of-straightness of the steel column and the width of the 

glass panes. As the experiments were focussed on buckling of the steel column in the direction in 

which the column was laterally supported by glass panes, the test setup was deliberately designed 

such that buckling of the steel column in any other direction was prevented. Great care was taken 

with respect to the design of the end supports. In order to establish in-plane pinned end 

conditions to the test specimens, a sliding bearing was made of a half cylindrical PTFE-based 

plain bushing and a notched shaft of hardened steel, which effectively resulted in very low 

rotational restraint. 
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A rwo-dimensional numerical model based on a commercially available Finice Element (FE) code 

was developed co sirnulace che experimencs. The steel column was modelled by line-cype beam 

elemencs based on Bernoulli cheocy. As che resulcs obcained from full-scale experimencs showed 

loading of che steel column beyond che dastic range of che macerial , a nonlinear marerial law was 

modelled. The steel scrips were represenced by beam elemencs as well as, whereas che glass panes 

were modelled by eighc-node plane stress elemencs. Linear dastic behaviour of glass was assumed, 

chus nor allowing for che simulacion of cracking of che glass panes. A rwo-dimensional scruccural 

line interface element was selected to represem the adhesive bonded joint, and the assigned scress

relarive displacement relations were assumed linear elastic. The parameters for calibration of the 

FE model ioclucled the experimencally determined accual stress-scraio relarion of rhe steel column, 

rhe rorarional end restrainc of rhe steel column due to friction and rhe sriffness of the rest rig. All 

analyses performed were displacement controlled geometrical and physical nonlinear imperfect 

analyses. 

The FE model including all calibration parameters generally showed moderare co very good 

correspondence wirh experimenral resulrs . In one experiment, however, failure occurred early and 

unexpecredly, resulring in complete and simultaneous breakage of all glass panes. For rhe orher 

experimenrs, rhe FE model underesrimated the weimare load by up to 9.7%. A comparison of the 

numerically and experimenrally obrained load-deformarion relarions ar deflned locarions of the 

steel column showed some irregulariries, yer rhe overall srrucrural behaviour corresponded rather 

well. The FE model overestimated the maximum rensile bending srresses in rhe glass panes 

obrained from all experimenrs by up co 15.6%, whereas rhe srresses ar rhe surfaces of minimum 

and maximum bending of rhe steel column were underesrimared wirhin 13.0% and 

overesrimared wirhin 6.2%. 

T o conclude, the resulrs of rhis research seem co provide seroog indicarions co assume rhat a 

sysrem of in-plane loaded glass panes is iocleed able to provide lateral support to a slender steel 

column. This way, a signiflcanrly higher ulrimare load capacicy of rhe steel column can be 

achieved with minimum visual impace and sufficienc srrucrural safety. Hence, rhe concept of the 

glass-sreel column seems ro be perfecrly feasible, yer a considerable amounc of addirional research 

is still required towards practical applicacion. 
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N otation and abbreviations 

NOTATION 

Generally used indices: 

X,,,,,,u relared ro siruacion/mode I, I! or III 

x,,2,3 relared ro situation/ mode 1 ,2 or 3 

x compression 

x, critica] 

xd design value 

X<r effecrive 

Xcq equivalent 

X; i deal 

xk characteristic value 

Latin symbols: 

A surface or cross-sectional area 

Xnom 

Xr' 
XwJ 

X,.r 
X,cq 

x, 
Xror 

Xn 
X,,p 

nominal 

pla.<itic 

red u eed 

representative value 

required 

tensile 

rota! 

ui ti mate 

relared ro x-,y- or z-direcrion 

a I. longest edge length of a rectangular plate (p.25); 2. disrance from the reference plane 

to rhe top of the column surface at the end for which x= 0 (p. 6I) 

A" cross-sectional area of a broken glass pane (p. 30) 

b I. shonest edge lengthof a reetangwar plate (p.25); 2. disrance from the reference 

plane to the top of rhe column surface at the end for which x= L (p. 61) 

c I. rotational spring stiffness; 2. disrance from the reference plane to the top of the 

column surface at an arbitrary location x (p. 61) 

CF consequence offailure (p. 27) 

cP speciflc thermal capacity (p. 22) 

D I. diameter; 2. darnage (p. 30) 

d I. width; 2. number of damaged glass panes (p. 30); 3. thickness of the adhesive 

bond (p. 33) 

do initia! deformation (p. 49) 

d, additional deformation (p. 49) 

E Young's modulus 

e lateral imperfection relative to an imaginary chord through the center of rhe column 
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e0 imperfection parameter (p. 46) 

F applied load 

fu, bracing force (p. 49) 

Fcr;LT critical lateral torsional buck.ling load (p. 25) 

FE Euler buckling load 

Fr,;c friction force (p. 77) 

f.n stress at start of strain hardening (p. 96) 

f.., static ulrimate tensile strength (p. 75) 

fy yield strength 

fy, static yield strength (p. 75) 

G shear modulus 

H hardness (p. 22) 

h height 

I moment of inertia 

k translational spring stiffness 

kb, actual bracing stiffness (p. 48) 

~r;r.e~ fictitious bracing stiffness (p. 50) 

k;.,,, initial stiffness (p. 84) 

k .. ,; normal stiffness of the adhesive joint (p. 99) 

k, rotational spring stiffness (p. 1 08) 

k, 1. shear stiffness of the adhesive joint (p. 99); 2. factor related to the critcial spring 

stiffness (p. 48) 

k,ec secant stiffness (p. 84) 

k,.,P support stiffness (p. 81) 

L length 

4 bay length, unsupported length, or length between rwo lateral supports (p. 48) 

LLT lateral torsional buckling length (p. 25) 

I.." original gage length (p. 74) 

L,Y' system length 

N axial compression load 

ny amplification factor: ratio of the Euler buckling load over the applied load (p. 46) 

M bending moment 

Pr probability of failure (p. 27) 

R reaction force (p. 73) 

radius (p. 77) 

Rr risk of failure (p. 27) 

S strength (p. 30) 

S.P, strength equal to the load at an arbitrary point in time (p. 30) 

So original cross-sectional area (p. 74) 

S,1, strength equal to the serviceability limit state action (p. 30) 

S,w strength equal to the self weight of a member (p. 30) 

S.,1, strength equal to the ultimate limit state action (p. 30) 

T torque (p. 77) 

time 

tn normal tracrion (p. 99) 

x 
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tref 

t, 

reference time (p. 30) 

shear traction (p . 99) 

u I. maximum deformation at the middle of a beam (p. 50) ; 2. horizontal in-plane 

displacement of the bearing block (p . 81) 

U rel relative displacement (p. I 00) 

V lateral deformation of a beam (p. 25) 

vo initia! lateral deformation of a beam (p. 25) 

w 

Wo 

x, y, z 

lateral deformation of a column or plate (p. 25) 

initiallateral deformation of a column or plate (p. 25) 

additionallateral deformation of a column or plate (p. 25) 

I . coordinates of a point; 2. directions in the GCS 

Greek symbols: 

aT thermal expansion coeffiecient (p. 22) 

y shear angle of the adhesive (p. 33) 

f I. strain; 2. strain ra te (p. I 08) 

f,h strain at stan of strain hardening (p. 96) 

f y strain at stan of yielding (p. 96) 

À I. slenderness; 2. thermal conductivity (p. 22) 

Àe slenderness for which the buckling curve intersects with the yield path (p. 20) 

À,c1 slenderness ratio (p. 19) 

f! friction coefficient (p. 77) 

v I. Poisson's ratio; 2. shear deformation of the adhesive (p . 33) 

!;, '1 directions in the carthesian coordinate system (p. 95) 

p I. density; 2. restraint parameter (p. I 08) 

cr stress 

crbuc buckling stress 

crn normal stress (p. I 00) 

cryd dynamic yield stress (p. I 07) 

rrys static yield stress (p. I 07) 

T shear stress 

<cv epoxy shear strength (p. 59) 

<p rotational degree of freedom (p. 95) 

Wbuc buckling factor 

ABBREVIA TI ONS 

4PBT Four point bend test 

ANG Annealed glass 

FE Finite Element 

FTG Fully tempered glass 

GCS Global coordinate system 

GPNIA Geometrical and physical nonlinear 

imperfect analysis 

HSG Heat strengthened glass 

L VDT Linear variabie displacement 

transducer 

PTFE 

PVB 

TIG 

Polytetrafluorethylene 

Polyvinyl butyral 

T ungsten inert gas 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

The application of glass in arts and erafis dates back thousands of years. For centuries glass has been 

used in buiidings for its most distinguishing intrinsic characteristic: transparency. lnitiaiiy, glass was 

not used on a large scaie mainiy due to poor manufacturing processes and techniques, as weii as a 

lacking notion of the importance of light, fresh air, and space in dweilings and pub/ie buiidings. 

In the middie of the J9'h century the first significant e./Jorts were made on the structurai application of 

glass in buiidings. The Palm House of Bicton Gardens (1843) was built of glasspanes that were 

connected to smaii iron profiies, thus creating a structure basedon in-plane ioading of glass panes. Th is 

state-ofthe-art application of glass was considered a great exampie of both transparency and structurai 

optimization. More than 150 years later the desire to design and construct transparentand structuraiiy 

optimized buiidings is still presentand even more subject of research. 

1.1 Motivation 

Glass is a material that has inspired many architects through the years mainly due to that one 

distinguishing characteristic: transparency. Large-scale applications were yet impossible umil the 

developmem of the float glass fabrication process in 1952 by Pilkington. The industrial 

fabrication of glass made it possible to produce glass panes of increasing qualiry and dimensions. 

At the same time the socially and politically engaged Modern Movemem gained momenturn after 

World War I and 11, favouring more light, fresh air and space in buildings. The combination of 

technological improvements in the fabrication process of glass, rogether with the development of 

new building types and revolutionary ideas for healthier and generally better living conditions, 

have led to an ever increasing desire for transparency in architecture. 
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Nor only archirecrs have been inspired by glass, engineers have been equally imrigued by rhe grear 

potenrial of glass as a srrucrural material due ro its high compressive srrengrh and bending 

sriffness. Alrhough glass may nor seem an obvious choice as a structural material because of irs 

brittie failure behaviour, srructural elemems of glass may be rhe final step rowards demarerializing 

rhar part of rhe building responsible for keeping it up (Figure I. I). 

Figure l.l A suucrural challenge: demarerializing rhar pan of rhe building rhar is responsible for 

keeping ir up. In rhe Rheinbach Glass Pavilion -designed by Jörg Hieber and Jürgen 

Marquardr- rhe enrire roof supporring srrucrure is made of glass [Wellershoff and 

Sedlacek, 2003] which resul!S in a seemingly floaring roof srrucrure. The suucrural safety 

concept is basedon a combined probabilisric and consequence-based approach. 

In rhe past decade research in rhe srrucrural applicarion of glass has mainly focused on rhe 

developmem of plares and girders. Because of rhe afore-memioned brirde failure behaviour of 

glass, research has particularly aimed at increasing rhe srrucrural safety of these glass srrucrures. Ir 

is in rhar aspect rhar rhe reason can be found for rhe facr thar so linie research has yer been carried 

out imo the srructural application of glass in columns. Slender columns usually faîl due to 

insrabiliry, whereas plares and girders rend ro fail due to a lack of strength or sriffness (at least it is 

fairly easy ro prevent instabiliry). The tendency of slender columns to fail due ro instabiliry in 

combination with the exrremely brittie failure behaviour of glass, resulrs in a structure that is 

considered to be highly unsafe. 

Slender steel columns usually fail due to srabiliry problems (i.e. column buckling) as wel!. Steel, 

however, is a rather ductile material and failure does nor occur suddenly as is rhe case for brittie 

materials. Therefore, steel is considered a fairly safe structural material. Still, slender steel columns 

tend ro fail suddenly because of buckling as a resulr of which rhe maximum axial load bearing 

capacity is nor urilized to an optimum. 

A column based on the combined use of glass and steel (hereafter referred ro as a glass-steel 

column) may provide a solurion for rhe challenge of developing a column thar is highly 

transparem, safe and optimized in rerms of material utilization. 
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CH.A.PTER 1: INTRODUCfiON 

1.2 Objective 

The research subject on which this graduation project concentrates can be characterized by a 

twofold problem definition. This problem definition leads to the research objective that is stared 

in Section 1.2.2. 

1.2.1 Problem definition 

The dualiry of the problem definition can be directly traeed back to rhe intrinsic properties of 

both materials. 

Steel is a material with a high compression and tensile strength as well as a high bending sriffness, 

which allows for slender srructures. Slender structures, however, tend to fail due to instabiliry (i.e. 

buckling). 

Glass is a material with a high compression strength but relatively low tensite strength. Moreover, 

glass is an extremely brittie material , which means a glass structure deforms elastically under an 

increasing load and fails suddenly upon failure (i.e. wirhout warning mechanism). Therefore, 

glass is generally considered to be an unsafe material to use in building structures. 

The twofold problem definition can thus be phrased as follows: 

• 

• 

The load hearing capaciry of a stender steel column subjected to an axial compression 

load is limired due to instabiliry (i .e. buckling). A5 a result of rhat the maximum axial 

load hearing capaciry cannot be reached, which means the strength of the steel column 

section is not utilized to an optimum. 

The brittie failure behaviour makes glass an unsuitable material for applicarion in main 

structural elements such as Aoor hearing columns. 

1.2.2 Research objective 

Ir can be concluded rhat for one or more reasons both the steel column and glass column have its 

disadvantages if applied separarely. The objective of rhis graduation project is rherefore based on 

rhe assumption that a transparent and sufficiently safe column is only achievable in a 

combination of steel and glass, in which the axially loaded steel column section is srabilized by 

means of glass panes. The research objective can now be phrased: 

"The objective is to design a tramparent column of glass and steel that fu!fills the requirements for an 

optima/ utilization of the axial load bearing capacity of the steel column section as wel/ as su./ficient 

structural safety agaimt sudden .foilure. " 

3 
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1.2.3 Assumptions 

In addition to rhe research objective fermuiared in Section 1.2.2, several assumptions (as well as 

simpliflcations and limitations) are made to narrow down rhe scope of this graduation project. 

Generally, rhe assumptions can be divided in rhose made for design or for analysis. The following 

assumptions are made wirh regard to the design: 

• Plane glass panes; rhe design of rhe glass-steel column is to be based on rhe use of plane 

glass panes. 

• Failure occurs due ro yielding of rhe steel column secrion; since the aim is to utilize rhe 

axial load bearing capacity of the steel column section to an optimum, the glass-steel 

column (subjected to an axial compression load) is to be designed in such a way rhat 

failure does no longer occur as a result of instability (i.e. buckling), but because of 

exceeding rhe axial load bearing capacity of rhe steel column section. That implies rhat 

any form of buckling of rhe glasspanes prior to yielding of the steel column section is to 

be prevenred. 

• 

• 

Only rhe steel column section is to be loaded by an axial compression load; rhis means 

the glass-steel column is to be designed in such a way rhat only rhe steel column secrion 

is axially loaded, whereas the glass panes are only indirecrly loaded due to lateral 

deflections of rhe steel column section. 

Structural safety due to posr-crirical strength and sriffness; failure is considered ro occur 

at yielding of the steel column secrion, but the glass-steel column is to be designed in 

such a way that a significant post-criricaJ strength and stiffness (and thus a post-critica! 

load bearing capacity) are guaranteed, since this considerably increases the structural 

safety of the glass-steel column. 

The most important assumptions made with regard to the analysis of the structural behaviour of 

the different design alternatives for the glass-steel column can be described by: 

4 

• Global srrucrural behaviour; only rhe global structural behaviour of rhe different 

alternatives fora glass-sreel column is stuclied including rhe influence of imperfecrions on 

the steel column secrion. However, the influence of any other local imperfections, 

rolerances, local stress concentrations and local failure is nor stuclied in rhis graduation 

project. 

• Negligible influence of several glass parameters; the influence of the parameters which 

affect the load bearing capacity of glass elements as discussed in Section 2.4.4 is 

considered to be negligibly smaH if only srudying rhe global structural behaviour of rhe 

glass-steel co lumn. Therefore these parameters are nor raken into account for rhe 

different types of analysis. 

• Single layer glass panes; rhe structural analysis of the glass-sreel column is based on the 

use of single layer glass panes although the design is based on rhe use of larninated glass. 
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Aimealed float glass is prefeered because of its fracture pattem and its corresponding 

residual load bearing capacity upon breakage which can significantly cantribure to the 

structural safety of the glass-steel column. 

Two-dimensional problem; the steel column section is assumed to only deform in the 

direction of the initia! imperfection and therefore only deform in a two-dimensional 

plane. Furthermore, our-of-plane deformations of the glass panes are supposed not to 

occur, and out-of-straighrness of the glass panes is supposed to be negligibly smal!. 

1.3 Procedure 

Following a comprehensive study of literature, several alternatives for the glass-steel column are 

designed based on a set of requirements. Analytica! calculations are made to gain a preliminary 

understanding of the global structural behaviour of the different alternatives and to support the 

process of selecting the most promising design alternatives. 

The global structural behaviour of the two most promising alternatives for the glass-steel column 

is stuclied further by means of numerical analyses, using a computer program based on the Fini te 

Element Method. In order to be able to verify the results from numerical analyses, simple rnadeis 

are developed first and the results are compared to analytica( solutions. Once it is concluded that 

the simple models produce reliable and accurate results, more advanced rnadeis are developed to 

study the global behaviour of the two most promising alternatives for the glass-steel column into 

more detail. Finally, one alternative for the glass-steel column is selected for experimental testing. 

1.4 Report structure 

The first part of this report (i.e. Chapter 2) is an outline of basic knowledge and subjects stuclied 

in lirerature that are considered most relevant within the framework of this graduation project. 

The second part (Chapter 3) illustrates the design process and development of several alternatives 

for the glass-steel column. The third and most extensive part of this report deals with the 

development of analytica!, experimental and numerical solutions for rhe global structural 

behaviour of the glass-steel column in respectively Chapter 4, 5 and 6. Conclusions and 

recommendations for further research are reported in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 

Basic theory and literature 

This chapter is to provide the reader with background theory and basic knowledge on varying topics 

that are of interest within the framework of this graduation project. The main topics cover the subject 

ofstructurat stabitity, solution techniques, mechanica/ properties of steeland glass, and different types of 

glass connections. ft is, however, not intended by any means to present an exhaustive overview of recent 

developments in the various fields of research. Hence, plenty of riferences to titerature are given for 

forther studies. 

2.1 Stability 

Two types of failure can be distinguished associated with a structure namely material faiture and 

form or configuration failure. Material failure occurs if the stresses exceed the permissible values 

which may result in the formation of cracks. A structure fails due to configuration failure if it is 

unable to rnaintaio its designed configuration under an external disturbance (caused by e.g. 

accidental forces, eccentricities, imperfections or inhomogenities) or applied load even though the 

stresses are within permissible range [Garnbhir, 2004]. The lossof stabiliry due to tensile loads is 

considered a form of material instabiliry, whereas stabiliry loss under compressive load is usually 

called structural or geometrical instabiliry often referred to as buckling. 

2.1.1 Principles of the stability theory 

The criterion for a stabiliry problem can be found in the existence of an ambiguous relation 

between load and deformation. A stabiliry problem is considered to exist if at a eerraio load 

situation no unarnbiguous state of equilibrium can be defined [Luible, 2004]. In the stabiliry 

theory three states of equilibrium can be distinguished narnely the stable, unstable and indifferent 

or neutraJ equilibrium [Pflüger, 1964]. The three states of equilibrium can be illustrated by a 
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rigid ba.U in posltlon at different points on a surface, as is shown in Figure 2.1. The ball is 

assumed ro be in equilibrium at rhe points of zero slopes, but rhe response of the ba.U ro a small 

disturbance from these posirions is quite different. 

In a stabie state of equilibrium (Figure 2.la) positive workis required to move rhe ball from its 

position and rhe ball will return to its original position upon removal of rhe disturbance. If a 

smal! disturbance resuJrs in rhe giving up of energy and the bal! moving progressively the state of 

equilibrium is considered to be unstable (Figure 2.1c). In rhe state of indifferent equilibrium the 

bal! neither returns to its original position nor continues to move upon removal of the 

disturbance (Figure 2.1 b). 

-- -~-- Q ---~--
(a) 

Figure 2.1 

(b) (c) 

Bali analogy for the differem states of equilibrium in the relation bccwcen load and 

deformation for chc concept of stabiliry. A stabie state of equilibrium is rcpresenred by (a), 

whereas an unsrable state of equilibrium is represenred by (c) . The ball analogy for an 

indifferent state of equilibrium is shown in (b). 

Fora srructure it is desirabie rhat it is in stabie state of equilibrium. In Gambhir [2004] the stabie 

state of equilibrium is deflned as rhe abiliry of rhe strucrure to remain in position and support the 

given load, even if forced slighrly out of its position by a disturbance. As rhe load increases until it 

exceeds rhe critica] value rhe structure is in a state of unsrable equilibrium, which means rhar yet a 

slight disturbance resulrs in buckling. 

The state of indifferent equilibrium is characterized by rhe facr rhat besides rhe straight position 

of the structure rhere is a random deformed position for which equilibrium exists as wel! 

[Kerstens, 2006]. This means rhar rhe energy required for disturbance (i.e. required ro leave rhe 

equilibrium position) equals zero. The state of indifferent equilibrium is rherefore referred to as 

rhe critica! state of equilibrium [Luible, 2004] or the necessary condition for structural stabiliry 

[Gambhir, 2004]. 

Ir should be noted rhat rhe state of indifferent equilibrium can be achieved for perfect systems. In 

realiry, however, only imperfect sysrems exist. Imperfections like initia! deformations, residual 

stresses or inhomogenities cause rhe system not ro reach the critical state of equilibrium. 

Therefore, for every load siruacion an unambiguous relarion exjsrs between load and deformarion, 

which means rhe sysrem is in a stabie state of equilibrium. 

2.1.2 Structural instability 

The loss of stabiliry (i.e. insrabiliry) in terms of srrucrural behaviour can be expressed by rhe load

deformarion relationship. For continuous conservative dastic systems srabiliry is classified into 
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three types of branching or bifurcations with distinct initial post-buckling behaviour, which is to 

explain any discrepancy between theoretica! and experimental results [Gambhir, 2004]: 

• 

• 

• 

' ' 
' ' ' 

A symmetrie bent upward post-buckling curve with a stabie bifurcation, which is almost 

unaffected by imperfections (Figure 2.2a); 

A symmetrie bent downward curve which is unstable and sensitive to imperfections 

(Figure 2.2b); 

An asymmetrie post-buckling curve with a slope at the bifurcation point which is 

extremely sensitive even to a very smal! initial imperfection (Figure 2.2c). 
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(a) 

Figure 2.2 

Figure 2.3 

(b) (c) 

For cominuous conservative dastic sysrems, srability is classifled imo three types of 

branching or bifurcarions. Symmetrie srable branching is shown in (a). The cominuous 

lines represem rhe load-deformation relacionship for perfect sysrems, whereas rhe dashed 

lines represem rhe Joad-deformarion relarionship for asymproric imperfeer systems. 

Unstable symmetrie and asymmetrie branching is shown in respeccively (b) and (c) . 

F 

- - ------- .. W 

Load-deformarion diagram of a uniform camilever column with an initia! imperfection , 

subjeered ro an axial compressive load . The ascending branch (cominuous line) 

corresponds ro a srable srare of equilibrium and the deseending branch (dashed line) ro an 

unsrable state of equilibrium . 

For a uniform cantilever column with an initial imperfection the load-deformation curve consists 

of an ascending branch and a deseending branch with a definite apex which defines the maximum 

load carrying capaciry of the member as shown in Figure 2.3. The critical load represems an 
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upper strength limit for column buckling [Haldimann et al., 2008]. Under monotonic loading 

the ascending branch corresponds to a stabie equilibrium state and the deseending branch to an 

unstable equilibrium state. & the load approaches the critica! value unlimited progressing growth 

of the displacement occurs [Gambhir, 2004]. 

The critica! load corresponds to a critica! point on the equilibrium path. Passing through this 

point results in the lossof the initia! stability of the equilibrium. Two types of critica! pointscan 

be distinguished [Bakker and Kerstens, 2008]: 

• 

• 

The bifurcation point; the branching of two or more equilibrium paths. The Euler 

buckling load of a column is an example of a bifurcation point load. 

The limit point; the relative maximum on a load-deflection curve, nor to be confused 

with the concept of a limit load in plastic limit analysis. The elastic-plastic failure load of 

an imperfect rigid-bar column model with an elastic spring is an example of a limit point 

load. 

Generally, a distinction is made between three fundamental types of structural instability: column 

buckling, lateral torsional buckling and plate buckling (Figure 2.4). Within the frameworkof this 

graduation project column buckling is of particular interest and is therefore briefly discussed in 

the following section. 

Figure 2.4 
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(c) 

Th ree rypes of mucrural insrabiliry: column buckling (a), la rera I rorsional buckling (b) and 

plare buckli ng (c). 

2.1.3 Column budding 

A slender bar subjeered to an axial compressive load is highJy susceptible for column buclding. 

Two types of failure can be distinguished: flexural column buckling and torsional column 

buckling. Flexural column buckling is characterized by a lateral deformation normal to the 

centroidal axis of the bar, whereas a clean rotation of the centroidal axis is rypical for torsional 

column buckling. Within the frameworkof this graduation project torsional column buckling is 

nor taken into consideration. Therefore, whenever the subject of column buckling is discussed 

throughout this report only flexural column buckling is considered. 
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The solurion of rhe buckling problem of a centrically loaded perfecrly straight column is 

expressed by Euler [ 17 44] in rhe critical buckling load: 

(l) 

Perfecdy straight columns, however, only exist in rheory. Due ro imperfections rhe load carrying 

capaciry of real columns is significandy smaller than rhe Euler solution. Buclding of an imperfect 

bar occurs if under increasing loading the lateral deformation of rhe column increases until either 

rhe limits of rhe material properties or rhe deformation capaciry are reached. The ulrimate load 

approaches the critica( load asymptotically for large deformations. Chapter 4 will discuss the 

subject of buckling of borh perfect and imperfect columns into much more detail. 

The subject of buckling can be classified in different ways depending on --{)bviously- rhe 

classificarion criteria. In Chapter 6 a classification is made based on the geometrical and physical 

properties for analysis of the structure. In Secrion 2.2.2 rhe stabiliry problem is classified by the 

rype of numerical analysis. Furrhermore, a distinction can be made between sysrem buckling and 

member buckling [Bakker and Kerstens, 2008]. Member buckling may eirher involve global, 

local or disrorrional buckling. Wirhin rhe framework of rhis graduation project only global 

buckling of a member is considered, which means any distonion of the cross-secrion of the 

member is nor raken into account. 

2.2 Solving stability problems 

A stabiliry analysis consists in determining rhe mode of loss of srabiliry and the corresponding 

load. More specific, rhe analysis of geometrical instabiliry, referred to as the buckling analysis, 

consists in rhe derermination of buckling loads (or critica( loads) at which a cerrain structure 

becomes unstable and the characreristic shape associared wirh rhe buckled response of the 

structure called buckled mode shapes [Bakker and Kerstens, 2008]. 

In most structural srabiliry problems rhe lateral deformation of rhe members can nor be negleered 

in determining equilibrium. Therefore, the system no longer acts geometrically linear and 

equilibrium is rhus to be derermined with respect to rhe deformed shape of rhe structure. If the 

displacements are relarively small (i.e. small compared to rhe dimensions of the strucrural 

element) an analysis based on rhe second order theory can be performed. In the second order 

rheory membrane stresses due to our-of-plane deformations are considered ro be negligibly small 

[Bakker and Peköz, 2002]. Parricularly for thin-walled structures a second order analysis is 

unsuitable and at least a large displacement analysis is required. 

In general, the solution of srabiliry problems can be determined either analyrically or numerically. 
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2.2.1 Analytica1 solutions 

Basically, rwo methods for analyrically solving of stability problems can be distinguished [Luible, 

2004]. The flrst method is based on solving the governing differential equations analyrically, 

which is actually only suitable for simple systems. For rather complex systems this method results 

in increasingly extensive calculations. The second method is based on analyrical approximation 

techniques and is therefore much more appropriate for solving the stability problem of complex 

systems. Gambhir [2004] distinguishes four different classica] solution methods of which the 

work approach, the energy approach and rhe kinetic or dynamica! approach can be considered as 

analyrical approximation techniques. 

It may be obvious that for simple geometrically linear systems it is easy and fast to solve the 

stability problem based on solving the differential equations or using analyrical approximation 

techniques. However, for analyrically solving a system according to the second or higher order 

theory even analyrical approximation techniques often fa!! short [Luible, 2004]. 

2.2.2 Numerical solutions 

Advanced computer software enables the analysis of complex stability problems by using a 

numerical approximation method. The method can be based on solving the governing differential 

equations numerically [Stüssi and Dubas, 1971], yet another method enables the modelling of a 

structural system by a set of appropriate flnite elements that are coupled by the degrees of 

freedom at the points (i.e. nodes) of the elements. The Finite Element Method is currendy the 

most powerful and commonly used technique. 

The Finite Element Method enables the implementation of geometrically and physically both 

linear and nonlinear behaviour and is therefore speciflcally advantageous for the analysis of large 

displacements and post-critical load carrying behaviour [Luible, 2004]. Still, the Finite Element 

Method (F EM) is an approximation method for which the accuracy of the solution strongly 

depends on rhe number of flnite elements and the correct modelling, e.g. the element properties, 

boundary conditions and loading situation. 

For solving the problem of geometrical instability (i.e. buckling) the strength of FEM is to be 

found in the possibilities for nonlinear analysis. In geometrically nonlinear types of analysis 

equilibrium is formulated with respect to the deformed state. A distinction can be made in second 

order analysis, large deflection analysis, large rotation analysis, large strain analysis and eigenvalue 

analysis [Bakker and Peköz, 2002]. A second order analysis accounts for stress stiffening, whereas 

a large displacement analysis takes into account membrane stresses due to out-of-plane deflections 

provided rotations and strains remain smal!. A large strain analysis is the most general 

geometrically nonlinear analysis, in which neither strains, nor rotations or displacements need to 

remain smal!. 

An eigenvalue buclding analysis is a special kind of geometrically nonlinear analysis often based 

on asecondorder formulation [Bakker and Peköz, 2002]. Under the assumption of a linear load

deformation behaviour up to the attainment of the buckling load a multiplication factor for the 

applied loads can be determined which results in a non-unique salution (i.e. rhe eigenvalue). 
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A final remark is ro be made with respect to a distinction rhat is often found in lirerature between 

linear and nonlinear buckling analysis [Bakker and Kerstens, 2008]. In mathematica! terms an 

eigenvalue analysis is considered a linear buckJing analysis, whereas in mechanics a linear buckling 

analysis usually implies a second order elastic analysis of perfect structures. Still, both analyses 

have in common that rhey are suitable for determining bifurcation points of linear dastic perfect 

structures. On the contrary, a nonlinear buckling analysis enables the determination of limit 

points which means that in mechanics this analysis could be a second order or large rotation 

analysis with any type of material behaviour. 

2.3 Material steel 

Steel for structural uses may be classified by various aspects, e.g. shape, method of manufacture, 

chemical composition, rensile strengthor any other specific qualiry. For the purpose of this report 

only construction steel (also referred ro as srructural steel or srructural-qualiry steel) is considered. 

Construction steel is generally characterized by its good srrength properties, high elasticiry and 

ductiliry. As the mechanica! properties of steel strongly depend on the chemica! composition and 

structure a short introduetion is provided. 

The marerial steel can bedescribed as a highly ordered and regular structure of crystallattices (i.e. 

ferrite, austenite or cementite) composed of mainly iron and carbon atoms [SG-3, 1996]. 

Mixtures of iron and carbon can form into a number of different structures resulting in very 

different properties. At room temperature the most stabie form of iron is the body-centered cubic 

structure called ferrite. Carbon elements act as a hardening agent, prevenring dislocations in the 

iron atom crystal lattice from sliding past one anorher. Therefore, steel with increased carbon 

content results in a more brittie behaviour. 

Orher elements are added to the carbon-iron mixture in order ro adapt and improve specific 

qualities. Nickel and manganese elemenrs improve the tensile strength and make austenite more 

chemically stable, whereas for instanee chromium increases the hardness of steel. Detailed 

in formation on the intrinsic chemical and physical properties of steel is to be found in literature, 

e.g. [Brockenbrough and Merritt, 1994] and [Englekirk, 1994]. 

2.3.1 Mechanica! properties 

The most important mechanica! properties of steel with respect to rhe use in structures are the 

srrengrh, sriffness and ducriliry. In general, a srrucrural material must nor only have sufficient 

strengrh, but also needs to be considerably stiff and ductile in order to meet rhe requirements for 

serviceabiliry and strucrural safety [NEN 6700, 2005]. A ductile material does nor fail suddenly 

upon overtoading but instead allows redistriburion of stresses by deforming beyond the d astic 

limit (i.e. plastically) without fracture [Englekirk, 1994]. 
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The mechanica! behaviour of steel is described most easily through an examinatien of the stress

straio relationship developed from a rension test. Figure 2.5 shows a typical stress-strain diagram 

of steel. Though steel is generically described as an elastic material, elastic behaviour only exists 

over a smal! portion of the stress-strain relationship. In fact, the perfectly elastic behaviour range 

only exists until a strain is reached that causes a steel specimen to be stressed to about half of its 

nomina! yield stress [Englekirk, 1994]. The upper limit of the elastic behaviour region is 

associated with the proportional limit of the material. The behavioural change, however, is very 

small and attributed primarily to residual stresses in the material due to the production process. 

In general the effect of residual stresses is not taken into account and it is assumed that the 

material behaviour is perfectly el ast ie until the nomina! yield stress is attained. Up to this point 

the relationship between stress and strain remains linear and thus the modulus of elasticity has a 

constant value. 

i 
f. f. 

Figure 2.5 (L) Typical srress-srrain diagram of sreel. Srresses arebasedon rhe original cross-secrional area 

and srrains arebasedon rne originallength of rne resred specimen. 

Figure 2.6 (R) The dashed line corresponds ro rhe r.rue suesses rhar follow from rensile r.es[S. The srresses 

are based on rhe insramaneous cross-secr.ional area. 

At attainment of the nomina! yield stress the material experiences unrestricted plastic flow. 

Beyond yielding of the material the modulus of elasticity is no langer a constant value, which 

means the relationship between stress and strain can no langer be described linearly. The material 

is said to be strain hardening for it once again behaves in a quasi-elastic manner. This strain 

hardening process continues until an ultimate stress is reached. 

In the stress-strain diagram of Figure 2.5 the stresses are based on the original cross-sectional area 

and the strains are based on the original length of the tested specimen. However, since the 

original dimensions change significandy afi:er the initiatien of yielding, a stress-strain diagram 

based on instantaneous values of area and length are ofi:en thought to be of more fundamental 

significanee [Brockenbrough and Merritt, 1994]. Fora tensile test, the actual cross-sectional area 

becomes smaller (i.e. transverse strain or contraction) and, consequendy, the true stress actually 

exceeds the ultimate stress since the ultimate stress is quantified by dividing the applied load by 

the original cross-sectional area. The true stress continues to increase until fracture occurs, as can 

beseen in Figure 2.6. 
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For rhe purpose of design rhe marerial characterisrics are co be described in a model rhar is easily 

applied and yer reasonably represems rhe behaviour of steel. The most simplifted model is purely 

based on linear elastic marerial behaviour. Such a model is presenred in [NEN 6770, 200 I] and 

shown in Figure 2.7. The yield stress and ultimare stress are of great importance. Design values 

for these stresses have been determined by large-scale testing. In [NEN-EN I 0025, 2004] and 

[NEN-EN 10113, 1993] the as such determined mechanica! properties are given for common 

steel grades (Table 2.1). Additional information on rhe mechanica! properties is to be found in 

lirerarure, e.g. [Brockenbrough and Merritt, 1994], [Englekirk, 1994] and [SG-1, 1993]. 

a 

(a) 

Figure 2.7 

Table2.1 

Steel grade 

(J a a 

fy 
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(b) (c) (d) 

Srress-srrain diagrams rhar reptesent rhe simplified marerial behaviour of steel for rhe 

purpose of design. The diagram shown in (a) is based on purely linear elastic marerial 

behaviour. In (b) and (c) the srress-srrain relarionship is bilinear and can be described by 

respectively Ünear dastic ideal plastic material behaviour and linear elasric hardening plastic 

marerial behaviour. The srress-srrain diagram in (d) shows linear dastic ideal plastic 

marerial behaviour wirh hardening (rri-Ünear relationship). 

Mechanica! properties of common steel grades 

E"p j'y"p f, ,,,.p êu ,up 

[Njmm 1
] [Njmm 2

] [Njmm 2
] [ o/o l 

According to NEN-EN 10025 

5235 210000 235 360 19 
5275 275 430 16 
5355 355 510 16 

Acc()l'ding toNEN-EN 10113 

5275 210000 275 360 24 
5355 355 450 22 
5420 420 500 19 
5460 460 530 17 

2.3.2 Stability problems in steel structures 

F. 

Steel strucrures possess a number of srabiliry limit srares; scructural frameworks, rheir consrirurive 

beams and columns, and the plare elemenrs that cernprise the beams and columns all possess 

stabiliry limit srates [Englekirk, 1994] . Compressive stresses and serains are created by axial and 

flexural loads often occurring in complex inrerdependent forms. Furthermore, since steel is 

usually nor an dastic material as it approaches its stabiliry limit state, stabiliry will be dependene 
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on rhe experienced strain state, and it is rhe rrearment of inelastic srability rhat significantly 

complicares design. 

The subject of srability has been previously discussed in Section 2.1, staring rhat in each type of 

loss of srability (i.e. instability) a change in geometry or configuration resulrs from either rhe 

introduetion of additional new forces or a change in rhe nature of forces that existed in rhe 

undeformed srructure. Three fundamental types of structural insrability were distinguished 

namely column buckling, lateral rorsional buckling and plate buckling. This distinccion is in 

accordance wirh rhe governing srandards or codes, e.g. [NEN 6770, 2001] and [NEN-EN 1993-

1-1, 2006]. For the purpose of rhis report only column buckling of steel structures is studied. 

A member subjeered to pure compression, such as a column, can fail under axial loading in either 

one of rwo modes. One is characterized by excessive axial deformation and rhe second by 

(Aexural) buckling or excessive lateral deformarion [Brockenbrough and Merritt, 1994]. In 

general, rhe latter is critical for slender members. 

2.3.2.1 Eu/er column buckling 
The classical critical load theory of perfect axial members assumes rhat rhe member is initially 

straight, slender, of solid cross secrion with a Aexural sriffness rigidity being constant throughout 

its length and subjeered to an axial compressive force applied along rhe centroidal axis of rhe 

member [Gambhir, 2004] . Moreover, it is presumed rhat the material of rhe member is 

homogeneous, isotropie and perfecrly elasric. The assumption of small deAection rheory 

[Timoshenko and Gere, 1961] holds good for rhe critical load rheory. 

Figure 2.8 
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Euler column buckling. The Euler column is perfeccly straight, cencrally loaded, hinged at 

borh ends and subjeered ro an axial compressive load N. The smallest load ar which rhe 

column ceases ro be in a srable equilibrium is known as rhe Euler or critica! load. The 

cortesponding bent conftgurarion is called rhe ftrsr buckling mode. 

The Euler column is centrally loaded, hinged at both ends and subjeered to an axial compressive 

load (Figure 2.8). The critical value of rhe axial load is called rhe EuJer buckling load. The 
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buckling load can be derived from the governing differential equations obtained by consiclering 

the state of equilibrium of the member in its bend form caused by a disturbance: 

d 2w(x) 
EI dx 2 +Nw(x)=O (2) 

If 0:
2 =NI EI, the general solurion to rhe dilterenrial equarion is: 

w(x) = Asino:x + Beosax (3) 

The arbitrary constants of integration A and B are evaluated from the prescribed boundary 

conditions associated with the end supports. For rhe column with hinges at both ends of the 

column, the boundary conditions are: 

w(O) = w(L) = 0 (4) 

The boundary conditions are satisfied if B = 0 and: 

Asino:L = 0 (5) 

This equation is referred to as a transeendenral equation [Brockenbrough and Merritt, 1994]. lt 

indicates that either A is equal to zero, which would be a trivia! solurion, or that rhe second term 

must vanish, i.e. sin o:L = 0, for which it is necessary rhat: 

o:L = mr n 1, 2, 3, ... 

Since 0:
2 =NI EI, eq. (6) can be written as: 

The corresponding deflected shape (i.e., buckling mode) is given by: 

nnx 
w(x)=Asin

L 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The shape of rhe described deformation is sinusoidal wirh an amplitude of A . From this it is 

concluded that when the column buckles, it wilt assume a sinusoidal deformation of 

undeterminable amplitude. The amplitude of deformation is nor of real concern since rhe column 

can no Jonger support rhe load rhat caused the deformation and the associated stabiliry limit state 

has been reached. The smallest value for rhe critical load (i.e. rhe Euler load) corresponds to the 

case where n = 1 . 
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Thus: 

n 2EI 
N",E = --,-

4 
(9) 

A column subjeered to an axialload will buckle in the least possible number of half sine waves as 

described by the deformed shape because this deformation ( n = I) is associated with the least 

amount of strain energy [Englekirk, 1994]. For n = 2, 3, . .. higher val u es of critical loads are 

obtained and the corresponding buckling modes are defined by eq. (8). 

1n some cases of columns with open sections, such as cruciform column sections, the controlling 

buckling mode may be one of rwisting instead of lateral deformation. The column wil! rhen fail 

due to torsional buckling. Detailed information on torsional buckling can be found in literature, 

e.g. [Brockenbrough and Merrirt, 1994]. 

2.3.2.2 Column buckling according toNEN 6770 
When re-examining the Euler load equation in its most basic form, eq. (9), it is ro be observed 

that the buckling load is independent of the strength of steel. The Euler relationship also 

presumes that the bending stiffness is a constant. Accordingly, the only variabie is a slenderness 

parameter which in rhis case is the length of the member. Thus, the dastic stabiliry equation 

describes a relationship berween load and length, which is parabolic. The elastic srabiliry limit 

state has an upper bound defined by the compressive strength limit state (Npl = Afr ), as shown in 

Figure 2.9. 

Figure 2.9 
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Test results of the column capaciry (i.e. column stabiliry limit state) plotred as a function of 

the Jength of the column. The actual column capacities are mosrly signiflcanrly lower rhan 
the valucs obrained from the Euler equation and compressive strengrh limit state, which 

can be explained by rhe geomerrical and physical nonlineariry of real members. 

Actual column capacities obtained from experimental testing are also idenrified in Figure 2.9. 

The actual behaviour is considerably different than that described by rhe Euler equation and the 

compressive srrength limit state. The explanation for this dispariry can be found in the 

geometrical and physical nonlineariry of real members, as discussed by SaLnon and Johnson 
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[ 1990]. One reason is that the Eu Ier eguation presumes a perfectly straight column that is free of 

any initia) eccentricities and conseguently describes an upper bound (i.e. nonconservative) 

relationship. Another reason is the fact that the stiffness of the column is far from constant over 

much of the subyield stress range. Accordingly, the stiffness-characterizing EI term of eg. (9) 

must be treated as a variable. This variabie nature of column stiffness is caused by the presence of 

residual stresses. The influence of residual stresses on the changing column stiffness has been 

freguently discussed in literature, e.g. [Salmon and Johnson, 1990], [Englekirk, 1994] and 

[Galambos, 1988]. 

The test results presenred in Figure 2.9 have the largest divergence from those prediered by the 

Euler eguation and the strength limit state as the axial load on the column reaches the 

convergence of these rwo limit states, for here, both accidental eccentricities and inelastic 

nonlinearities affect the column behaviour [SG-3, 1996]. For a decreasing slenderness parameter 

the deviation is merely caused by the presence of residual stresses, whereas for an increasing 

slenderness parameter the deviation is almost exclusively caused by accidental eccentricities. 

Thus, the ability of a column to carry an analytically prediered theoretical load according to the 

Euler eguation is mainly affected by rwo factors: the initia) deformation and residual stresses 

[Englekirk, 1994]. Slender columns are most sensitive to initia) deformations, while short and 

stocky columns are most impacted by residual stresses. These basic behaviour characteristics are 

considered in the development of the relationships contained in design specifications and national 

standards. 

InNEN 6770 [2001] the general rule for the check on buckling stability of merobers subjeered to 

an axial compressive load is given by: 

(10) 

In words, eg. (1 0) means that buckling of a certain merober will not occur if the applied load 

remains smaller than the load carrying capacity. The load bearing capacity can be calculated from 

the compressive strength limit state, reduced by a reduction factor wbu,. This reduction factor 

depends on the slenderness ratio of the merober and the applicable buckling curve. 

Here, the rwo factors that affect the load carrying ability of a column can be recognized. The 

sensitivity to initia) deformations is found in the slenderness ratio, whereas the influence of 

residual stresses is incorporated in the empirically derived buckling curves as these depend on the 

steel grade, cross-sectional shape, thickness of the plate sections, and the production process. 

The slenderness ratio can be determined according to eg. (11) and results in the buckling curves 

to be independent of the steel grade. 

(11) 
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Wirh: 

(12) 

(13) 

The buckling curvescan rhen be comforrably presenred as shown in Figure 2.1 0. The procedure 

for checking rhe column buckling stabiliry of a steel member subjeered to an axial compressive 

load, is now fairly easy and consisrs of ftve steps: esrimating the effecrive buckling lengrh and 

applying rhe Euler equarion ro ftnd rhe crirical buckling load, calcularing rhe slenderness ratio 

according ro eq. (11) , derermining rhe applicable buck.ling curve and rhe reducrion factor w •• ,, 

determining rhe compressive srrengrh limit state and performing rhe check according to eq. (10). 
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Set of buckling curves. The definition of the slenderness ratio allows for the use of one se t 
of buckling curves for different steel grades. 

A similar approach for checking rhe buckling srabiliry of a glass column based on rhe use of 

buckling curves is suggesred by Luibie [2004], which is discussed into more detail in Secrion 

2.4.5. 
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2.4 Material glass 

Glass is chemically an inorganic product of fusion, which has been cooled ro a rigid condition 

without crysrallization. Therefore, glass is actually nor one material but a collecrive name for all 
noncrystalline solids showing a glass transition [Haldimann et al., 2008]. In contrast to most 

other materials, glass does nor consist of a geometrically regular network of crystals, but of an 

irregular three-dimensional network of silicon and mcygen atoms wirh alkaline parts in between. 

Alrhough several primirive shapes and discernible srrucrural elements can be idenrified ar nano 

level, there is no sysremaric reperirion of rhis srrucrure and thus no crysralliniry by rhe srandard 

definition [Veer, 2007]. 

lnstead, glass is called an amorphous mareriaL The amorphous structure of glass is caused by irs 

high viscosiry ar cooling of the liquid glass [Hess, 2004]. During rhe cooling of the liquid glass, 

irs viscosiry increases consranrly until solidification which results in a supercaoled melr yielding 

properties similar ro rhose of crysralline marerials. The remperarme ar solidification is called the 

glass transition temperarure. However, in contrast to crysralline materials, rhe transition between 

liquid and solid state does nor rake place at one precise temperarme but over a certain 

temperarme range [Haldimann et ai ., 2008] . In building applicarions generally soda lime silica 

glass is used. The glass transition remperarme of soda lime silica glass is approximately 530 °C. 

2.4.1 Mechanica! properties 

The mechanica! properties of glass are to be explained by its molecular strucrure that is 

characterized by an irregular networkof silicon and oxygen atoms with alkaline parts in between. 

The non-crysralline structure prevents slip panes or dislocations to allow macroscopie plastic flow 

before fracture [Haldimann et al., 2008]. Since rhe covalent bonding between most of rhe aroms 

cannot reform easily if broken any local srresses around a defect that exceed rhe chemica! bond 

strengrh will cause bond failure and furrher increase rhe local stresses. At normal temperature (i.e. 

temperature significanrly lower rhan rhe glass transition remperature) rhe marerial can rhus only 

deform elastically or exhibit brittie failure [V eer, 2007] . 

The inabiliry of glass to redistribure stresses (i.e. to yield plasrically before fracture) causes glass to 

be very sensitivy to stress concentrations. Stress concentrations may result from macroscopie and 

microscopie Aaws [Bos, 2008]. Therefore, accurate characterization of the fracture strengrh of 

glass must incorporate the nature and behaviour of such flaws. Exrensive research has been done 

by Haldimann et al.[2006] and Veer [2007]. 

2. 4. 1. 1 Strength of gfass 

Glass structures rend to fail due ro tensile stresses. Alrhough rhe theorerical tensile strength of 

glass (based on molecular forces) is extremely high, it is of no practical relevanee for strucrural 

applications. The actual tensile strengrh is much lower mainly dependent on mechanica! Aaws on 

rhe glass surface [CUR, 2007]. As surface flaws do nor grow or fail when in compression the 

compressive strength of glass is much larger than rhe tensile strength. Still, the compressive 

strength is of no relevanee for pretry much all structural applications. Tensile stresses develop 

because of buckJing in case of stabiliry problems and because of Poison's ratio effect at load 
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introduetion points. In both cases the tensile strength of glass is generally exceeded long before 

the element is loaded to its compressive strength [Haldimann et al., 2008]. Ir can thus be 

concluded that the strength of glass is nor a constant value but mainly depends on the governing 

stress distribution and the surface quality [Veer, 2008]. 

Other aspects that have proven to be of importance to the characterization of rhe fracture 

strength of glass are the size of the structural element, the load duration and the appropriate 

staristic analysis. These aspects are stuclied by Hess [2004] and Veer [2007] but will nor be 

discussed into more detail here. 

2 . 4. 1. 2 Dutch design code 

The Durch design codes NEN-EN 572-1 [2004] and NEN 2608-2 [2007] provide values for the 

general material properties of which several mechanica! properties. In Table 2.2 rhese values are 

compared to values found in lirerature (i.e. Hess [2004) and Haldimann et al. [2008)). 

Table 2.2 Basic marerial properries of glass according ro rhe Durch code and sourees in lirerarure. 

Density p 

Hardness 1 H 
Young's modulus E 
Poisson' s ratio V 

Thermal expansion coeff. Ctr 

Thermal conductivity ,\ 

[Njmm 2
] 

[-] 

NEN Hess Haldimann 

2500 2500 2500 

6 5-6 6 

7 ·104 

0.2 

7 ·10' 

0.23 

7 · 104 

0.23 

(K- '] 9 · 10-6 9·10- 6 9 · 10-6 

[Wm - 'K - '] 1 1 

Specific rhermal capacicy cP []kg -' K -' J 720 720 
1 The hardness given in Durch design codes and Hess [2004] is defined as the scratch hardness, measured on 

the Mohs scale of mineral hardness. In Haldimann et al. [2008] rhe hardness is defined as rhe indenration 

hardness, expressed by the Knoop hardness (HK) formula. 

2. 4. 1.3 EssenriaL differences from other materials 

lt can be concluded rhat the mechanica! properties of glass showsome essenrial differences from 

other materials that are commonly used in structural engineering such as timber and steel. In 

contradierion to these materials the mechanica! properties of glass are characterized by: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

An ideal elastic material behaviour unril fracture; 

The inability to yield plastically before fracrure resulting in britrle failure; 

A very high compressive strength compared to the tensile strengrh; 

A fracture srrength that is nor a material constant, but depends on severaJ aspects like the 

presence of surface flaws, the surface area, the moisture condirions, the expected lifetime 

and loading duration. 

Based on these differences it is concluded by Luibie [2004] that the ex.isting design guidelines for 

other materials (like steel) cannot be applied to glass unconditionally. 
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2.4.2 Glass products 

After manufacruring, annealed float glass it is often processed ftmher to produce glass produces of 

the shape, performance and appearance that is required to meet particular needs. This secondary 

processing may include a wide variety of treatments [Haldimann et al., 2008] of which edge 

working, tempering and laminating are amongst the most important for structural applications 

[Luible, 2004] . 

The idea of tempering (either chemically or thermally) is to ereare a favourable residual stress field 

fearuring tensile stresses in the core of the glass pane and compressive stresses on and near the 

surfaces [CUR, 2007]. The glasscore does not contain significant flaws and therefore offers good 

resistance to tensile stress. The unavoidable flaws on the glass surface can only grow if exposed to 

an effective tensile stress (Figure 2.11). As long as the tensile surface stress due to actions is 

smaller than the residual compressive stress there is no such effective tensile stress and 

consequently no crack growth. 

Figure 2.11 
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The principle of glass tempering. The favourable compressive residual srresses resulr from 

rhe tempering process and prevent rensile suesses to occur on rhe surface where Aaws are 

unavoidable. 

The fracture pattem is a function of the energy stored in the glass, i.e. of the residual stress and 

the stress due to loads [Haldimann et al. , 2008]. A distinction is often made between annealed 

glass, heat strengthened glass and fully tempered glass. However, on an international level no 

specific terminology for the different glass types has yet gained universa] acceptance. Other 

frequendy used terms are presenred in Table 2.3. 

Fully tempered glass has the highest residual stress level and thus potentially the highest energy 

level stored in the glass which usually results in breakage into small fragments as is shown in 

Figure 2.12. While fully tempered glass has the highest structural capacity of the distinguished 

glass types, its post-failure performance is poor due to complete disintegration into smal! 

fragments. The post-failure performance is of great importance with respect to safety concepts 

aimed at ductile failure behaviour and significant post-critica! load bearing capacity (Section 

2.4.5). 

Heat strengthened glass provides an interesting compromise between fairly good structural 

performance and a sufficiently large fragmentation pattem for good post-failure performance 
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[Haldimann et al., 2008]. Annealed glass is standard float glass without any tempering. It is 

characterized by its large fragments upon breakage [Hess, 2004]. 

Even though tempering improves the load bearing capacity of glass, it is still a brittie materiaL 

Lamination of a transparent interlayer material between the glass panes (being either a foil or 

resin) enables significant impravement in the post-breakage behaviour: afi:er breakage, the glass 

fragments adhere to the interlayer material so that a eertaio remaining structural capacity is 

obtained as the glass fragments 'arch' or loek in place [Haldimann et al., 2008]. This capacity 

depends on the fragmentation of the glass and increases with increasing fragment size. 

Funhermore, the post-breakage behaviour depends on the interlayer materiaL 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.12 Fracture parrerns of different glass rypes , depending on the level of residual surface 

compression due co tempering. Annealed gla-'s (a) is standard float gla-'s wirhour tempering 

and normally breaks inro large fragmenrs. Heat strengrhened glass (b) has a significandy 

improved load bearing capaciry over srandard float glass, rhereby stillshowinga sufficiencly 

large fragmenrarion parrem for good post-failure performance. Fully tempered glass (c) has 

rhe highesr load bearing capaciry of rhe disringuished glass types , bur its posr-failure 

performance is poor due co complete disinregrarion inro smal! fragmenrs . 

Table 2.3 Glass rype terminology 

Level of residual Terminology in this section 

surface compression 

(Almosr) none 

Medium 

High 

Unspecified 

Annealed glass (ANG) 

Heat strengrhened glass (HSG) 

Fully rempered glass (FTG) 

Heat-rreared glass 

Other frequenrly used terms 

Float glass 

Pardy roughened glass 

Tempered glass; toughened glass 

The most commonly used interlayer material is polyvinyl buryral (PVB). PVB is a viscoelastic 

material, i.e. its physical properties depend strongly on the temperarme conditions and load 

duration. Insome applications one or more of the glasspanes may be replaced by a polycarbonate 

or acrylic pane [IStructE, 1999]. 

Another important characteristic of laminated glass consisring of more than two glasspanes is the 

protective quality of the outer panes against damage of the inner pane(s). Although the laminated 

glass element is considered abundandy dimensioned by some [Louter, 2008], the probability of 

failure is minimized as the chance of simultaneous breakage of all glass panes in the element is 

considered very smal!. 
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2.4.3 Stability problems in glass structures 

As for steel, glass members are generally slender due ro the thin plate-rype geometry and high 

compressive strength. Consequenrly, glass members are similarly sensitive to instabiliry. 

According ro Haldimann et al. [2008), every in-plane loaded glass element must, therefore, be 

checked against stabiliry failure. Research has been carried out to investigate the behaviour of 

structural glass elements with respect to three fundamental types of instabiliry, being column 

buckling, lateral torsional buckling and plate buckling (Figure 2.13). 
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Fundamenral srabiliry problems and corresponding load carrying behaviour of glass 

elements. The glass column buckJing behaviour (a), as well as the lateral rorsionaJ buckJing 

behaviour of beams (b) and glass plate buckling behaviour (c), shows great similarities ro 

rhe behaviour of steel members. However, due to me ideally elastic behaviour of glass, non

linear material behaviour (i.e. physical nonlineariry) does nor need to be raken inro account 

as for steel. 

A rather comprehensive studies on the buckling behaviour of both single layer and laminated 

glass columns, beams and plates has been carried out by Luibie [2004]. Additional research on 

column buckling of glass elements was clone by Kutterer [2005] Overend [2005] and 

Blaauwendraad [2007] . Lateral torsional buckling of glass beams was stuclied by Belis et al. 

[2004] and Kasper [2005], while rudimenrary studies on glass plate buckling were carried out by 

Englhardt and Bergmeister [2005] and Wellershoff and Sedlacek [2005]. 

In order to develop guidelines for design of in-plane loaded glass elemenrs, an approach was 

sought similar to existing design methods for other materials such as steel. However, these 

existing methods cannot be applied unconditionally as the influence of production tolerances, 

initial imperfections, the rypical brittie behaviour and the viscoelastic behaviour of laminated 

glass interlayers has to be specifically considered for glass. Different approaches for general design 

guidelines are discussed in Secrion 2.4.5. 
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2.4.4 Parameters influencing the load hearing capacity 

The load bearing capacity of glass elements is influenced by numerous parameters that can be 

classified into four distinctive categories: the type of glass product, the geometrical and 

mechanica! properties as wel! as the boundary conditions. The glass thickness and initia! 

deformation are examples of parameters affecting the geometrical properties, whereas the load 

eccentricity and type of fixing are parameters concerning the boundary conditions. The level to 

which each parameter affects the load bearing capacity is extensively stuclied by Luibie [2004] . 

Ir is found by Luibie [2004] that the column buckling behaviour of structural glass elements is 

mainly influenced by: 

• The glass thickness; the real glass thickness is generally less than the nominal value which 

results in the reduction of the moment of inertia of the cross section and consequendy 

the buckling strength. Measurements show that glass thickness values follow a normal 

distriburion of which the 5% fractile value corresponds to 97.6% of the nominal glass 

thickness. 

• The initia! deformation; the initia! geometrie deformation is mainly caused by the 

tempering process. Measurements confirm that non-tempered annealed flat glass has a 

very low initia) deformation (i.e. < L/2500), while heat strengrhened glass and fully 

tempered glass can have a sinusoidal initial deformation up to L/300. Measurements for 

laminated glass show the sa me results as monolithic glass. 

• The load eccentricity; although the laad eccentricity is nor a property of the glass element 

but rather a boundary condition, an eccentric laad introduetion may result in a 

considerable reduction of the buckling resistance. The influence of load eccentricity 

increases for increasing slenderness of the glass element. 

• The viscoelastic behaviour of the interlayer material for laminated glass elements; the 

buckling behaviour of laminated glass depends on laad duration and temperature because 

of the viscoelastic behaviour of the PVB interlayer. 

According to Luibie [2004], parameters that affect the load bearing capaciry to a smaller extent 

are: the lengrh and width of the glass element, the dispersion in the Young's modulus and the 

assumptions made with respect to the effective tensile srrength. 

The parameters that affect the lateral torsional buckling of monoüthic and laminated glass beams 

are stuclied by for instanee Belis et al. [2004] and Luibie [2004]. Without going into much detail 

here, the most important parameters are proven to be the glass thickness, the initia! geometrie 

deformation and the viscoelastic behaviour of the PVB interlayer. The parameters that affect the 

plate buckling resisrance of glass elements are stuclied by Luibie [2004] as wel!. 
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2.4.5 General design guidelines and concepts 

Only a few standards and documents currently exist that provide guidelines for dealing with 

buclding of glass members. In [IStructE, 1999] a very simple approach for the buclding 

verifkation of the unsupported edge of glass beams is proposed, but the given equation does not 

account for the nonlinear load carrying behaviour due to imperfections, the glass strength and the 

PVB interlayer of laminated glass. 

In genera!, three different approaches can be distinguished for the column buckling and lateral 

torsional buckling design of glass elements [Haldimann et al., 2008]: 

• Buckling curves derived from tests and numerical models; for the design of steel or 

timber members it is common practice to use buckling curves [NEN6770, 2001]. This 

approach can be applied to glass elements as wel!. In steel construction, buckling curves 

are based on the slenderness ratio. This allows the same curve to be used for the design of 

members with different steel grades. However, in contrast to steel, the slenderness ratio 

for glass must be based on the maximum tensite strength as the compressive strength 

does not limit the buckling strength. The application of buckling curves for the column 

buckling and lateral torsional buckling design of glass elements has been stuclied by 

Lindner and Holberndt [2006], and Luibie [2004]. 

• Analytica] models based on second order theory; the maximum tensite stress in a glass 

member can be determined by means of elastic second order equations (Section 2.4.3). 

The approach is, however, limited to rather elementary structural systems and boundary 

conditions. Furthermore, a reduced glass thickness as weU as a reasonable assumption on 

the initia] deformation has to be considered and, simplistically, the tensite strength may 

be assumed to be equal to the residual stress. 

• Nonlinear numerical models; appropriate finite element models allow nonlinear effects, 

initia! imperfections and arbitrary boundary conditions tobetaken into account. 

2.4.6 Safety concepts 

As the strength of glass typically shows a large dispersion and failure generally occurs suddenly 

and completely, glass is not considered an intrinsically safe material for application in load 

bearing structures. I t is evident that a structure must be sufficiently safe and show sufficiently safe 

failure behaviour. However, an unambiguous method to qualif)r and particularly quantif)r 

structural safety does not exist in literature. Still, the commonly accepted (and simplified) notion 

of risk, which is defined as the product of the probability of failure and the consequence of a 

failure event, may provide a good basis: 

(14) 

lt can be concluded from eq. (14) that the risk can be lowered by decreasing either the probability 

or consequence of failure or a combination of both. Most safety concepts in current codes and 
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guidelines are based on a probabilistic approach aimed at reducing the probability of failure . 

However, typically for glass a probabilistic approach proves to be insuftkientand a consequence

based approach is considered much more desirabie [Bos, 2007]. 

In the few codes and guidelines relevant to the structural application of glass, emphasis has been 

laid on the probability component of the risk function as given by eq. (14). Recent developments 

in the German codes [DIN 18008-1, 2006] and European codes [NEN-EN 1991-1-7, 2006], 

however, show an increasing interest in a combined probabilistic and consequence-based 

approach. However, guidance is only providedon rhe scale of a complete structure. 

2. 4. 61 Probabi/istic approach 

According to NEN 6700 [2005], rhe max1mum failure probability is limited primarily by 

requiring a structure ro meet a minimum reliability index, which is defined as rhe probability that 

an ultimate limit state or a serviceability state is exceeded during rhe reference life time of rhe 

srrucrure. The required reliability index depends on rhe safety class which is, in turn , dependent 

on the consequences of coltapse of the structure. The higher the safety class, the higher rhe 

required value for rhe reliability index and, consequently, rhe lower the failure probability. Thus, 

rhe actual requirement is towards rhe probability component of the risk function [Bos, 2007]. 

Wherher a structure meers rhe reliability requirement can be determined on four levels of 

probabi listic analysis, ranging from deterministic to fully probabilistic. 

Bos [2007] states that alrhough the probabilisric approach is a powerfut rooi in assigning and 

miniruizing rhe risk of srructures, it has specific limits. Firstly, for a full probabilistic analysis, it 

would be required that all relevant data concerning strucrural properties and acrions on that 

structure are known, so rhat rhey can be described sratistically. This is virrually impossible, as a 

resulr of which approximations and estimations based on experience and limited research are used 

in practice. 

Secondly, unlike other materials commonly used in structural applications (e.g. steel, reinforeed 

concrete), glass does nor have a safety component rhat sterns from the difference between failure 

and collapse. Failure relares to a loss of structural, practical, aesthetical or other function, while 

coiJapse is rhe actual tumbling down of (a part of) rhe structure. In common srructural materials 

like steel and reinforeed concrete, local failure and overall coltapse do nor coincide upon 

overloading, thereby providing considerable safety due to implicit redundancy through the 

specific material behaviour. Therefore, steel structures designed according to NEN-EN 1991 - 1-7 

[2006] passes a double redundancy, both on member level and level of the entire structure, as is 

illustrated in T able 2.4 . 

The importance of rhe difference between failure and collapse is rhat due to rhe brittie material 

behaviour of glass, failure and collapse do coincide [Bos, 2007]. As a result of rhat the implicit 

redundancy on member level present in steel structures, disappears in glass srrucrures, as can be 

seen in Table 2.5. Only rhe German DIN 18008-1 [2006] provides guidelines to address rhis 

problem by requiring residual strength in case of glass breakage. According to Schneider and 

Wörner [2008], rhe residual strength in case of breakage of one or more glass members, may be 

determined by experiment or by calculation. 
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Ir can be concluded that due ro its material properties, glass is much more than common 

structural materials susceptible ro aH kinds of incidental actions, deficiencies and errors that are 

difficult to describe statistically. In combination with the absence of inherent material-based 

redundancy behaviour, it is considered extremely important to explicitly consider the 

consequence component at merober level of the risk associated with glass structures. A combined 

probabilistic consequence-based approach is therefore suggested by Bos [2007]. 

Table 2.4 Safety approaches in sreel suucrures 

Safety approach 

Probabilistic 

Consequence-based 

Individual member level 

Explicit reliability (probability of 

exceeding the ultimate limit state) 

Implicit redundancy through 

material behaviour (implied in 

design rules that aim at allowing 

plasticity to develop) 

Table 2.5 Safety approaches in glass snucrures 

Safety approach lndividual member level 

Probabi listic 

Consequence-based 

Explicit reliability (probability of 

exceeding the ultimate limit state) 

No redundançy through material 

behaviour 

2.4.6.2 Comequence-based approach 

Level of complete structure 

Explicit reliability (probability of 

exceeding the ultimate limit state) 

Explicit redundancy through 

requirements inNEN-EN 1991-

1-7 

Level of complete structure 

Explicit reliability (probability of 

exceeding the ultimate limit state) 

Explicit redundancy through 

requirements inNEN-EN 1991-

1-7 

As the explicit safery requirements on merober levelinNEN-EN 1991-1-7 [2006] only concern 

probabiliry (as illustrated in Table 2.5), it is considered difficult to assess specifk measures taken 

in individual designs to achieve consequence-based safery on merober level. Furthermore, a lack 

of clearly farmuiared requirements concerning post-failure behaviour makes it difficult to discuss 

structural safery of glass members. In order to address these problems, Bos [2007] proposes a set 

of consequence-based safery requirements that can be used in coherence with existing 

probabilistic approaches, which may result in a combined probabilistic consequence-based safery 

approach. 

The proposed consequence-based approach seeks to limit the consequences of failure of a 

structural glass merober by requiring the merober to retain a certain amount of strength for a 

certain period of time at different stages of glass damage. The three parameters by which the 

consequence-based safery approach is defined (i.e. post-failure strength, time, glass damage) can 

be used to construct a diagram in which requirements are given for the residual st~ength for a 

period of time at only a limited number of damage levels. Based on the differentiation between 

redundancy requirements on the scale of complete strucrures according to Consequence Classes 

in NEN 1991-1-7 [2006], Bos [2007] introduces a similar approach focusing on the scaJe of 

individual merobers by defining so-caJled Merober Consequence Classes. These can then be 

visually presenred indiagramsas exemplified in Figure 2.14. 
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A final remark should me made with regard to the required post-failure strength. Ir is important 

to reaJize that the post-faiture strengrh does nor necessarily have to be provided by the structural 

member itself, thus allowing for alternative load paths to carry the loads if the member itself is 

unable to provide the required posr-failure strength. 

Figure 2.1 4 
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Diagram showi ng rhe consequencc-based safery requiremem fo r Member Consequence 

C lass I (i.e. the lowesr consequence class, applicable w secondary suucrural members in 

non-pub.lic, priva re buildings), according w Bos (2007]. The diagram shows rhar for 

MCC I signiflca m posr-failure suengrh should remain upon breakage of only one glass 

layer. In rhar case rhe initia! requiremem is Sub for a shon period of time, foUowed by a 

requiremenr equal w S,~. for a period of 24 hours. T he initially rather high suengrh 
requiremem is based on the facr rhar glass defecrs are more likely ro become crucial ar the 

momem a high load is exened. A' MCC J only applies w secondary suucrural members in 
privare buildings, ju.sr enough rime w fl ee, can be considered accepmble in case of 2 glass 

layers breaking. lf rhe glass member consisrs of more than [WO layers, no residual strengrh is 

required upon breakage of all glass layers (i .e. Ds'"" = 1) . 

2.5 Glass connections 

Si nee rhe structural applicarion of glass often involves a combination with other materials and the 

size of a glass pane is limited due to rhe manufacturing process, rhe need for the development of 

connections is evident. Currently plenty of techniques and produces exist for conneering either 

glass-ro-glass or glass to orher materials. Generally, a distinction is to be made between rwo types 

of connections namely mechanical connections (often referred to as mechanica( fixings) and 

adhesive or glued connections. 

2.5.1 Mechanical conneedons 

Three fundamenrally different types of mechanica! connections are to be distinguished based on 

the way in which the glass pane is supported. This can either be linear supports (e.g. pressure 
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caps), local edge supports (i.e. clamps) or local point supports [Haldimann et al., 2008]. This 

section is only ro provide a very brief overview of rhe different types wirh conesponding qualiries 

and shorrcomings. Oerailed information is robe found in lirerarure. 

Linear support glazing is ofren used in framed construcrions where glass panes are mainly loaded 

laterally and supporred along two or more edges. The load is resisred mechanically by damping 

rhe glass between rhe frame sysrem on one side and a glazing bead or a pressure plate on the other 

side. This type of mechanical conneetion allows a good degree of rotation and may be considered 

as a simple support for the purposes of analytica! and numerical modelling. The main 

disadvantage is to be found in the sensitiviry to the induced deviations that result from 

manufacturing or construction tolerances and post-installation dimensional changes. Although 

less common, linear glass edge supports mayalso be used to rransmit in-plane loads into rhe glass. 

Recommendations for rhis type of application are given in [Haldimann et aL, 2008]. 

LocaJ edge supports are developed in order ro minimize the visual impact of linear supporting 

frames and pressure cap pro files . Connections are made at discrete locations. A distinction is ro be 

made between friction grip connections and !ow-friction damped ftxings. Low-friction damped 

flxings are mainly used to transfer loads perpendicular ro the glass pane, whereas friction grip 

connections are perfecdy able to transfer in-plane loads as well. The force that can be transferred 

by friction depends on the geometry of the connection, the stiffness of the materials involved, 

and, in case of laminated glass elements, the lowest coefficient of friction between the various 

interfaces and the long term ioad bearing capaciry of the various components. Additional 

information on friction grip connections can be found in literature, e.g. [Ryan et al., 1998], 

[Nijsse, 2004], [Morcant et al., 2005] and Panair [2005] . 

Depending on the glass geometry and damp location, damps may cause local rotational restraints 

in the glass which in turn result in stress concentrations at these locations [Haldimann et al., 

2008]. Unless a free rotation of the glass edge in the clamp ftxing can be achieved in practice (i.e. 

by adopting a sufficiendy thick and sofr intermediate material) the restraint from the damp must 

be considered in analysis. 

LocaJ point supports are essentially bolred connections (e.g. glass-to-glass or glass ro a subframe) 

that have been developed ro further minimize the visual impact of the linear and local edge 

supports. If members are joined by a bolred connection, high bearing stresses occur around rhe 

bolt holes. However, in the case of members rhat are made of brittie materials such as glass, the 

material is unable to redistribute any locaJ stress concentrations. For circular holes stresses may 

easily be three times higher than the average stresses in the full cross sectional area of the glass 

panel. Any flaws caused by drilling of the hole may in fact result in even higher local stress 

concentrations [Nijsse, 2008]. Therefore in this type of connections it is considered very 

important to devise a conneetion in which rhe high stress concentrations and direct sreel-ro-gJass 

contact are avoided. This is in part achieved by intermedia te materials in the form of bushings or 

liners that have a lower modulus of elasticity than glass . Materials commonly used for bushings 

are soft aluminium, plastics (e.g. EPOM, PEEK and POM) or resins [Haldimann et al., 2008]. 
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Several paramerers rhar influence rhe srrucrural behaviour of bolred connecrions are invesrigared 

and discussed in lirerature (e.g. [ISrrucrE, 1999], [Rice and Durron, 1995]. [Overend, 2002). 

[Wellershoff er al., 2004], and [Maniaris, 2005]): 

• 

• 

• 

The geomerry of rhe glass panel and bolt hole; in parricular rhe glass rhickness, shape of 

rhe bolt hole and rhe edge and end disrances from rhe bolt hole ro rhe glass perimeter 

have a major influence on rhe stress disrriburion around rhe glass hole. 

The glass type and qualiry of rhe glass surface as well as rhe rechnique used for drilling 

rhe hole; rhe residual srresses in rhe glass pane and rhe bolt hole have a major influence 

on rhe maximum rensile srress rhar ofren occurs close ro rhe holes. 

The closeness of fit; a large clearance (as a resulr of rhe difference between bolt diameter 

and hole diameter) leads ro high maximum srresses in rhe glass hole and may cause a shift 

in rhe locarion where maximum srresses occur. 

• The bushing marerial; rhe bushing marerial has an influence on the magnitude of rhe 

maximum principal stress around rhe glass hole, however rhis inAuence is reduced ro a 

negligible level for righr-firring connecrions. 

• The friction between bushing marerial and glass; again, rhis parameter has an influence 

on rhe maximum principal stress. 

• The eccenrric load applicarion. 

2.5.2 Glued connections 

Adhesives offer grear possibiliries for use in srructural connecrions (e.g. glass-ro-glass or glass ro a 

subframe) as rhey may offer a solurion for the two main disadvanrages of mechanica! connecrions 

discussed by Welier and Tasche [2008]: rhe undesired visual impact of rhe mechanica I ftxings and 

rhe stress concenrrarions rhar occur due ro rhe introduetion of loads ar discrete locarions. 

Glued connections provide the opporruniry to disrribure rhe loads arising from rhe connecrions 

in a more uniform manner. This is obviously advanrageous in glass connecrions, which because of 

rhe brittie narure of the marerial are sensitive to stress concentrarions. Generally, two types of 

glued connecrions are used for glass applications: 

• Soft elasric adhesive connecrions (i.e. structural-silicone-sealanr and polyurerhane 

adhesives); 

• Rigid adhesive conneerion (i.e. acrylic adhesives, epoxy adhesives and polyester resin). 

Adhesives are polymer materials rhar consist of simple monomer units recurrenrly chained to 

macromolecules. The macromolecules are physically or chemically bonded to each orher and 

inrertwining is inevirable [Haldimann er al., 2008]. Polymers can be classified according ro rheir 
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thermomechanical properties that are controlled by the molecular structure (Figure 2.15). A 

description of the structure, classification, chemical and mechanica! properties of polymers is 

given in [Wellershoff, 2006]. 

According to Haldimann et al. [2008], structural silicone is basically the only adhesive product 

with a proven record in architecture; however this product is unsuitable for minimal discrete 

adhesive joints as it is neither strong nor stiff enough for this application. Rigid adhesives like 

epoxies and acrylics are characterized by high cross-linked polymer chains which results in stiff 

and rigid material behaviour. Although their performance is not tested extensively, these 

adhesives seem to be the most promising for glass construction. 

I Polymer adhesives I 

1 
I I 

J 
Thermoplastics Elastomers Thermosets 

Linear or Long cross-linked High cross-linked 

branched chains polymer chains polymer chains 

PVB 
Silicone (inorganic) Acryl ie adhesive 

Polyurethane (organic) Epoxy 

Figure 2.15 Classification of polymer adhesives 

2.5.2.1 Material properties 
Current adhesives are all synthetic polymers based on either organic or inorganic chemica) 

bondings. According to Huveners and Soetens [2008] most of the commonly used polymers are 

based on organic bondings. Despite the murually identical chemica) basis of many adhesives, the 

material properties can strongly differ dependent on the specific molecular structure of the 

adhesive. The molecular structure influences the thermomechanical properties. An important 

indicator for the (thermo)mechanical behaviour of an adhesive is the glass transition temperature 

(previously discussed inSection 2.4). 

Figure 2.16 
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Adhesive deformarion of adhesives under shon-rerm loading and smaU srrain. The relarion 

herween shear modulus, shear deformation and shear stress are defined as G = t I (ran y) 

wirh ran y = v I d. 

Generally, an adhesive with a low glass transition temperature is flexible at normal temperatures, 

i.e. temperatures significantly lower than the glass transition temperature. On the contrary, 
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adhesives with a high glass transition temperarme (e.g. epoxy) are rigid and sriff at normal 

temperarures. In [CUR, 2007] rhe general properties of different types of adhesives are discussed. 

The specific mechanica! properties strongly depend on the adhesive product and are influenced 

by aging, temperature and loading duration [Habenicht, 2006]. The mechanical behaviour of 

adhesives under short-term loading and smal! strain is shown in Figure 2.16. As there has been a 

wide variety of new products developed in recent years, a lot of research is to be clone in order to 

determine the specific mechanica! properties. Examples are to be found in the studies of 

Huveners et al. [2007] and Wellershoff and Sedlacek [2003]. 

2.5.2.2 Design 

The strength of a glued conneetion does nor only depend on the intrinsic strength of the bond 

materiaL but is basedon both the adhesive and cohesive qualities of the connection. According to 

[CUR, 2007], the strength of the glued conneetion depends on the bond material (i.e. adhesive 

and cohesive properties), the design of the joint (e.g. geometry of the bond, governing forces to 

be transferred) and several aspects relating to workmanship and curing. These aspects include: 

• The preliminary treatment of the joint surfaces, like cleansing, degreasing or polishing; 

• The mixture of components and the possible presence of enclosed air bubbles; 

• The method of application and curing; 

• The ambient temperature and humidity; 

In the design of the joint, important aspects include the way in which the governing forces are 

transferred and the geometry of the bond. With respect to the latter, the thickness of the adhesive 

layer and the perimeter shape of the joint are primary considerations [Haldimann et al., 2008]. 

One of the disadvantages in using stiff adhesives is their limited capacity to redistribure stress 

concentrations and to absorb deformation. lt is therefore considered necessary to avoid 

geometrical singularities and sharp edges of the adherents. 

In genera!, specific research on the use of glass and stiff adhesives has focused on the design of 

all-glass systems or the development of composite structures. The former includes proposals for 

glass adhesive T-beams composed of two glass panes [Pye, 1998], for a glass cruciform column 

composed of three pieces of glass [Overend, 2005] and for a glass shell assembied by means of 

adhesive butt joints [Biandini, 2005]. The composite structures include research on beams made 

of a wooden frame glued onto glass [Kreher et al., 2004] and adhesively bonded reinforeed glass

steel beams, e.g. [Wellershoff and Sedlacek, 2003], [Englhardt and Bergmeister, 2007], [Louter, 

2007] and [Louter et al., 2007]. 
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Chapter 3 

Design of the glass-steel column 

Th is chapter illustrates the selection of the most promising configuration alternatives for the design of 

the glass-steel column. The objective for the design is based on the assumption that a transparent and 

sufficiently safe column can exclusively be achieved in a combination of steeland glass, in which the 

steel column section is laterally supported by glass panels. The glass-steel column is thus to be designed in 

such a way that it fuifi/Is structural as wel! as functional aesthetic and architectural requirements. The 

different requirements have led to a set of governing principles and assumptions for the design (Section 

3 .1). In order to select the most promising configuration for the glass-steel column, a variety of 

alternatives is evaluatetl, based on the selection criteria discussed in Section 3.2. Eventually, the two 

most promising configuration alternatives are selected for forther analysis. 

3.1 Principles and assumptions 

The design of the glass-steel column is aimed at achieving a primary structural member with 

maximum transparency and in that respect the glass-steel column is similar to the design of other 

transparent columns. However, some basic principles for the design of the glass-steel column are 

different from transparent columns that have been developed previously. Essenrial differences are 

to be found in the scale-effect, load-bearing behaviour and safery concept. 

Recent developments in transparent columns have resulted in few examples of glass columns 

applied in roof supponing structures, for which the governing combination of loads remains 

limited. The purpose for the design of the glass-steel column, however, is the suppon of at least 

one Aoor in an office building with a customary grid of venical suppons. Consequendy, the 

governing combination of loads results in a significandy larger compressive load and a 

considerable scale-effect on the governing design criterion, the column geometry, and the visual 

impact. 
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Furthermore, rhe glass-sreel column is ro be designed in such a way rhat only the steel column 

secrion is subjeered ro an axial compressive load. The glass elements provide lateral support of rhe 

steel column secrion, but are nor ro be subjeered to an axial compressive load. Obviously, rhe 

load-bearing behaviour of such a glass-sreel column is complerely different from an all-glass 

column, again inAuencing rhe governing design criterion. 

Moreover, in all-glass columns rhe concept for srrucrural safety is ofren based on a probabilistic 

approach, i.e. minimizing rhe probabiliry of failure (as discussed in Secrion 2.4.6). The glass-sreel 

column, however, is ro be designed according ro a combined probabilistic and consequence-based 

approach. Hence, upon cracking and breal<age of one or more glass elemenrs, rhe glass-sreel 

column must have significant residual strengrh and sriffness fora certain period of time. 
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Figure 3.1 A conneeri on in which rhe glass clemenrs are direcrly glued or clamped ro rhe sreel column 

secrion resulrs in rhe axial compressive load being spread and transferred imo rhe glass 

clemenrs. 

In conclusion, rhe afore-menrioned differences and rhe assumprions discussed in Section 1.2.3 

combine a set of principles and assumptions for rhe design of rhe glass-sreel column: 
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• The steel column section is subjeered to an axial compressive load, whereas rhe glass 

elements only provide support againsr lateral deformarion of rhe steel column section. 

• The glass elements in rhe glass-steel column are plane glass panes fabricared according ro 

rhe Aoat glass manufacturing process. 

• Glued connections are preferabie to mechanical connecrions for reasons of prevenring 

stress concentrations in rhe glass panes and less visual impact. In any case, however, rhe 

conneetion between steel and glass elements is ro be designed in such a way that rhe axial 

compressive load is nor transferred inro rhe glass elemenrs. Therefore, an alternative as 

shown in Figure 3.1 is undesirable. 
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• The glass-steel column is to be designed in such a way that the ultimate limit state 

approaches -and, ideally, reaches- the plastic axialload-bearing capacity (i.e. compressive 

strength) of the steel column section. That implies that any form of buckling of the glass 

panes prior to yielding of the steel column section is to be prevented. 

• Suftleient structural safety is to be guaranteed based on a combined probabilistic and 

consequence-based approach. Sudden failure is to be prevented and a significant residual 

load-bearing capacity is required u pon breakage of one or more glass panes. 

• The glass-steel column is to be designed in such a way that an optimum is achieved in 

both transparency and structural behaviour. 

3.2 Conflguration alternatives 

Starting from the principles and assumptions discussed in the previous section, a variety of 

configuration alternatives is explored of which a selection is shown in Figure 3.2. The alternatives 

are based on two basic cross-sectional shapes being either a cruciform or box shape. 
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A selection of configurarion alternatives based on two basic cross-secrional shapes, i.e. a 

cruciform or box shape. Alrhough aU alternatives have specific qualities, rhe mosr 

promising alternatives are characrerized by a limired nwnber of sreel secrions and 

connections, no enclosed spaces and good possibiüries for assembly and replacemenr. Nore 

rhar rhe design of all configurarion alternatives is based on rhe use of plane glass panes. 

For the purpose of this report an elaborative description of the specific qualities of the different 

configuration alternatives is omitted. lnstead, it is considered of much more interest to discuss the 

most promising alternatives. Therefore, an assessment of the different alternatives is made based 

on the following criteria: 

• Number of steel column sections; a single steel cross-section is preferred, as for multiple 

sections it is of great im portance to achieve an equal load distribution towards the 

different sections. Moreover, an increasing number of steel column sections is 

unfavourable since the slenderness of the separate column sections will be further 
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increased, as well as the number of required connections. Consequently, the perception 

of transparency is negatively affected. 

• Number of glass panes; an increasing number of glasspanes can be either an advantage or 

disadvanrage. A high number of glass panes may positively affect the strucrural safety, but 

it also results in a larger number of connections which reduces the transparency of the 

column. On the other hand, slightly more yet smaller glass panes might as well result in 

less visual impact and a higher material efficiency. 

Figure 3.3 A glass-steel column consisring of a number of smal! glasspa nes, instead of one large pane, 

allows for higher materi al efficiency and better poss ibiliries to ensure residual load capacity 

u pon breakage of one or more panes. 
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• Enclosed spaces; enclosed spaces are considered unfavourable for reasons of assembly, 

maintenance (e.g. condensation on the inside, accumulation of dust and dirt) and 

possibilities for replacement. Furthermore, enclosed spaces increase the visual impact of 

the column as steel sections and connections are positioned at the corners. 

• 

• 

Assembly and possibilities for replacement; in general, the less elements the glass-steel 

column comprises, the less demanding are the requirements for assembly. Moreover, 

mechanica! connections are slightly preferabie to glued connections from the viewpoint 

of replacement. Both mechanical and glued connections have strict requirements with 

respect ro assembly. 

Structural behaviour; the glass-steel column is to be designed in such a way that only the 

steel column section is subjeered to an axial compressive load, while the glass panes 

provide lateral stability. Ir is obvious that the design of the conftguracion alternative must 

enable the column to act as such and attention should be paid in particular to the effect 

of the connections, as the structural behaviour of the column will be strongly affected by 

the design of the joints between the steel and glass elements. In order to gain a clear 

onderstanding of the structural behaviour of a combined glass-steel column, it may be 

considered preferabie to scan with a rather simple column conftguration, i.e. a limited 

number of different elements, materials and connections. 
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The most proruising configuration alternatives are thus characterized by a single steel column 

section and a limited number of connections. In addition, good assembly and reptacement 

possibilities are considered advantageous, whereas enclosed spaces are highly unfavourable. 

3.3 Conflguration selection 

As enclosed spaces and multiple steel column sections are considered highly unfavourable, the box 

shape configuration alternatives have significant disadvantages compared to the cruciform shape 

alternarives. Hence, the most proruising alternatives should have an open cruciform cross-section 

with a single steel column section. Furthermore, a limited number of connections is generally 

considered preferable. 

Figure 3.4a shows a contiguration alternative that camprises all previously discussed qualiries . 

Moreover, the unfavourable visual impact is minimized through a limiced number of elements 

and connections. The smal! number of glass panes, however, may result in insurmountable 

difficulties with respect to the required struccural safety, but as the contiguration is fairly simple, 

the alternative is highly suitable for studying the structural behaviour. 

Figure 3.4b shows a similar conflguration, yet with a number of smaller glass panes which may 

result in a significant improvement with respect to the required structural safety. As the steel 

column section is laterally supported by several smaller glass elements, a considerable residual 

strength and stiffness can be achieved upon breakage of one or more elements. The visual impact 

of the connections is considered co be smaH as che glass elements are glued co slender steel strips. 

-.- -
l 

I 

Figure 3.4 Two mosr promising conflguration alrernarives. 

The configuration alternative of Figure 3.4b thus combines a high level of transparency and great 

potenrial with respect co the structuralload-bearing capacity and consequence-based safety. 
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3.4 Additional considerations 

The configuration alternatives for rhe design of the glass-steel column shown in Figure 3.4 are 

selected for furrher studies. Analysis of rhe srructural behaviour may provide good results for 

furrher optimization of the design in terms of transparency, marerial-efficiency, assembly and 

structural safety. Note that rhe list of criteria for assessment of the conflguration alternarives, as 

discussed in Section 3.2, may be arbitrary and is by no means exhausrive. Additional criteria such 

as fire safety, production and assembly techniques, and all cost-relared aspects are nor (or nor yet) 

taken into consideration. 

Basic assumptions for modeHing of the different alternatives are discussed in Secrion 1.2.3. 

Additional assumptions and simplificarions for analyrical and numerical studies are discussed in 

rhe respective Chapters 4 and 6. 

3.5 Summary and condusions 

The design of rhe glass-sreel column is aimed at achieving a primaty structural member with 

maximum transparency and in rhat respect the glass-steel column is similar to previously 

developed transparent columns. However, essenrial differences are to be found in rhe scale-effect, 

load-bearing behaviour and safety concept. As rhe glass-sreel column is to be designed in such a 

way that it fulfills srructural as well as functional, aesthetic and architectmal requirements, a set of 

design principles and assumptions is made as a basis for the development of configuration 

alternatives. The principle of plane glass panes resulted in a limited number of cross-sectional 

rypologies, essenrially either a cruciform or box shape. 

Although all configuration alternatives have specific qualities, rhe most promising alternatives are 

characterized by a single steel column section, no enclosed spaces, a limited number of 

connections and good structural behaviour including residual srrength upon breakage of one or 

more glass pa nes. In addition, good assembly and replacement possibiliries are considered 

advantageous. An assessment of rhe alternatives based on these criteria has led to rhe selection of 

two alternatives for furrher analysis and optimization (Figure 3.4). 

The set of criteria used for rhe assessment is arbitraty and by no means exhausrive. Additional 

criteria such as fire safety, production and assembly techniques, as well as cost-related aspects are 

nor taken into consideration. 
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Chapter 4 

Analytica! considerations 

In gener af, the critica! foad of a compression member, obtained Jrom the linear anafysis of an ideafized 

perfect member, does not necessarify coincide with the foad at which coffapse of a reaf imperfect 

member occurs. In particular, the maximum buckling strength (also referred to as maximum foad or 

uftimate foad) of an axiaffy foaded stender column is aften considerabfy smaller than the critica! foad. 

According to Galambos [1998}, in order to determine the Jailure foad of an actuaf member it is 

necessary to take initia! imperfections into account and to consider the entire nonfinear foad-dejlection 

curve of the member. Such a curve can be determined anafyticaffy for rather simpte mode Is. 
This chapter primarify deals with the process of determining the foad-dejlection behaviour of a 

compression member anafyticaffy, as it provides great understanding of the gfobaf structuraf behaviour 

of the glass-steef column. For this purpose, the glass-steef column is simplified into a pin-ended steef 

column that is braeed by discrete springs or a lean-on system. Since the ultimate foad of an actuaf 

column is highfy ajjècted by imperfections, it is necessary to obtain an accurate assumption on the 

combined effect of geometricaf and mechanica! imperfections. 

4.1 Introduetion 

Simple analytical calculations are generally considered highly convenienr for preliminary design, 

as they allow for a quick evaluation of the structural behaviour of different design alternatives. 

Therefore, this chapter aims at providing an approach to the analytical determination of the load

deformation behaviour and ultimate load of the glass-steel column through idealized models. The 

focus is on simpliciry, rather than on exact formulations. 

A proper model for obtaining the load-deflection behaviour and, consequently, the ultimate load, 

must incorporate the evaluation of those effects that have significant influence. Section 4.2 

discusses the essenrial parameters that must be taken inro account for an accurate calculation of 
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the maximum buckling strengrh. The concept of the imperfection parameter as inrroduced in 

several European codes (e.g. NEN 6771 [2000] and Eurocode 3), is adopted to account for the 

combined effect of all imperfections. Furthermore, the process is described of idealization of the 

glass-steel column in 4 successive steps, such that the column can be represenred by a simple 

single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar model. From a discussion on stabiliry bracing of columns in 

Section 4.3, it is shown that the assumed idealizations in Section 4.2 are in accordance with 

general design recommendations in national codes and lirerature (e.g. Galambos [ 1998]). 

The load-deformation behaviour of the single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar model is illustrated in 

Section 4.4, thereby applying rhe concept of the imperfection parameter. Four basic methods of 

analysis are discussed, based on material behaviour and the geometry on which equilibrium is 

formulated. Ultimately, the buckling load determined from NEN 6770 [ 1997] can be compared 

to the ultimate load derived from an dastic-plastic analysis on the simple rigid bar model. 

Additional considerations are discussed in Section 4.5. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.6. 

4.2 Analysis approach 

Complex design situations are generally idealized and simplified, such that elemenrs can be 

thought of as isolated columns with perfect end conditions for which the load-deformation 

behaviour can be determined analytically. The adopted analytica! approach to determining the 

load-deformation curve and buckling load of such a column is presenred in the flow chart as 

shown in Figure 4.1. The selection of a suitable mechanica! model is illustrated in Section 4.2.1, 

whereas theessenrial parameters for analysis are discussed inSection 4.2.2. 

Figure 4.1 
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Mechanica! model Material & physical properties 
e.g. loading, restrainrs, effective length e.g. yield stress, cross sectional dimensions 

+ ._, 

1 + + 
Critica! Slenderness Buckling curve Fully plastic 
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Flow charr represenrarion of rhe analysis approach ro rhe analyrical derermination of the lead

defleerion behaviour of the idealized glass-sreel column, based on a single-degree-of-freedom 

rigid bar model. 
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Ir may be obvious that, in order to prevent structural instabiliry, rhe maximum buckling load of 

rhe glass-sreel column must be greater man or equal to the design load. For the purpose of 

preliminary design, an arbitrary design load of 550kN is assumed based on a rypical fundamental 

combination of dead load and live load on a single office building Aoor with an ordinary grid of 

vertical supports (Appendix A.l). As rhe glass-sreel column is to be designed in such a way that 

the load-bearing capaciry of rhe steel column section is urilized to an optimum, failure would 

ideally occur due ro exceeding of the fully plastic axialload bearing capaciry (i.e., squashing of the 

steel column section), insteadof due to buckling. In that case, the cross-sectional area of the steel 

column secrion can be minimized to: 

(I) 

If the visual impact of the steel section in rhe glass-steel column is to be minimized, the ratio of 

perimeter over cross sectional area of rhe steel column section must be as smal! as possible, which 

is obviously the case for a solid section. Based on the assumption of a square solid section, as a 

result of which the buckling load is idenrical in borh lateral y and z direcrion, the cross-sectional 

dimensions can be expressed by: 

(2) 

From eqs. (I) and (2), it can now be concluded that the cross-sectional area of rhe steel column 

section must be approximately 50x50mm2 for a glass-steel column rhat is subjeered to a design 

load of 550kN, under rhe assumption of prevenred buckling and a yield stress of 235N/mm 2
• 

4.2.1 Selection of mechanica! model 

In order to obtain the laad-deformation behaviour of the glass-steel column analyrically, rhe 

actual column must be reptesenred by an accurately idealized model, for which several techniques 

are described in lirerature (e.g. [Galambos, 1998]). For rhe purpose of rhis research, the technique 

of modeHing an element by rigid body assemblages is adopted as it may be considered as the basis 

for several equations often referred to in structural design textbooks. A rigid body assemblage is a 

discrete model that consists of a system of rigid boclies (such as bars) wherein deformations are 

limited enrirely to localized spring elemenrs. Figure 4.2 shows rhe single-degree-of-freedom rigid 

bar model of a simply supported imperfect column and the cortesponding free-body diagram of a 

single rigid bar. By postuJaring suitable but realistic idealizations, it is possible to reduce the 

stabiliry problem of the glass-sreel column to a simple problem rhat can be solved analyrically. 

The following idealizations have rhen to be accepted: 

• Two-dimensional problem; as torsional buckling is assumed nor to be the governing 

failure criterion (Secrion 4.5) and any other out-of-plane effects (e.g. our-of-plane 

imperfections) are considered negligible, the stabiliry problem of the glass-steel column 

may be considered as a two-dimensional problem. In addition, since the glass-steel 
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• 

• 

• 

column is symmetrical about borh orrhogonal axes in the horizontal cross-sectionat 

plane, any direction may be considered for rhe stabiliry analysis of the column. 

Single-sicled lateral support; if it is assumed rhat for every possible direction of buckling, 

lateral support is only provided by one side of the cruciform sysrem of glass panes, rhe 

model can be simplilled into a single-sicled laterally supported column as shown in 

Figure 4.3a. This assumption may be conservarive, but provides good possibilities for rhe 

development of a combined probabi listic and consequence-based safery concept. 

Braeed steel column; rhe single-sicled supporring system of glass panes can be considered 

as a beam rhat is subjeered to bending u pon lateral deformation of rhe steel column. If 

rhe conneering elements are considered as translational springs with a sriffness k, rhe 

glass-sreel column can be represented by the Jean-on bracing sysrem as shown in Figure 

4.3b. This model can be furrher simplified if the beam is replaced by independent 

springs providing bracing at discrete locations (Figure 4.3c), which is in accordance wirh 

NEN 6770 [1997]. Ir must be stressed, however, rhar rhis simplificarion is nor perfectly 

correct and resulrs in the column to be supporred essentially different as rhe beam should 

in fact be represenred by a system of mutually dependent springs. Then, if rhe sriffness k 

in Figure 3c is considered very large, rhe springs may be represented by rigid supports 

and rhe model is reduced to a conrinuous column supported by rigid lateral supports at 

discrete locarions (Figure 4.3d). 

Negligible rotational sriffness; if the rotational sriffness of rhe steel column at the 

locarions of lateral support is assumed negligibly smal!, each unsupported lengrh of rhe 

column in Figure 4.3d can be considered as a simply supported column with an effective 

lengrh of L/4 (Figure 4.3e). 

N! N! 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.2 The conrinuous model (a) of a simply supported column with an iniöal imperfection wo can 

be repre.~enred by a cüscrere model wirh springs such as rhis single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar 

assemblage (b). The corresponcüng free-body diagram of a single rigid bar is shown in (c). 
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Process of idealization of me glass-sreel column: me srabiliry analysis is reduced ro a 20 

problem in which rhe steel column secrion is laterally supporred ar only one side (a). While rhe 

glass pane may be represemed by a beam wirh bending stiffness Eh, rhe conneering elemems 

can be given a spring sriffness k1. This way, a lean-on bracing system is esrabUshed (b). Under 

rhe assumption mat me glass panes act as a system of independent springs, rhe model can be 

furrher ideaUzed imo a discrete bracing system (c), in which ko accounts for rhe combined 

sriffness of rhe conneering elements and glass panes. lf rhe spring stiffness kuis considered ro 

be very large, rhe springs may be considered as rigid supportS (d). If me rorational stiffness c at 

rhe locarions of lateral support is assumed negligibly small, each unsupporred length can be 

considered as a simply supponed column wirh an effective length of U4 (e) . 

Hence, the stability problem of the glass-steel column has been reduced to a buckling analysis of a 

simply supported steel column with an effective length of L/4, for which the load-deformation 

behaviour can be determined analytically by using the single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar model, 

shown in Figure 4.2. Although the glass-steel column is simplified substantially, the idealizations 

are considered realistic and valid under the conditions as discussed previously. Moreover, the 

idealizations are essentially based on design recommendations and strategies that are frequently 

found in national codes and lirerature (e.g. Winter [1960], Galambos [1998]). 

4.2.2 Essential parameters for analysis 

Reconsidering rhe flowchart representation presenred in Figure 4.1, selecring appropriare input is 

considered of great importance to achieve realistic resulrs for rhe load-deformation behaviour of 

the idealized glass-sreel column. In addirion ro selecring a suitable mechanica! model, essenrial 

paramerers for analysis include: 

• Marerial and physical properties; the values of the yield srrengrh and modulus of 

elasricity of the material, as well as the cross-sectional shape and dimensions need to be 

estimated accurately as they are essenrial to rhe determination of the critica! buckling 

load, rhe fully plastic axial load and bending moment capacity according ro applied 

mechanics, and slenderness ratio and buckling curve according toNEN 6770 [1997] . 

• The initial out-of-srraightness; rhe shape and magnitude of rhe initia! our-of-srraighrness 

have significant influence on the load-deformation behaviour of a compressive member. 

The magnitude of the initia! out-of-srraighrness can be selected based on experience, 
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measurements or values given in lirerature and national codes. In order to account for all 

other kinds of imperfections, the concept of the imperfection parameter is adopted as to 

determine the magnitude of an equivalent initia! deformation that can be applied to the 

single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar model. The shape of the initia! out-of-straightness is 

generally chosen affinitive to the first Euler buckling mode, as only this shape is of 

practical significanee (i.e., resulting in the lowest buckling load). lt must be stressed, 

however, that the first Euler buckling mode may not necessarily coincide with 

expectations fora realistic shape of the initial-out-of-straightness. 

Moment-rotation relations of the end restraints and the localized spring element; end 

restraint conditions influence the critical buckling load as well as the slenderness ratio 

which, in turn, affects the determination of the magnitude of the equivalent initia! 

deformation (Appendix A.2) and, consequendy the load-deformation curve and ulrimate 

load. For the purpose of analysis of the idealized glass-steel column, the ends are assumed 

perfectly pin-ended. The moment-rotation relation of the localized spring element is 

assumed linear elastic. 

4.2.3 Imperfection parameter 

In order to determine the load-bearing capacity of an actual slender axially loaded compression 

member, various design recommendations have been established based on experiments and 

theoretica! considerations. Most national codes provide buckling curves for the design of stender 

steel columns. These curves are basically a numerical fit of curves obtained from maximum 

strengrh analysis of representative geometrically imperfect columns containing residual stresses 

[Galarnbos, 1998]. Although this approach allows for quick calculations, which can be considered 

particularly advantageous for preliminary design, it provides linie to no insight in the magnitude 

of imperfections and the load-deformation behaviour of the column. Therefore , the concept of 

the imperfection parameter is adopted here. 

lmperfections are practically unavoidable and include initial curvature or crookedness, loading 

eccentricities, residual stresses and nonhomogeneities. According to Timoshenko [1961], the 

effect of different kinds of imperfections can be compensated for by selecting an appropriate 

initia! out-of-straightness. The proposed method, however, requires quantifying the separate 

imperfections, which involves precise estimations or experimental testing. A slightly different 

method, yet based on the exact same principle of selectinga proper initial out-of-straightness to 

account for the combined effect of all imperfections, is presenred in current national codes 

including NEN 6771 [2000]. This method aims at the determination of a certain imperfection 

parameter e0 that can be derived from equating the buckling stability check for merobers 

subjeered to an axial compressive load with the buckling stability check of a centrally loaded 

merober subjeered to a combination of compression and bending moments, eq. (3). A sinusoidal 

imperfection shape is assumed with the largest initial deformation at the middle of the column. 

N ,;,;d = N ,;,;d + ~ N ,;,;deo 

W bu, N c;u;d N ,;u;d n, -1 M ,;u;d 
(3) 
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In the limit state for which N,",J = wb.,N, ,. ,J , it follows: 

e - --1 ----( 1 )[n, -1) M ,,.,J 
0 - W bvr n, N r;u;J 

(4) 

This way, an equivalent initia! out-of-straightness is defined for which the ultimate load of the 

column, determined from a second-order elastic-plastic analysis, corresponds to the load-bearing 

capacity that is found from the buckling stability check using buckling curves (Figure 4.4). The 

derivation of eqs. (3) and (4) is discussed in detail in Appendix A.2. 

From eq. (4), an equivalent initia! out-of-straightness of approximately 15mm is derived for the 

case of a simply supported steel column with a length of 3600mm, a 50x50mm2 solid cross

section and a yield stress of 235N/mm2
• The imperfection ratio , given by initia! out-of

straightness over system length, then equals 16/3600, or L/225. For comparison, Timoshenko 

[1961] suggests an initia! deformation ofL/400. 

F 

wo=eo 

(a) (b) 

w., 

second-order 

dastic-plastic analysis 

w 

Figure 4.4 The imperfection parameter eo allows for determining an equivalent initia! out-of-straighmess 

fo r which the uJtimate load of the column F., determined from asecond-order dastic-plastic 

analysis (b), corresponds m the buckling strength W buc that is found from buckling curves (a). 

4.3 Braeed columns 

As an adequate idealization of the glass-steel column strongly depends on the selection of a model 

that accurately simplifies the lateral support provided by the glass panes into a bracing system, 

realistic assumptions must be made with respect to the stiffness and strength of the bracing. As 

the design of the glass-steel column aims at increasing the load-bearing capacity of the steel 

column section to an optimum (see Chapter 3), the bracing system must be able to substantially 

reduce the effective length of the steel column. Ideally, the effective length would be reduced to 

the unsupported length between the lateral supports. 
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In rhis secrion, two general types of bracing sysrems are considered: discrete bracing and lean-on 

bracing. For borh types, design recommendarions provided in lirerature (e.g. Winter [1960], 

Galambos [1998]) are discussed. The recommendarions assume a parricular our-of-srraighrness 

and a spring sriffness rhat is sufficienrly large so rhar rhe bracings can be considered as rigid 

supports. 

4.3.1 Discrete bracing 

Ar discrete bracing of a column subjeered ro an axial compression load, rhe lateral deformarion is 

controlled only ar one or more parricular locations along the lengrh of rhe column (i.e., ar discrete 

intervals). The model in Figure 4.3c corresponds ro rhis type of bracing. Fundamenral rules for 

bracing ar discrete intervals were esrablished by Winter [ 1960]. Winter invesrigared rhe influence 

of rhe two principal parameters, sriffness and srrengrh, which are required ro provide a 

compression member wirh effecrive lateral bracing. For a column rhar is laterally supported by n 

number of elasric supports, rhe required spring sriffness was found by Winter ro be a funcrion of 

rhe Euler buckling srrengrh Ft and rhe disrance Lb between rhe lateral supports. The number of 

disrances Lb (i.e., number of bays or unsupporred lengths) thar comprise rhe entire column length 

is generally expressed by m = n +I . The ideal spring sriffness k; for an inirially straight column 

may rhen be wrirren as: 

k, = k,F"t 
4 

wirh: 

(5) 

(6) 

The recommendarions of NEN 6770 [ 1997] for derermining rhe critica! spring sriffness ka are 

based on rhe same formularions, as can be illusrrared by re-wriring eq. (5) (Appendix A.3). Fora 

column wirh rhree springs at regular inrervals, rhe relarion between rhe Euler buckling srrength 

and spring sriffness is presenred in Figure 4.5. Winter [1960], recommended ro increase rhe value 

of rhe spring sriffness ro account for initia! out-of-srraighrness of rhe column. The required 

stiffness may rhen be wrirren as a funcrion of rhe ideal sriffness k;, initia! deformarion do and 

addirional deformarion d,, as follows: 

(7) 

lf ir is assumed rhar rhe addirional deformarion equals rhe initia! deformarion, eq. (7) yields 

k"q = 2k;, which is in accordance wirh recommendations given by Galambos [1998]. NEN 6770 

[ 1997] requires a spring sriffness of 2.5k; in order to achieve sufficient sriffness so rhar the spring 

can be considered as a rigid support. The acrual spring sriffness kb, can be derermined according 

ro applied mechanics. 
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Simplilled relation between the Euler buckling srrength and spring stiffness for an axially 
loaded merober that is laterally supponed by three springs at regular inrervals. The ideal spring 

stiffness, at which the merober buckles between the supports (i.e., L1~ L/4), is 218rrEI/U. 

According to NEN 6771 [2000], the force that is induced in the spring (i.e., the bracing force 

Fm) may then be determined by eq. (8) if the actual stiffness is smaller than 2.5k;. 

F;,, = kb,Lif _I_ 
1000 n, -1 

(8) 

In eq. (8), L,r is the effective length of the braeed column and n, is the ratio of the Euler buckling 

strength over the applied laad of the braeed column. In any case, the bracing must be checked for 

a force equal to 1% of the buckling strength of the braeed column: 

(9) 

A final remark should be made regarding the initia! our-of-straightness of the braeed column. 

Most recommendations are based on an assumed initia! our-of-srraighrness ao between L/500 and 

L/750. As the brace force is a linear function of the initia! out-of-straightness, the effect on the 

brace force of an initia! our-of-straightness that differs significanrly from the assumed values, can 

be accounted for by: 

(1 O) 

Here, L is the system length of the braeed column, and Fb, is the brace force according to eqs. (8) 

or (9). 
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4.3.2 Lean-on bracing 

In discrete bracings, the springs are considered independent (Section 4.3 . 1). However, if a 

column relies on an adjacent member for support, the column is considered to be braeed by 

mutually dependent springs. The model in Figure 4.3b corresponds to this type of bracing, which 

is called lean-on bracing. The design recommendations in NEN 6770 [ 1997] do nor specifkally 

distinguish berween discrete bracing and Jean-on bracing, except for the determination of the 

spring stiffness kb,. As the springs are mutually dependent, a simplified approach is suggested that 

allows for calculating a fictitious stifmess kb':fic" based on representing the bracing system by a 

simply supported beam that is loaded by equal forces F at the locations of the conneering 

elements. The stiffness is then given by the quoriem of force F and maximum deformation u. For 

the model in Figure 4.3b, the beam can be considered as loaded by 3 equal forces at regular 

intervals, for which rhe maximum deformation u at the middle is given by eq. (I!), where Lis the 

lengrh of the idealized beam [Young and Budynas, 2002]. 

19FL3 

u = ---
384EI 

( 11) 

Ir then follows: 

(12) 

Another approach to the design of lean-on columns is discussed by Galambos [1998], rhereby 

using rhe 2,P concept of Yura [ 1971]. Ir must, however, be noted that rhis approach is only 

verified for systems in which both the braeed column and bracings are made of steel. From Figure 

4.6, it can beseen rhat rwo principal buckling modes exist for the presenred sysrem: the sway and 

no-sway mode. From an FE analysis, it is shown that as Is increases, F(T increases linearly in the 

sway mode. At Is /IA ::!: 15.3, column A buckles in the no-sway mode. The value required to 

develop full bracing can be approximated using the IP concept. 

Figure 4.6 
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Equating the sum of the sway capacities in the sway mode to Pc, in the no-sway mode yields: 

7r
2 E(IA +In) 7r

2 EI" 

I! (r;4r 
(13) 

From eq. (13) it can be found that In = 15IA, which is close to the exact solution. This way, a 

design approach is presenred with respect to the stiffness of the bracing system. Additional 

in formation on this approach is to be found in lirerature (e.g. Yura [ 1971], Galambos [1998]). 

4.4 Laad-deformation behaviour of a simply supported column 

This section deals with describing the behaviour of an imperfect simply supported column for 

which the relation between the axial compression load and lateral deformation is determined 

analytically with the help of a single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar model, as shown in Figure 4.2. 

Four basic methods of analysis are discussed, based on material behaviour and the geometry on 

which equilibrium is formulated, being: first-order elastic analysis, second-order elastic analysis, 

first-order plastic analysis and second-order dastic-plastic analysis. In a first-order analysis, 

equilibrium is expressed on the undeformed geometry of the column, whereas in a second-order 

analysis, equilibrium is expressed on the deformed geometry of the column. 

4.4.1 Elastic behaviour 

For an imperfect simply supported column represented by a single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar 

model with an dastic spring at the middJe (Figure 4.2), the first-order elastic load-deformation 

relation can be expressed by: 

The second-order elastic load-deformation relation can be approached by: 

Or: 

n 
w =--wo 

n -I 

with: 

(14) 

(15) 

( 16) 

(1 7) 
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For the purpose of rhis report, the derivarion of eqs. (14) ro (17) is omitted here but included in 

Appendix A.4. Ir should be nored that rhe second-order elastic laad-deformation relation as 

described above only holds for small deflecrions [Timoshenko, 1961]. 

4.4.2 Elastic-plastic behaviour 

The first-order and second-order plastic laad-deformation relarions of an imperfect simply 

supported column, represented by a single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar model, are included in 

Appendix A.4. The plastic laad-deformation relarions are a function of the fully plastic bending 

moment capaciry Mp. Srrictly, Mp must be reduced for rhe combination of an axial load and 

bending moment. In Appendix A.4, it is shown that rhe reduced first-order plastic limit load can 

then be given by: 

(I8) 

The ultimate reduced second-order elastic-plasric load F",,-J can be approximared by a mocüfied 

Mercham-Rankine formula, as follows: 

I I I 
-~-+
F.,"d F p;ml Fe, 

( I9) 

The laad-deformation curves from the different analyses discussed are shown in Figure 4 .7 . As 

illustrated previously, rhe ultimate load of an imperfect simply supported column obtained from 

a second-order dastic-plastic analysis must be similar to rhe maximum buckling strength N c;u;d 

derived from buckling curves, if rhe column is assumed to have an initia! out-of-srraigh rness equal 

to rhe imperfection parameter. Table 4.1 shows the results for a steel column as described in 

Secrion 4.2.3, with an effective length of900mm and 3600mm and E = 2. I· I 05 N/mm2
. 

I criricaJ buckJing load F~ 

4 firsr-ordcr plasric ana lysis 

F 

2 

2 firsr-o rder el as t ic anaJysis 

5 second-order plasric ana!ysis 

4 

3 second-order elasric analysis 

6 second-order elasric-plasric analysis 

Figure 4.7 Load-deformation curvesfora single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar model wirh wo"' 0. 
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Table 4.1 Comparison of resulrs obrained from 2nd-order dastic-plastic anaJysis and buckling curves. 

Case 4 ) . .,_, wbllr N r ;11 ;d eo F,""J F.,",J I N ""'• 
[mm] [-] [-] [kN] [mm] [kN] [-] 

1 3600 2.66 0.12 70 15.0 67 0.95 

2 900 0.66 0.75 439 2.8 376 0.86 

From Table 5.1 it can be concluded that for both cases, the values of F'""d and N,:u:d correspond 

rather wel I. The value of F","J underestimates the maximum buckling strength obtajned from the 

buckling curves inNEN 6770 [1997]. It can also beseen that the degree ofunderestimation is 

smal! for case 1, and relatively large for case 2. Th is may be explained by looking at the 

slenderness ratio. At a slenderness ratio of about 0.4 to 1.2, the range of test results on which the 

buckling curves are based is relatively large, which might have resulted in a rather conservative 

approach to the determination e0• The variation in test results is considerably smaller for very 

high slenderness ratios, which may explain the rather precise estimation of the ultimate load for 

case 1. Results from additional analyses on columns with varying slenderness ratios seem to 

confirm this explanation. 

4.5 Additional considerations 

The design recommendations for braeed columns discussed in Section 4.3 and the anaJysis 

approach based on the use of a rigid bar model can be employed for preliminary design and 

dimensioning of the different elements of the glass-steel column. Important design decisions 

include the number of idealized discrete springs and the required dimensions of the glass panes. 

If the stiffness of the lateral bracing system of glass panes is considered sufficiently high, the 

influence of the number of idealized discrete springs on the maximum buckling strength can be 

investigated based on the assumption that the springs are positioned at regular intervals and the 

effective length equals the unsupported length between two springs. Table 4 .2 presents the results 

for the steel column as described in Section 4.2.3. It can be seen that adding up to 3 lateral 

supports to the initiaHy unsupported steel column results in a significant increase in the 

maximum buckling strength. Adding more lateral supports does slightly improve the maximum 

buckling strength, but at the cost of substantial visual impact of the conneering elemcnts. 

According to calculations based on NEN 6770 [1997], the buckling strength cannot be further 

increased upon application of 13 or more discrete springs, as the slenderness ratio becomes 

smaller than 0.2. It can be argued that for this number of springs, the column may be considered 

as continuously braced, which is in agreement with NEN 6770 [1997]. According toNEN 6770, 

the column may already be considered as continuously braeed at 7 or more lateral supports. 

For the purpose of preliminary design , the dimensions of the glass panes can be established from 

design recommendations discussed inSection 4 .3. Table 4.3 shows the results for different values 

of the moment of inertia lg~aJJ in the direction of in-plane bending, based on a bracing system that 

camprises three lateral supports at regular intervals. Design recommendations from NEN 6770 

[1997] and NEN 6771 [2000] were used. 
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Table 4.2 InAuence of Jareral suppons on maximum buckling srrength. 

n sup À,.] Wbu, N,,.,. 6 n.up À"t W~nu N c;u;d 6 
[-) [-] [-) [kN] [%) [-] [ -) [-] [kN) [%) 

0 2 .66 O.I2 70 7 0.33 0.93 548 3 

1.33 0 .38 222 217 8 0.30 0.95 559 2 

2 0.89 0.6I 358 61 9 0.27 0.97 568 2 

3 0 .66 0 .75 439 23 IO 0.24 0 .98 575 

4 0 .53 0.83 485 10 I I 0 .22 0 .99 581 

5 0.4 4 0 .87 5I 4 6 12 0 .20 1.00 586 I 

6 0 .38 0.9I 534 4 13 0.20 1.00 588 0 

T able 4.3 InAuence of the dimensions of the bracing sysrem on srrength and stiffness requiremenrs. 

l g/Au ktn-;jia k, klff ;jia Ik, k"q Ik, h F~n-, ,.,;p, 

[mm4) [kN/mm) [kN/mm] [-) [-] [kN] [k.N) 

l.O · IOR 3.03 5.06 0 .6 1 2.5 4.44 I 3.74 

2 .0. 108 6.06 5.06 1.22 2.5 4 .44 I 3 .74 

3 .0 . 108 9.10 5.06 1.82 2.5 4.4' 13.74 

5.0 . 108 15. 16 5.06 3.03 2.5 4.4 13.7 

Buckling of rhe sreel column will occur aJong rhe entire length (i.e., in a half sine shape) due ro lack of 

sriffness of the bracings. 

Buckling of rhe sreel column will occur berween rhe bracings, bur the idealized spring sriffness is insufficienr 

ro consider rhe bracings as rigid supporrs. 

BtKkling of the sreel column wil[ occur berween rhe bracings, and rhe idealized springs may be considered 

as rigid suppons. 

The value of Ft" is derived from eq. (8), but is required ro be ar least equal ro the value derermined from eq. 

(9), which proves ro be critica!. 

As rhe cross-secrion of rhe steel column is doubly symmetrie, rhe column is generally assumed ro 

buckJe in a Aexural mode between rhe Jareral supports if rhe supports prevent borh twist and 

displacement (Galambos, 1998] . However, if the conneerion detail does nor prevent twist, rhe 

column may buckle in a rorsional mode. Torsional buck.ling of rhe 50x50mm 2 solid steel column 

wirh a lengrh of 3600mm has been checked, but proved nor to be the governing buckJing mode. 

Lateral rorsional buckling and plare buckling of rhe glass panes was nor considered. 

4.6 Summary and conclusions 

For rhe purpose of rhis research , rhe design of rhe glass-steel column is aimed ar increasing rhe 

load-bearing capacity of rhe slender steel column secrion ro an optimum, while minimum harmis 

done ro rhe desired rransparency of rhe srrucrure. As slender steel columns rend ro fail due ro 

buck.ling, rhe design is focussed on increasing rhe maximum buck.ling srrengrh by using rhe glass 

panes ro provide bracing. If rhe sriffness of rhe bracings is raken sufficienrly large, rhe bracings 

can be considered as rigid Jareral supports. On rhe assumprion of rigid supports and zero 

rorarional sriffness of rhe steel column secrion ar rhe support locations, rhe effective length of the 

steel column can be considered equal ro the unsupporred length between the supports. 
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Thus, by postuiaring suitable but reaJistic idealizations, it is possible to reduce the stability 

problem of the glass-steel column to a simple steel column buckling problem that can be solved 

ana1ytica1ly. An anaJysis approach has been adopted for determining the load-deformation 

behaviour of the idealized column by using a single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar model in which 

the deformations are limited entirely to the locaJized spring element. Essenrial parameters for the 

anaJysis include the material and physical properties, the shape and magnitude of the initial-out

of-straightness, as well as the moment-rotation relations of the end restraints and locaJized spring 

element. 

The selection of a proper initiaJ out-of-straightness aJlows for taking into account the combined 

effect of aJI kinds of imperfections. For that purpose, the concept of the imperfection parameter 

has been adopted. The imperfection parameter yields an equivaJent initiaJ out-of-straightness for 

which the ultimate load of the column, determined from a second-order elastic-plastic anaJysis of 

the single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar model, corresponds to the load-bearing capacity (i.e., 

maximum buckling strength) that is found from buckling curves in national codes. In particular 

for columns with high slenderness ratios, the concept of the imperfection parameter seems to 

provide an accurate approximation of the maximum buckling strength determined from NEN 

6770 [ 1997]. 

For the purpose of preliminary design, the dimensions of the glass panes can be established from 

design recommendations for braeed columns. lt is shown that for a column that is braeed by 

three intermediate supports at regular intervals, the moment of inertia of the glass panes should 

be at least 2.0 · I 08 mm4 in order to achieve buckling of the steel column between the supports. 
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Chapter 5 

Experiments 

Three Juli-scale experiments have been carried out to explore the behaviour of the designed glass-steef 

column and to get an indication of the ioad-bearing capacity that can be achieved. Furthermore, wad

deformation relations and ioad-strain relations have been established on which an FE model can be 

calibrated. All specimens have been dimensioned essentially different, with variations in the width of 

the gfass panes and the defined out-ofstraightness of the steef column. Th is chapter describes the test 

program, the preparation of the specimens, the design of the test setup, and the testing procedures and 

measurements. At the end, the resufts ofthe different experiments are presented. 

5.1 Introduetion 

The experiments are primarily aimed at obtaining enhanced understanding of the stability 

behaviour of the designed glass-steel column and the influence of imperfections induding initial 

out-of-straightness. Secondly, the test program must provide valuable input for flnite element 

(FE) ca.lculations, thereby offering good possibilities for calibration of an FE model. A test 

program has therefore been formulated along with the following objectives: 

• Capture the stability phenomenon of an axially loaded pin-ended steel column that is 

laterally supported by glass panes. 

• Focus on the in-plane stability, i.e. buckling of the steel column in the direction in which 

the column is laterally supported by glass panes. Try different glass pane dimensions and 

magnitudes of initial out-of-straightness so that the influence of both aspects can be 

explored. 

• Determine load-deformation relations and serains for calibrating an FE model. 
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The following restrictions have been formulated: 

• The experiments are carried out on a steel column that is laterally supported by glass 

panes in only one direction. In the other three directions, buckling of the steel column is 

prevenred similarly in essence, but with alternative supports. The result is a significant 

reduction in costs, time and size of the test setup while the intended structural behaviour 

is considered identical to that of the designed glass-steel column. 

• As the experiments are aimed at buckling of the steel column in the direction in which 

lateral support is provided by glass panes, the boundary conditions and initial out-of

straightness of the steel column section are selected in such a way that a preferred 

direction of buckling is achieved in the direction in which the steel column is supported 

by glass panes. 

• The dimensions of the specimens are chosen such that failure can be achieved within the 

capacity of the available equipment. 

• The design of the test setup is aimed at creating close to perfect boundary conditions, i.e. 

frictionless pin-ended supportS and centric loading. 

• Since producing the specimens is both laborious and cosrly all experiments are carried 

out once, which means the experiments are best considered as pilot tests. Consequently, 

the results are of little to no statistica! significance. 

From the objectives and restrictions the rest program has been composed of three distinct 

experiments on a pin-ended steel column that is stabilized by glass panes in only one direcrion. 

The test specimens vary in the defined initial our-of-straightness of the steel column and the 

width of the glass panes. Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 show rhe distinctive properties in advance of 

Section 5.2, in which the test specimens are discussed in further detail. 
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T able 5.1 Variations in che disrinct res t specimens if carried out ar full scale 

Test specimen Width of glass pane Our-of-srraighmess of rhe steel column 

550 mm Applied, l6mm 

2 550 mm 

3 350 mm 

A~ delivered 

Applied, l6mm 

® 

Figure 5.1 Schematic represemation of rhe different rest specimens and distinctive properries. 
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5.2 Test specimen 

This section deals with rhe selection of materials as well as dimensioning and preparation of rhe 

test specimen. In Section 5.2.1 the material specifications are described as a basis for selecting the 

specimen dimensions, which is discussed in Section 5.2.2. Preparation of rhe steel column, the 

steel strips and the adhesive bond line is discussed in the respective Sections 5.2.3, 5.2.4 and 

5.2.5 . Figure 5.2 shows a rypical test specimen. 

19mm single annealed float glass 

Figure 5.2 

'/ 
/ 

Typical test specimen. 

5.2.1 Material specifications 

The test specimen as shown in Figure 5.2 camprises various materials of which rhe mechanical 

properties rhar are most essenrial to dimensioning rhe specimen are given in Table 5.2. lf 

available, specifications by rhe supplier have been adopted. Since rhe ultimate in-plane tensile 

bending strength of annealed float glass could nor be given by the supplier, characteristic values 

and design values have been adopted from NEN 2608-2 [2007]. The mechanica! properties of 

the specified epoxy adhesive have been adopred from test results of Huveners and Koggel [2006] 

and specification by the supplier. Ir must be stressed here that, as the shear strength of adhesives 

strongly depends on aspects including joint rhickness, surface preparation, curing time and 

ambient conditions, camparing of strength properties of adhesives is a delicate matter. 

Table 5.2 Mechanica! properties of rhe srrucrural elemenr.s used in the rest specimen 

Elemenr Marerial specificarion Properties 

Steel column S235JR J, ,. I 215 N/mm2 

j.,. I 360-510 N/mm2 

€.,. I 25 o/o 

Sreel strips S235JRC + C J,,. 260 N/mm2 

f.,. 390-690 N/mm2 

€. ,,, 10 o/o 

Glasspanes Annealed floar glass h• 2 45 N/mm2 

f,..".,J 3 25 N/mm2 

Epoxy adhesive 3M Scorch-Weld 9323 B/A 'T tp:1111f.k ' 24 N/mm2 

T 'l' . .:> 
5 14 N/mm2 

Dependent on marerial rhickness; value based on a rhickness ranging from 40 ro 63mm. 

Characrerisric value of rhe ulrimare in-plane rensik bending srrengrh according ro NEN 2608-2 [2007]. 

Design value of rhe ulrimare in-plane rensile bending srrength derived from NEN 2608-2 [2007], raking kb, 
k, and km..d equal to I and "(M equal to 1.8. 

Characteristic value of rhe uhimare rensile shear srrengrh afrer seven days of curing ar room remperarure, 

according to Huveners and Koggel [2006]. 

Characrerisric value of rhe ulrimare rensile shear srrengrh afrer rwo days of curing ar room remperarure, 

according to the supplier. 
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5.2.2 Specimen dimensions 

The dimensions of rhe steel column secrion have been selected based on a design load of 550kN, 

as discussed in Secrion 4.2 and illustrared in Appendix A.1. From rhe rheorerical siruacion of 

achieving rhe fully plastic axial load capaciry in rhe srabilized steel column, the required cross

secrional dimensions become exclusively dependene on rhe yield srrengrh. A specified yield 

srrengrh of 215N/mm 2 rhen requires a square solid secrion of approximarely 50x50mm2
• 

However, rhe fully plastic axial laad capaciry is nor likely ro be reached and rhe acrual yield 

srrengrh is generally higher rhan rhe specified minimum value as given in Table 5.2. Therefore, a 

preliminary FE analysis has been performed on a solid 50x50 mm2 steel column wirh a rypical 

sysrem lengrh of 3600 mm, an effecrive lengrh of approximarely 900 mm (dependenr on rhe 

anricipared sriffness of rhe lateral supporring sysrem), and a yield stress varying from 215 N/mm2 

ro 310 N/mm 2
• A simple bi-linear srress-srrain relarion has been used for rnadelling rhe marerial 

behaviour of steel. Table 5.3 shows rhe input and expecred ulrimare load capaciry from rhe 

preliminary FE analyses. 

Table 5.3 

T esr 

pFE I 

pFE2 

pFE 3 

Input and expected ultimate load ..:apacity from a preliminaty FE analysis 

Yield srress [N/mm2] Ulrimare load capaciry [kN] 

215 515 

255 589 

310 73 1 

Table 5.3 shows rhar rhe largesr expecred ulrimare laad capaciry from a preliminary FE analysis is 

731 kN, which is wirhin rhe capaciry of rhe acruaror (i.e. 1 OOOkN, see Secrion 5.3.2). He nee, rhe 

experimenrs can be carried out ar full scale, rhereby avoiding any unfavourable effeers of sealing 

rechniques. 

AJI elements in the rest specimen can now be dimensioned. Again, a preliminary FE analysis has 

been performed for rhar purpose. An overview of rhe selecred dimensions is given in Table 5.4. 

The dimensions of rest specimen 1 and 2 are idenrical, but rhey do differ in rhe defined initia! 

our-of-srraighrness (Secrion 5.2.3). 

Tabk 5.4 Element dimensions of test specimens; all dimensions are given in mm 

Specimen Sreel column Glass panes Epoxy adhesive bond line 

bnom dnom l..srs;no bnom dnom tnom bnom dnom A. om 
I 

tnom 

I 50 50 3700 500 870 19 500 15 7500 0.5 

2 50 50 3700 500 870 19 500 15 7500 0.5 

3 50 50 3700 350 87 0 19 350 15 5250 0.5 

A, ,om is the nominal bond line surface at one side of the glass pane edge, given in mm2. 

The glass pane widrh of rest specimen 1 and 2 (i.e. 550 mm) is selected such rhar rhe expecred 

maximum in-plane rensile bending stress does nor exceed 15 N/mm2 according ro preliminary FE 

analysis, whereas rhe glass pane widrh of rest specimen 3 (i.e. 350 mm) is selecred based on an 

expecred maximum in-plane rensile bending stress of 45 N/mm 2
, which would generally be 
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suftleient to cause breakage of the glass pane prior to buckling of the steel column section. The 

glass thickness of 19mm is deliberately chosen identical for each test specimen as it allows for 

standardization of the strips that are welded to the steel column section. Section 5.2.4 deals with 

rhe preparation of the strips in fiuther detail. 

The nomina! length of the epoxy adhesive bond line is identical to the width of the glass panes 

and it is therefore that the nomina! adhesive bond line surface of test specimen 3 is smaller than 

that of specimen 1 and 2 at equal width of the bond line. The thickness of the bond line is 

chosen identical to specimens tested by Huveners and Koggel [2006], showing good results. 

5.2.3 Prepatation of steel column 

The steel columns have been delivered at a length of 4 meter. Then cutring down the length to 

the selected dimension of 3.7 meter for each test specimen, allowed for taking coupons for tensile 

testing from the remainder material of approximately 300 mm length. This way, the mechanical 

properties of each individual column could be accurately determined, which is further discussed 

inSection 5.4.1. 

AJI steel columns have been measured for determining the initia! out-of-straightness due to the 

manufacturing process. The steel columns of test specimen 1 and 3 have then been given an 

additional imperfection in a four point bend test setup. This way, a defined out-of-straightnessof 

16 mm has been applied for reasons of comparing the ultimate load from experimental results 

with the buckling curves in NEN 6770 [ 1997]. 

5.2.3. I Determining the initia! out-ofstraightness 
The geometrical imperfections have been measured at regular intervals along the length of the 

column. AJI 4 sides have been measured for the purpose of determining the initia! out-of

straightness in the directions perpendicular to the column axis. To facilitate this process, the 

measuring positions have first been marked at all sides, thereby keeping the outer positions 50 

mm from the ends of the column. 

The steel column has been laid down on a large bench with a practically level surface, thus serving 

as a horizontal reference plane, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. From the reference plane, the disrance 

c was measured to the top of the column surface. The values for a and b represent the distances 

from the reference plane to the top of the column surface at the differentendsof the column. If 

any twist imperfections and deviations in the cross-sectionat dimensions are not taken into 

account, the lateral imperfections can then be expressed relative to an imaginary chord through 

the center of the column section at both ends: 

a-b 
e = c(x)+--x-a 

L 
(1) 

The initia! out-of-straightness e' is then defined as the imperfection e at the middle of the column 

length, i.e. x = U2. Table 5.5 shows the governing initia! out-of-straightness of each column and 

the correspondîng side. In parenthesis, the maximum lateral imperfection measured is given if the 
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position did not coincide with the middJe of the column length. A complete overview of the 

measurement resuJts has been presenred in Appendix B.2. From these results it can be seen that 

slight deviations in the cross-sectional dimensions account for the differences that are found in 

the imperfections measured at opposite sides of a single column. 

I horizonral reference 

plane 

2 column cenrerline 

3 imaginary chord 

rhrough bom ends 

Figure 5.3 Approach for derermining me in i rial our-of-srraighrness of rhe sreel column from a horizonral 

reference plane. 

Table 5.5 Jnirial our-of-srraighmess and maximwn imperfection measured 

Column nr. Side lnirial our-of-srraighrness [mm] 

Tl 2 1.4 (1.5) 

T2 2.3 

T3 -0.8 

T4 (reserve) 1.2 

5.2.3.2 Applying a defined out-ofstraightness 
For the purpose of exploring the inAuence of the magnitude of the out-of-straightness of the steel 

column section on the load-deAection behaviour and ultimate load capacity of rhe glass-steel 

column, rwo steel columns have been given a lateral imperfection that is signifkantly larger than 

the initia! out-of-srraightness. For the steel columns of test specimen I and 3, a sinusoidal shaped 

imperfection with an out-of-straightness of 16 mm was decided on, as this value allows for 

camparing the experimental results with resuJts from the buckling curves in NEN 6770 [1997]. 

The value of 16 mm represems the combined effect of all kinds of imperfections that have been 

taken into account for determining the buckling curves in the Dutch national code (see also 

Section 4.2.3 and Appendix A.2). 

In order to apply an out-of-straightness of 16 mm to the columns of test specimen 1 and 3, the 

columns were placed in a four point bend (4PB) test setup, thus in fact acting as a beam. The 

additional imperfection was applied to the side with the largest initial out-of-straightness 

measured. An FE analysis has been performed to determine the required level of loading such that 

a permanent deAection of exactly 16 mm was achieved after unloading. The dastic-plastic 

material behaviour has been modelled as accurately as possible, using the results from tensile tests 

(Section 5.4.1 ). Figure 5.4a shows the load-deAection diagram from the FE analysis, as wel I as the 

different stress distributions for loading beyond the elastic limit. The difference between both 

lines represents the permanent deAection which is shown in Figure 5.4b. 
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Figure 5.4a (L) Laad-defleerion graphs from FE analysis of the steel column in a 4PB test setup basedon dastic 
and elasric-plasric material behaviour. 

Figure 5.4b (R) The difference between the lines in Figure 5.4a represents the permanent def!ection. Thus, an 

applied load of approximately 9kN is required to achieve a permanent def!ecrion of !Gmm. 

In rhe 4PB test setup rhe column (though acting as a beam) was simply supported at rhe ends and 

subjeered to rwo equalloads rhat were placed symmetrically abour rhe center of rhe column wirh 

a and b equal to 900mm, being respectively rhe disrance from each support to rhe position of 

load application and rhe disrance from rhe position of load applicarion to rhe center of rhe 

column (Figure 5.5). The bending process was performed in load control, while monitoring rhe 

deflections at midspan and at rhe position of load application for comparison wirh rhe resulrs 

from rhe FE analysis. The lateral imperfection applied through rhis 4PB test accurately fits the 

inrended sinusoidal shaped imperfection, as can beseen from Figure 5.6. 

Figure 5.5 Four point bend test setup for applying a denned out-of-straightness to the steel column of test 

specimen I and 3. Two equalloads were placed symmetrically about the center of the column 

wirh a and b equal to 900mm. 
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Figure 5.6 

0 

-12 

-16 

w[mmj 

900 1800 2700 3600 

1 -D-sine 

2-6-ei.4PBT 

x[mmj 

3 ~el.-pl. 4PBT 

Differences in imperfection pancrn: I. is a perfecr sine shape, 2. is che defleaed shape resulcing 

from a perfeccly elascic four poinc bend cesc (4PBD, 3. is the deflecced shape resulcing from a 

4PBT wich elascic-plascic deformacion. The relacively largesc deviacion berween curve I and 3 is 

found ac x=225mm and x=3375mm: 7.6%. 

5.2.4 Preparation of strips 

The dimensions of rhe strip (Figure 5.7) have been selecred based on rhe governing anticipated 

loading siruacion from preliminary FE analysis, irrespective of rhe posirion along rhe length of the 

steel column section and rhe widrh of rhe selected glass panes. In order to keep rhe different parts 

of each strip rogerher and to guarantee a sufflciendy sriff conneerion for transferring rhe 

anticipated loads, a long bolred joint with fitred holes has been designed according to NEN 6771 

[2000]. 

4 ---------- ---------------·---·---

fronc view cross-seccion 

cop view 

I sceel column 2 20x20mm eeneer scrip 3 550x60x5mm oucer scrip 4 19mm annealed floac glass pane 

Figure 5.7 Design of scandard scrip for all specimens and alllocacions along the lengthof che sceel column. 

For the purpose of welding the strips perfecdy perpendicu1ar to rhe steel column surface, the 

strips have been positioned carefully with the help of an aligned bracing system. Subsequendy, 

two aluminium profiles have been temporarily fixed to the strips to prevent major inaccuracies 

during and after welding, as shown in Figure 5.8. Then, starring from the strip at the middle and 

continuing towards the ends of the column, the circumferential T-butt joints have been made 

using rhe TIG welding technique. This way, a high qualiry weid was achieved and any 

unfavourable effects of the heat affected wne remained limited. Afrer cooling, rhe temporary 
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aluminium profiles were removed and slighr deviarions were correcred by carefully bending rhe 

strips. The upper aluminium profile was rhen put back in place in order ro prevent potenrial 

damaging. 

A 
·~ 

I 

I 

I 

elevatton • ._I 
A sectionA-A 

I aluminium profile 

Figure 5.8 Specimen assembly serup; aluminium profiles provide bracing during and afrer welding of the 

strips to rhe steel column. 

5.2.5 Preparation of adhesive bonded joint 

Proper prepararions are pivoral ro ensure maximum joint properties such as sufficient strength 

and stiffness. This section therefore describes in detail the surface preparations, the application of 

the epoxy adhesive as wel! as the curing conditions and requirements. All specimens have been 

prepared in exactly the samemannet and according toa fixed time schedule. Figure 5.9 shows the 

preparatien process of the adhesive bonded joint in successive steps. The numbers refer to the 

different subroutines that are described hereafter. 

5.2.5.1 Surface preparations 

The preparations starred with smoorhing rhe strip surfaces by removing burs and sharp edges, 

foliowed by cleaning the surfaces in accordance wirh NEN-ISO 17212 [2004] and the advice of 

rhe adhesive manufacturer. The first cleaning routine consisred of rubbing off dust as wel! as oil

and grease-based residues using a clean catton clorh. Then, 0.5 mm thick spacers of polyerhylene 

(approximarely 10 x 4 mm 2
) were glued to the bonding surface of the outer strips in order to 

guarantee a uniform joint thickness of 0.5 mm upon prestressing as wel! as to avoid contact 

between the steel and glass pane surface. The following second and more intensive cleaning 

routine was performed aimed at removing all residual contaminants and producing a break free 

water film on the bonding surface. A clean cotton cloth perfused with acerone was used ro 

repeatedly wipe the surfaces unril traces of residue were no Jonger found on the cloth. The outer 

strips were then stored in a box conraining silicagel beads to control humidity in order to prevent 

oxidation of the cleaned surfaces and were kept in there until few moments before application of 

the adhesive. No primer was needed. 

Closed cell foam rubber tape was applied ro rhe thoroughly cleaned surface of the center strips as 

shown in Figure 5.9a/b. This way, contact between the steel center strip and glass pane eclges was 

prevenred while allowing for in-plane deformations of rhe glass panes under shear and bending 

action. 
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The glass pane surfaces were cleaned in a similar manner as rhe steel strips. A clean corron clorh 

perfused wirh acerone was used ro remove all contaminants. The epoxy adhesive was rhen applied 

soon afrer evaporarion of rhe solvent. 

5.2.5.2 Application of the adhesive 
In rhe assembly serup shown in Figure 5.8 rhe specimen has been placed in an uprighr (verrical) 

posirion, resulring in limirarions wirh regard ro rhe simulraneous applicarion of rhe adhesive ar 

borh sides of each glass pane. Posirioning rhe specimen horizontally, for exarnple on a large rable, 

would allow for applicarion of the adhesive ar borh sides of rhe glass pane ar rhe same time. 

However, especially removing any surplus of adhesive ar rhe side facing downwards would be 

problemarical as moving or rurning rhe specimen direcrly afrer applicarion of rhe adhesive was 

considered highly undesirable. Therefore, a merhod was adopred in which rhe specimen was 

placed in an upright posirion and rhe adhesive bonded joint could be made ar one side afrer rhe 

orher. 

The selecred epoxy adhesive was a rwo part room remperarme curing adhesive wirh a roughened 

epoxy base and modifled amine accelerator [3M, 1996]. Mixing was carried our manually in 

accordance wirh rhe insrrucrions given by rhe manufacrurer in order ro achieve optimum physical 

properties of rhe adhesive. An aluminium sparula was chosen ro rhoroughly mix rhe base and 

accelerator pan, rhereby carefully acting as to prevent incorporaring excessive air into rhe adhesive 

during mixing. 
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(a) 

(d) 

0 0.5 mm polyemylene spaeer 

0 cleaned sreel srrip surface 

0 ftxarion rhrough bolr holes 

G) dosed cell foarn rubber rape 

® cleaned glass pane surface 

® epoxy adhesive 

~' 
' 4 

r 
I 

(b) (c) 

(e) (f) 

(h) (i) 

0 applicarion of remporary damp @ applicarion of ourer srrip 

® remporary polyemylene spaeer <9 0.5 mm polyerhylene spaeer 

® surplus of adhesive @ cleaned sreel srrip surface 

@ damping ar every omer posirion @ epoxy adhesive 

(j) removal of remporary damp @ surplus of adhesive 

@ removal of polyemylene spaeer 

Figure 5.9 Prepararion process of me adhesive bonded joinr in 9 sreps. 
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lmmediately after mixing, the epoxy adhesive was carefully applied to the glass pane bonding 

surface that was confined by masking tape. After removing the tape, rhe glass panes were 

positioned one by one with rhe use of suction caps (Figure 5.9c). Blocks were used to temporarily 

support the glass panes and to guarantee accurate positioning. In order to ereare an even bond 

line, spacers were glued to rhe bonding surface of the outer strip (Section 5.2.5.1) and a 

prestressing force was applied through temporary clamps so that a close-ro-uniformly distributed 

bonding pressure was achieved (Figure 5.1 0). Damage to rhe glass surface due to damping was 

avoided by 0.5 mm ethylene spacing strips, as shown in Figure 5.9d and 5.9e. Surplus of adhesive 

was wiped off using a small plastic spatula. 

All glass panes were bonded at one side first, foliowed by 3 hours of curing at room temperature 

(Figure 5.9f). After rhis intermediate curing, the temporary clamps were removed (Figure 5.9g) so 

that the adhesive bond could be compiered on rhe other side of rhe glass panes. The bonding 

surfaces were cleaned identically to previous routines, yet the adhesive was applied to rhe outer 

strip instead of to the glass surface for practical reasons. The outer strip was then positioned 

(Figure 5.11) and fvced by bolts, providing a close-to-uniformly distributed bonding pressure at 

the same time (Figure 5.9h). Again, a uniform joint rhickness was guaranteed by 0.5 mm thick 

polyerhylene spacers that were glued to the outer strip. Finally, any surplus of adhesive was 

removed (Figure 5.9i). 

Figure 5.10 (L) Temporary damping ensures a close-ro-uniformly disrribured bonding pressure; blocks we re 
used for remporary supporr and accurare posirioning in verrical direcrion. 

Figure 5.11 (R) Applicarion of me ourer srrip provided with epoxy adhesive and 0.5mm polyemylene spacers. 

surface geomerry of me adhesive bonded joinr, caused by a lack of bonding 

pressure ar rhe end of rhe bond line surface. 

Figure 5.13 (R) Typical flaw ro homogeneiry of me adhesive bonded joinr, caused by inadequate mixing. 
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A visual inspeetion was performed to determine flaws to the homogeneity and surface geometry 

of the adhesive bonded joint. Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show the two most frequendy found 

inaccuracies. The thickness of the joint was verified by taking measurements of which the results 

are given in Appendix B.3. 

5.2.5.3 Curing 
Curing conditions and curing time were selected in accordance with instructions given by the 

adhesive manufacturer [3M, 1996]. All specimens were allowed to cure undisturbed for at least 

90 hours at room temperarme (i.e. approximately 22 oe). After 90 hours of undisturbed curing, 

the specimen was transporred to be positioned in the test-setup after which curing was allowed 

for approximately one more day. The relative humidity was nor monitored, but it was nor subject 

to abnormalities neither. 

In order to avoid variations in the strength properties of the adhesive bonded joints of different 

specimens due to varying cure cycles, a fixed time schedule was adopted for the preparation and 

curing of the adhesive bonded joint. Table 5.6 shows the different actions that are relevant to the 

curing process. 

Table 5.6 Time schedule tor the prepatation and curing of the adhesive bonded joint of each specimen 

Oay Action 

Wednesday Preparadon of strips 

Thursday 08:30- I 0:30: Prepararion and applicarion of adhesive bond ar si de I 
I 0:30- 13:30: I mermedia re curing 
13:30- 15:30: Prepararion and applicarion of adhesive bond ar side 2 
15:30: Srarr of ar least 90 hours undisrurbed curing cycle 

Friday Undisrurbed curing 

Sarurday Undisrurbed curing 

Sunday Undisrurbed curing 

Monday I 0:00- 11 :00: Posirioning rhe specimen in rhe rest serup 

T uesday 13:30- 14:30: Full-scale experiment on rest specimen 

5.3 Design of test setup 

This section deals with the design of the test setup and all special fittings that were produced for 

the experiments. The basic considerations for the design of the test rig are discussed in Section 

5.3.1. Section 5.3.2 focuses on the design of the boundary conditions for load introduetion and 

end supports. The design of the lateral supports is discussed inSection 5.3.3. 

5.3.1 Testrig 

In Section 5.2.2 the maximum expected ultimate load capacity of a laterally supponed steel 

column was determined on the basis of a preliminary FE analysis. From a similar preliminary 

analysis on a pin-ended steel column that is stabilized by glass panes in only one direction, the 

reaction forces have been adopted for design of the test rig. Additional forces and bending 
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moments due to inaccuracies in the test setup (e.g. eccentricities, out-of-plane action, friction) 

were either considered in the design of the supports or considered negligibly small. 

For practical reasons, the test setup was designed in such a way that the test specimen was 

installed horiwntally, i.e. with the longitudinal axis of the steel column pointing in a horirontal 

direction. This way, the test setup allowed for considerable advantages with respect to 

transporring and positioning of the test specimens. As positioning of the test specimens was 

assumed to be less complicated if installing the test specimen horizontally, it was also argued that 

imperfections could be significantly limited. Besides, the entire test rig could be assembied 

directly from the ground and applying measuring equipment would be less complicated. 

plan 

Figure 5.14 

side elevarion 

cross-secri on A-A 

Overview of rhe resr rig and posirion of rhe specimen. The design of rhe end supporrs, load 

inrroducrion (encircled by I) and Jareral suppons (encircled by 2) is discussed in respecrively 

Secrion 5.3.2 and Secrion 5.3.3. 

Figure 5.14 shows an overview of the designed test rig. The rig was composed of standard 

laboratory HEB 300 members of various lengths, with regularly spaeed bolt holes in the web and 

flanges. The four main members were bolred rogether to establish a rectangular rig onto which 

the supports were mounted. The design of the boundary conditions required special attention 

which is discussed in detail in Section 5.3.2 and Section 5.3.3. The rig was chosen as compact as 

possible to limit the bending momentsin the main members induced by reaction forces from the 

supports. In order to considerably increase the stiffness of the rig in longitudinal direction, rwo 

transversal members were added ar either side of the rig in berween which rension rods were 

tightened. The rig was considered sufficiently stiff so that deformations of the rig were assumed 

to remain limited. 
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5.3.2 Load introduetion and end supports 

The test setup was designed such rhat the load introduetion was established by using a bearing 

block rhar was fitred ro a I 000 kN actuator. As rhe load was introduced ar rhe end of rhe steel 

column secrion of rhe rest specimen, rhe bearing block was designed ro serve as a pinned-end 

support at rhe same time. At the opposite end of rhe steel column section of rhe rest specimen, a 

similar bearing block was used exclusively as an end support, rhus no accommodations were 

required for load introduction. The design of rhe bearing blocks is discussed hereafter. First, rhe 

selection of rhe bearings is considered. 

In order to provide the in-plane pinned-end conditions to rhe test specimen (ofren referred to in 

lirerature as direcrion-fixed pinned ends), virtually zero friction was required. Several practical 

pinned ends were suggesred by Singer er al. [1998], but as knife edges, conical points and free 

warping ends were considered suitable only for small columns, rhe solurion was narrowed down 

to using cylindrical bearings. Three essentially different bearing principles were considered: 

rolling-element bearings (roller bearings), fluid film bearings and sliding bearings. 

In roller bearings, rolling elements allow for the relarive morion of rhe two load carrying surfaces 

at very low friction losses. However, at rhe contact with rhe rolling elements stress concentrations 

occur as a resulr of which rhe suirabiliry of roller bearings is limired if rhe applicarion of large axial 

loads is required. Still, examples of 'heavy dury' roller bearings are found in lirerature (e.g. Singer 

et al. [1998]), wirh a reported friction coefficient of less rhan 0.07. Fluid film bearings allow for 

even lower friction coefficients (Maljaars er al. [2002] reported a friction coefficient between 

0.004 and 0.007), but designing, dimensioning and manufacturing two customized fluid film 

bearings is borh cosrly and laborious. A much more economical solurion is rhe use of sliding 

bearings, in which two surfaces slide over one another. Although sliding bearings are considered 

to produce significant friction losses, recent developments have resulred in reported friction 

coefficients as low as 0.03. Therefore, a sliding bearing was selected. 

Figure 5.15 shows rhe bearing that was designed for rhe test serup. The sliding bearing was 

basically made of two parrs: a half cylindrical plain bushing and a norched shafr. The plain 

bushing was composed of a sheet steel backing, an intermediate layer of porous bronze and a self

lubricating sliding layer basedon PTFE (polyterrafluorerhylene), yielding a combinarion of good 

mechanica! strengrh properties with low friction. The bushings were ordered from AKN and were 

of type GLI BM 657070 FB/F-920 with a radial static load capaciry of 1337.7 kN (equivalent to 

a static stress of 294 N/mm2
) and a reported friction coefficient of 0.04 - 0.18. For reasons of 

comparison, rhe friction coefficient and permissible loads of similar bushings available from orher 

manufacturers are given in Table 5.7. 
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Table 5.8 Friction coefficient and permissible loads of plain bushings with a PTFE-based sliding layer 

Manufacturer Friction coeff. Static load Dynamic load Temp. range 

AKN 

Schaeffler/INA 

SK.F 

Lagermerall 

[-] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [oC] 

0.04-0.18 294 147 -200 

0.05- 0.2 400 300 -50 

0.03-0.25 

0.04-0.20 

250 

250 

80 

140 

-200 

n/a 

+200 

+150 

+250 

+280 
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CD C45+C nocd1ed 

shaft 

@ cylindrical sheec 

sced backing 

(3) PTFE-based sliding 

layer 

(4) 1 mm lead place 

Figure 5.15 Design of (he sliding bea ring: a half cylindrical plain bushing and a no(ched shafe. 

The shaft, with a length of 70 mm and diameter of 65 mm, was partially notched to the center, 

which allowed for the 50 x 50 mm 2 cross section at the end of the steel column to be positioned 

at the center of rotation. The notched shaft was made of cold-formed unalloyed steel C45+C, as 

defined by NEN-EN 10277-2 [2008J, thus creating a hard and smooth surface and avoiding 

damaging of the shaft at high loads. The raised edges wete designed to facilitate the geometrical 

aligning of the test specimen. If necessary the column ends were milled to fit the notched shaft. A 

1 mm thick lead plate was added to allow for a better stress distribution at the contact area 

becween the column end and the notched shaft. 

Figure 5.16 shows the bearing block at the side of load introduction. In order to approach the 

conditions of a centrally loaded column, the bearing block was designed such that the center of 

the load introduction and sliding bearing coincided with the centroidal axis of the bearing block 

The bearing was fitted in a half cylindrical bore hole, using cwo steel pins to guarantee perfectly 

central positioning of the bearing. 

At one end, the bearing block was fitted on the actuator which was mounted to the vertical 

member of the tesr rig by a bolted base plate. A 2.5 mm clearance becween the bottom of the 

bearing block and the horizontal member of the test rig allowed for unrestricted horizontal 

movement of the bearing block (i.e., without friction). At the other end, the bearing block was 

bolted directly to the test rig, so that the large axial load was transferred immediately to the 

vertical member of the test rig of which the web was reinforced at either side. The relatively small 

transversal load induced due to bending of the steel column was carried by shear action of the 

bolts. A bending moment resulting from any out-of-plane deformations of the specimen was 

carried by a couple of opposite axial loads at the double row of bolts. Figure 5. 17 shows the 

support in the test setup. 
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F 

rop view 

cross-secrion A-A 

(i) cylindrical hole for load 

introduetion rhrough ram 

(2) plain bushing 

CD half cylindrical bore hole 

0 positioning pins 

® norched shafr 

Figure 5.16 Bearing blockat the si de of load inrroducrion. 

front view 

cross-section B-B 

0 lead plare 

B 

oe F 

0 norched angle ro facilirare 

in-plane rorarion of specimen 

Figure 5.17 Bearing block in resr scrup. The end of rhe steel column of rhe test specimen perfecrly fits in 

rhc norched shafr. 
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5.3.3 Lateral supports 

As discussed in Section 5.1, the experiments were aimed at buckling of the steel column section 

in the direction in which lateral support was provided by glass panes. In order to achieve this, the 

effective length of the steel column in the other orrhogonal directions needed to be reduced. lt 

was considered suftkient to reduce the effective length in the other directions to the same value as 

in the glass-supported direction, since the preferred direction of buckling would then be 

determined primarily by the largest initia! out-of-straightness of the steel column section, which 

was applied in the glass-supported direction. 

Figure 5.18 shows the way in which lateral support was provided inthetest setup. Bending of the 

steel column in the y-direction of the global coordinare sysrem (GCS) was prevenred by bolrs rhar 

were mounred ro support plares. Roller plares were placed ar eirher side between the bolts and rhe 

column surface ro allow for virrually frictionless morion in rhe z-direction. Adjustmenrs ro rhe 

posirion of rhe roller plares and rhe alignmenr of rhe rest specimen were made by tightening or 

loosening the bolrs. In rhe posirive z-direction, a similar principle was adopted to provide lateral 

support to the steel column secrion. 

Figure 5.18 

Rr ..... 
0 roller plates 

Rr 
(i) bolts for support and alignment 

..... 0 support plate 

0 blocks 

x ® bolt for downward support 

y~ (~) base plate 

z 

cross-secri on 

Lateral support of rhe steel column secrion by roller plares and bolrs in horizonral direction and 

posirive z-düecrion. The Jareral support in negative z-d.irecdon is provided by rhe glass panes. 

In order to prevent deformations of rhe rest specimen due to our-of-plane imperfections caused 

by welding the eeneer scrips nor exactly perpendicular ro rhe steel column secrion, the specimen 

was supporred in lateral direction (y-direcrion of GCS) ar the end of each strip as well . This way, 

our-of-plane deformations of the test specimen were kept very limired, rhus allowing for the 

inAuence of our-of-plane deformarions on rhe in-plane load-bearing behaviour ro be neglecred. 
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5.4 Essenrial parameters 

This section deals with the various parameters that strongly affect the load-deformation behaviour 

and ultimate load capacity of the test specimens. The parameter considered first, is the yield stress 

of the delivered steel for the column section of the test specimen (Section 5.4. I). Tensile tests 

were carried out to establish the stress-strain relation of the delivered steel, and the procedure was 

foliowed as described in Galambos [ 1998] to determine both the static and dynarnic value of the 

yield stress. In Section 5.4.2 the influence of anticipated imperfections on the load-deformation 

behaviour of the test specimen is briefly discussed. Section 5.4.3 discusses the influence of friction 

at the end supports and describes the performed test to determine the friction coefficient. 

5.4.1 Yield stress 

Tensile tests were primarily performed to determine the stress-strain relation of the delivered steel 

as it allowed for accurate modelling of the material behaviour in FE analyses and estimating the 

ultimate load capacity. In order to estirnate the ultimate load capacity according to the Dutch 

standard NEN 6770 [ 1997], accurately determining the yield stress was of particular interest. The 

material ordered was steel grade S235JR, as defined by standard NEN-EN I 0025 [2004], with a 

reported minimum yield stress of 215 N/mm2 for a nomina! material thickness ranging from 40 

to 63 mm. Two tensile test coupons were taken from each column at locations as indicated in 

Figure 5.19. For practical reasons, the locations were chosen slight!y different frorn Appendix A 

of NEN-EN 10025 [2004]. Alrhough the coupons were taken at one end of each column, the 

location was considered to represem average properties resulting from strain hardening and 

residual stresses. 

Figure 5.19 

{ 
Two tensile test coupons were taken from me end of each colwnn, at loca tions slighdy 

different from Appendix A of NEN-EN 10025 [2004]. 

All coupons had a proportional gage lengrh of Lo = 5.65 -Jso , in which So is the original cross 

sectional area (i.e. the cross sectional area prior to testing). The original cross sectional dimensions 

of each coupon were measured at three different locations by using a micrometer caliper. One 

coupon did not satisfy the tolerances on the transverse dimensions of machined coupons as set by 

NEN-EN 10002-1 [2001]. This coupon, however, was still subjeered to tensile testing, but the 

results were excluded from determining average values. 

The coupons were tested in a 250 kN Schenck servo-controlled screw-driven testing machine 

with hydraulic grips. In the dastic range , the stress was applied at 52.5 N/rnm 2s·1 (equivalent to a 

strain rare of 0.00025 s·' or 1.1 rnm/min based on a gage length of 70 rnm), which is within the 

limits given in NEN-EN 10002-1 [2001]. During yielding of the parallel lengrh, which is the 

parallel portion of the reduced section of the coupon, the strain rare was kept constant at a 
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m.inimum value of 0.00025 s· 1 for determining the lower yield strength. After strain hardening 

had clearly starred the strain ra te was increased to 0.0008 s·1
, again in conformity with NEN-EN 

10002-1 [2001]. 

The static and dynamic values of both the yield strength and ultimate tensile strength were 

determined according to the procedure described in Galambos [ 1998]. In order to determine the 

static yield strengrh, the cross head motion of the testing machine was stopped three times during 

yielding, at a recorded strain of approximately 0.003, 0.008 and 0.0 13. A period of 2 minutes 

was adopted for the load to stabilize at nearly zero cross-head motion as Galambos reeommencis a 

maximum of ftve minutes, whereas for instanee Young and Lui [2005] suggest a stopping time of 

only 1.5 minutes. In all tests, a clear horizontal yielding plateau was found, which allowed for the 

static yield strength to be calculated as the average of the three minimum values (Figure 5.20). 

The static ultimate tensile strength was determined in a similar manner, yet the cross head 

motion of the testing machine was stopped three times as the tangent of the monitored load

deformation curve approached a horirontal line (Figure 5.21). Table 5.8 gives the static yield 

strength and static ultimate tensile strength for all tested coupons. Figure 5.22 shows the stress

strain curves of all A-coupons. Detailed results are to be found in Appendix B.4. 

Table 5.8 Sraric yield srrengrh and sraric ulrimare rensile srrengrh from rensile resring 

Coupon: TIA TIB T2A T2B T3N T3B T4A T4B 

fr [N/mm2
] 257 257 253 252 250 261 251 256 

f," [N/mm2
] 401 400 395 391 385 406 399 399 

Coupon did nor sarisfY rhe rolcrances on rhe rransverse dimensions of coupons as scr by NEN-EN 10002-1 

[200 I], caused by crroneous machining of rhe coupon. 

a {Nimm2] 

500 

400 

300 

200 

100 

0 -

0.000 0.005 

r: T1A] 

0.010 0.015 0.020 0.025 
[ {·] 

a [Nimm2] 

500 

200 . 

100 

I-T1A l 
0 ----~--·-------r----- - ··- - l 

0.000 0.100 0.200 
[ {·] 

0.300 0.400 

Figure 5.20 (L) A clear horironral yielding plareau is visible from rhe srress-srrain curve of coupon Tl A. Cross 

head morion was sropped rhree rimes during yielding ro derermine rhe sraric yield srress. 

Figure 5.21 (R) Complere srress-srrain curve of coupon Tl A. Cross head morion was sropped rhree rimes as rhe 

rangenr of rhe curve approached a horizontal line. The sraric ulrimare rensile srrengrh is 

derermined as rhe average of rhe rhree minimum values. 
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a(N/mm2} 

500 

400 
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100 
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- T4A 
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Figure 5.22 Stress-strain curves of all A-coupons. Very litcle variation is found m rhe yield stress and 

ui tirnare rensile stress of rhe different coupons. 

5.4.2 lmperfections 

As discussed in previous sections, imperfections strongly affect the laad-deformation behaviour 

and ulrimate load capacity of slender columns. Several types of imperfectionscan be distinguished 

including geometrical imperfections (i.e. out-of-straighrness), material nonhomogeneiry, residual 

stresses, eccentric load application, variation in the action of the loacüng machines and 

imperfections in the end conditions. The first three types of imperfections are basically related to 

the test specimen, whereas the latter three are related to the test setup. 

For the purpose of this research, of all imperfections related to the specimen only out-of

straighrness of the steel column section was measured. The out-of-straightnessof the steel column 

section was discussed previously in Section 5.3.2 since it was relevant to the preparatien of the 

specimens. I t is, however, noted that out-of-straightness is actually not only dependent on the test 

specimen itself, but also on aligning the specimen in the test setup. As great care was taken to 

accurate aligning of the specimen in the test setup, the influence of misalignment on the out-of

straightness was considered negligibly small. This section furrher deals with imperfections related 

to the test setup, particularly addressing restraint end rotation and the influence of eccentric load 

application as wel! as the way in which these imperfections cause the specimen to behave 

differently from an ideal column. The specific problem of friction at the sliding surfaces of the 

bearings is further discussed in Section 5.4.3. 

The ends of a pin-ended column subjeered to an axial compression load are assumed to rotare 

freely. In practice, the ends are usually restrained to some degree. In such cases, the effective 

length and, consequendy, the critica! value of the load depend on the magnitude of the 

coefficients of restraint. In order to get an indication of the degree of restraint at the supports in 

the test setup, two additional tests have been performed in the same test setup on a single steel 

column without any lateral supports. 
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The principal imperfections that make the load-deformation behaviour of an actual column 

different from an ideal column are unavoidable eccentriciry in the application of the compressive 

load, initial out-of-straightness of the column and nonhomogeneiry of the material. From 

discussions in literature (e.g. Timoshenko [ 1961 ]), it is shown that the effect on the deformation 

of eccentriciry in load application and nonhomogeneiry can be compensated for by assuming a 

properly chosen initial out-of-straightness of the column. It is also shown that for relatively small 

loads (i.e. considerably smaller than the critica( load) an irregular behaviour in the lateral 

deformation of an initially curved column can be expected, known as the phenomenon of a 

reversal in the direction of deflection [Zimmermann, 1930]. This is considered of great 

importance in anticipation of the discussion of the experimental results in Section 5.6. 

A final remark is made to point out that the conditions at the end supports and eccentriciry in the 

load application are subject to changes under increasing compressive loads during testing. Thus, 

the effective length and deformation behaviour are not a constant but a ftmction of the applied 

load. In general, the magnitude of the coefficients of restraint and the degree of eccentriciry in the 

load application due to the indeterminate nature of the stress distribution at the column ends 

diminish under an increasing load. 

5.4.3 Friction at end supports 

Rotational restraint at the end supports influences the effective slenderness ratio and, 

consequently, the ultimate load capaciry of the steel column section of the test specimen. In order 

to experimentally determine the level of rotational restraint as a result of friction at the sliding 

surfaces of the hearings, a linie test was carried out as presented in Figure 5.23. At one end, the 

short shaft was provided with a cap which allowed for the application of a torque wrench. The 

torque required to start rotation of the shaft in its hearings was measured at various load steps. 

From the torque measured, the friction force was calculated as follows: 

T 2T 
Ffri, ·= - = 

r D 
(2) 

The friction coefficient was then calculated as the ratio of friction force over applied axial force: 

(3) 

The test results are shown in Figure 5.24. Typically for PTFE-based sliding layers, the relative 

friction losses decrease under an increasing load. lt must, however, be stressed that the friction 

coefficient depends not only on the applied load, but also on the rotation speed, ambient 

temperature and surface qualiry of the shaft. In Figure 5.24 the friction coefficient approaches a 

horizontal asymptote at approximately ll = 0.015. This value is considerably lower than the values 

given in the manufacturer's product description, ranging from 0.04 to 0.18. 
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Figure 5.23 

Figure 5.24 
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Test setup for derermining rhe friction coefficiem ar rhe sliding surfaces of rhe hearings. The 

resr was carried our wirh hushings of type GLI BM 657070 FB/F-920, manufactured hy AKN. 
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Values for rhe friction coefflciem of rhe hushings ar varying ax.ial compressive loads, derived 

from measuremenrs of rhe rorque required rostart rorarion of rhe shafr in irs hearings. The rest 

was carried our with hushings of type GLI BM 657070 FB/F-920, manufactured hy AKN. 

5.5 Testing procedures and measurements 

This section deals with the procedures and measurements related to the full-scale tests discussed 

in previous sections. First, the testing procedures are described in Section 5.5.1, foliowed by a 

specification of the measurement system in Section 5.5.2. In Section 5.5.3 measuring of the 

deformations and strains is discussed. As the deformations of the specimen were measured from a 

separate frame (i.e. independent from the test setup), the measuring frame is illusrrated in this 

section as wel!. Finally, Section 5.5.4 deals with a brief discussion on measurement inaccuracies 

including the effect of insufficient stiffness of the test rig. 
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5.5.1 Testing procedures 

Prior to positioning of the specimen in the test setup, the steel column section and glass panes of 

the specimen were provided with strain gages at defined locations. Also, the notched shafts were 

already mounted to the ends of the steel column section of the specimen. Then, the ram was 

pulled back and the upper beam of the test rig was removed to allow for lowering the specimen 

into the test setup by using an overhead travelling crane. While still hanging on the crane, the 

specimen was aligned carefully by initially positioning the notched shaft in its bearing at one side. 

The ram was then moved forth so that the notched shafts at both sides of the steel column section 

of the specimen made contact with its bearings without introducing considerable pressure. Next, 

the lateral supports were applied and, if necessary, smal! adjustments were made to the alignment 

of the test specimen. After that the upper beam of the test rig was put back in place and fixed by 

bolts. All wires for measuring deformations and strains were conneered and the LVDTs (i.e. 

linear variabie displacement transducers) and digital gage were positioned precisely. 

The start of the actual test was marked by turning on the data acquisition system. The signa! 

generator was activared which controlled the displacement of the actuator. Because of play in the 

bearings and between the actuator and the test rig, it rook some time before load staned to build 

up. Load was applied with stroke control at an equal rare for aU experiments. During the 

experiment, the deformation rare was kept constant at an equivalent value of 0.15 mm/min. The 

uJtimate load was generalJy reached after 40 to 45 minutes, after which unloading was staned. 

5.5.2 Data acquisition 

In order to measure the various physical parameters force, displacement and strain, different 

sensors were used. Force was measured with a load cell, strain with strain gages and displacement 

with L VDTs or a digital gage. The analogue signals from the different sensors were processed by a 

data acquisition unit which communicated with a personal computer (PC). Displacements 

measured by the digital gage, however, were directly digitized and transmitted by a Mitutoyo

proprietary communication language to a multiplexing unit that, in turn, transmitted the values 

to the same PC [La Poutré, 2005]. All data were then assembied in an ASCII output file. As the 

measurements were taken at an interval of 1 second, the numerous data points formed a 

continuous curve upon graphical representation. Therefore, no markers were plotred in the 

graphs in Section 5.6. 

5.5.3 Measuring deformations and strains 

In all full-scale tests, the vertical in-plane deformations of the steel column section were measured 

at defined locations. Besides, the displacement of the bearing blockat the side of the actuator was 

measured in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the steel column. Strain was measured at the 

top and bottorn surface at 4 locations along the length of the column as wel! as at the front and 

backside of the glass surface at 2 (experiment 1 and 2) or 4 (experiment 3) locations. 
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5.5.3.1 Deformations 
The deformations of the steel column section of the specimen were measured from a separate 

frame that was independent of the test setup. This way, any deformation of the test setup would 

nor influence the measurements. Figure 5.25 shows the independent measuring frame and the 

locations at which deformations were measured. The vertical in-plane deformations of the steel 

column (i.e. in z-direction of the global coordinate system) were measured at the top surface at 7 

locations along the lengrh of the column, being at midspan of each unsupported lengrh and at the 

three intermediate locations where the center strips were welded to the steel column section. For 

the Jatter, sufficient space was lacking to measure the deformations directly at the top surface. 

Instead, a smal! aluminium angle section was glued to the center strips just above the surface of 

the steel column section. The deformation of the steel column section was then measured from 

this aluminium angle section, as it was considered that the influence of any deformation of the 

center strips was negligible. 

' ~- ... 
__ j ___ !--- --

plan 

cross-secrion A-A 

Figure 5.25 !ndependem measuring frame and locarions of rhe LVDTs and digiral gage. 

5.5.3.2 Strains 
Strain was measured at the top and bottorn surface at 4 locations along the lengrh of the column 

as well as at the front and backside of the glass surface ar defined locations. Initially, srrain at the 

surface of the glass panes was only measured near rhe midd.le of rhe upper edge of rhe two center 

panes (experiment 1 and 2), as the upper edge was assumed to be loaded by the governing tensile 

stresses due to in-plane bending. In experiment 3, strain was also measured at the lower edge of 

the two center glass panes in order to get insight in the actual stress distribution over the width of 

the glass panes. In all experiments, in-plane bending of the steel column section was measured at 

midspan of each unsupported lengrh, as the governing bending moments were anticipated in 

these regions. In Figure 5.26 the locations of rhe srrain gages are presenred as applied to the test 

specimen of experiment 3. 
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Figure 5.26 Locarions of rhe srrain gages as applied ro rhe rest specimen of experiment 3. 

5.5.4 lnaccuracies 

The deformations of the steel column section were measured only in the vertical direction (i.e. z

direction in the GCS) by the LVDTs. The position ofthe LVDTs was fixed in all directions. As 

the steel column section shonened due to the high a.xial compression load, the vertical 

deformation measured from the LVDTs should be corrected for the change in measurement 

position along the length of the column, if necessary. The largest effect was to be expected at the 

positions of high curvature and dosest to the load application. Calculations within the dastic 

region resulted in a maximum error of approximately 0.2%. Therefore, this effect was negleered 

in funher analyses. 

Another aspect that was expected to affect the accuracy of the deformations measured was the 

stiffness of the test rig. As a result of insufficient stiffness of the test rig, the supports may undergo 

(an additional) horizontal displacement. In experiment 2 and 3, the displacement of the bearing 

blockat the side of the actuator was measured in the direction of the longitudinal a.xis of the steel 

column (i .e. the horizontal in-plane displacement). For experiment 2, Figure 5.27 shows the 

applied load at the vertical a.xis and the displacement plotted on the horizontal a.xis. If the test rig 

was assumed infinitely stiff, the displacement of the bearing block would only be due to 

shortening and bending of the steel column section of the test specimen. As the lateral 

deformation of the steel column was very smal! compared ro the length of the column, the effect 

of bending on rhe horizontal in-plane displacement was negligibly smal!. Shonening of the steel 

column was calculared using eq. (4). The difference fu between the horizontal in-plane 

displacement of rhe bearing block u and the calculated shortening of the steel column section 

b..u was assumed to be the result of insufficient stiffness of the test rig. 

flu= FL 
EA 

(4) 

The steel column could then be considered as supponed by a spring in the horizontal in-plane 

direer ion, with stiffness k,.p given by eq. (5). The experimentally determined values of the stiffness 

are given in Table 5.9 for experiment 2 and 3. The value of the stiffness for experiment 1 was not 

determined experimentally, but taking as the average of rhe experimentally determined values. 

F F 
k,up = -=---

fu u-b..u 
(5) 
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Figure 5.27 

Table 5.9 

k,.,p [kN/mm] 

2 4 

u{mm] 
6 8 

Dererminarion of rhe sriffness kmp· The deformar.ion u is measured ar rhe bearing block, Llu is 

given by eq. (4). The difference between u and Llu is Llx, and k,.p is derermincd as rhe slope of 

rhe F-Lix graph, as given by eq. (5). lf k,.P is raken consranr, rhe Fk-graph is a srraighr line rhar 

accurarely approximares rhe acrual behaviour. 

Derermined horizonral in-plane supporr sriffness 

Experiment I Experiment 2 Experiment 3 

248 259 237 

5.6 Experimental results 

This section shows the results of the three full-scale experiments. A5 all experiments are essentially 

different (Table 5.1) and have been performed only once, the experimental results are of little to 

no statistica! significance. However, the results may confirm the anticipated influence of initial 

out-of-straightness of the steel column section and stiffness of the stabilizing glass panes on the 

stability behaviour of the designed glass-steel column. Therefore, the discussion of the 

experimental results primarily focuses on the ultimate load measured and the stiffness derived 

from the experimentally determined load-deformation behaviour. 
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Figure 5.28 Measuremem locarions and numbering. 
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The resulrs are presenred in laad-deformation graphs and load-srrain graphs. The measurement 

locations are shown in Figure 5.28. In genera!, the experiments were performed successfully, 

rhough failure occurred unexpected in experiment 3. In experiment 1 and 2, failure occurred due 

to buckling of rhe steel column between rhe lateral supports, borh times at rhe unsupported 

length ciosest to rhe laad introduction. In experiment 3, rhe steel column underwent a sudden 

upward def!ection over rhe entire lengrh of rhe column, causing the glass panes to break 

immediarely and complerely. 

5.6.1 Experiment 1 

The test specimen of experiment 1 consisred of an initially curved steel column, with a defined 

out-of-straighrness of 16mm, and 19mm single annealed float glass panes with a width of 

550mm. The laad-deformation graphs for all measurement locations along the lengthof rhe steel 

column are given in Figure 5.29. The laad-deformation graphs are stopped at rhe point where rhe 

laad drops after failure has been reached; the laad-deformation behaviour after rhis point is 

omitted as rhe process of unloading was subject to irregularities and some LVDTs were either 

dislocated or gone out of range. Immediarely after rhe laad starred to build up, rhe actuator 

moved upwards approx.imately 1 mm, causing rhe specimen to be lifred at rhe end of laad 

introduetion without being bent. This cao be clearly seen from the laad-deformation graphs in 

Figure 5.29. Figure 5.30 shows the laad-deformation graphs rhat are correcred for the effect of 

lifring of the test specimen at the end of laad introduction. At about 250kN the steel column 

starred to deflect substantially in the in-plane lateral direction. The largest deflection was 

measured at location 1 (i.e. at the location ciosest to load introduction), in negative z-direction of 

the GCS. At the other end, the steel column section initially deflected downwarcis and reversed 

direction upon increased loading. 

The laad-deformation behaviour at location 1 is stuclied in funher detail, as failure occurred due 

to buckling of the steel column at this location. From Figure 5.31 it cao be seen that the laad

deformation behaviour cao be captured in three straight lines. The first line is a tangent to rhe 

laad-deformation graph at rhe initia! stage of substantial load build-up. The second line is a 

tangent to the nearly straight part of rhe laad-deformation graph rhat is characterized by a 

reduced stiffness. The third line is asecant rhrough rhe origin and the point of ulrimate laad. The 

slope of the respecrive lines is referred to as the initia! stiffness, reduced sriffness and ulrimate laad 

sriffness. These lines are determined manually, based on an arbitrarily best visual fit. The point at 

which the I i nes of the initia! and reduced sriffness intersect, is referred to as F,00 • At approximarely 

550kN, rhe in-plane lateral deformation of rhe steel column starts to increase progressively. From 

Figure 5.32 it can be seen rhat this corresponds to rhe point of first yielding, which is at a strain 

of approximarely 1.23 mm/m (equivalent to a stress of 256 N/mm2
, with E=2.08·1 05 N/mm2 

determined experimenrally). The ultimate load F11 , being 660kN, is reached at a strain of 2.77 

mm/m at rhe most compressed surface. Table 5.10 summarizes rhe determined values of 

experiment 1. Figure 5.33 shows rhe buckled steel column section in rhe test setup. A close-up of 

rhis section, Figure 5.34, clearly shows the rolling scale being flaked off. The glass panes remained 

intact, which is in line with expectations from the strains measured at rhe edges of maximum 

tensile bending, being 0.26 mm/m (equivalent stress of 18.2 N/mm 2
). Damage to rhe glasspanes 

was only found locally (Figure 5.35). No deterioration of rhe adhesive bonded joints was found. 
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Figure 5.29 (L) Load-deforrna[ion graphs for all 7 measurement locarions on [he S[eel column of experiment I. 

The numbers I w 7 refer w [he measurement locations as indica[ed in Figure 5.28. 

Figure 5.30 (R) Laad-deformation graphs of experiment I correc[ed for lifting caused by [he acruawr. The 

numbers I w 7 refer w [he measurement locarions as indica[ed in Figure 5.28. 
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Figure 5.31 (L) Laad-deformation graph for locarion I on [he S[eel column of experiment I, where [he larges[ 

dcAeerion was measured. The laad-deformation behaviour can be captured by [hree S[raigh[ 

lines, indicaring me sriffness of [he [es[ specimen. 

Figure 5.32 (R) Load-s[rain relarion a[ [he wp and bo[Wm surface of [he S[eel column a[ locarion I of 

experiment I. 

Table 5.10 Yalues for sriffnesses and loads de[ermined experimentaliy in experiment I 

Experiment kinil k«d k., Fccd F .. 
[kN/mm] [kN/mm] [kN/mm] [k.N] [kN] 

604 274 156 280 660 
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Figure 5.33 (L) Buckling of rhe steel column secrion of specimen I occurred ar midspan of rhe unsupporred 

lengrh dosest to the laad introduction. 

Figure 5.34 (M) Close-up of the buckled section, where the rolling scale is Aaked ofF. 

Figure 5.35 (R) Local damage to the glass pane near rhe adhesively bonded joi nt. 

5.6.2 Experiment 2 

The test specimen of experiment 2 consisred of a virtually straight steel column. The initia! out

of-straightness of rhe steel column secrion as delivered was 2.3mm (i.e. approximately L/1600) 

and no addirional bending was inrroduced. Similar ro rhe rest specimen of experiment 1, I 9mm 

single annealed float glass panes were applied wirh a widrh of 550mm. The experimenral results 

are presenred in rhe same way as in Secrion 5.6.1. Again, rhe actuator caused rhe specimen ro be 

lifted ar one end as soon as rhe load starred ro build up , as can be seen from Figure 5.36. For 

similar reasoos as discussed in rhe previous secrion, the laad-deformation graphs are stopped ar 

rhe point where rhe load drops after failure has been reached. Figure 5.37 shows the laad

deformation graphs rhar are correcred for rhe effect of lifting of rhe rest specimen at the end of 

load inrroducrion. The largesr deflection was measured ar locarion 1 (i.e. ar rhe location ciosest ro 

load introducrion), in negarive z-direction of rhe GCS. Ar the orher end, rhe steel column section 

inirially deflecred downwards and reversed direction u pon increased loading. 

Failure occurred due to buckling of the steel column ar locarion 1; rhe corresponding laad

deformation graph is shown in Figure 5.38. From this figure , the initia! , reduced and uJtimate 

laad stiffness are derived, tabuJated in Table 5.11. The in-plane lateral deformation of the steel 

column starts to increase progressively at about 650kN, yer no disrincr yielding behaviour is 

found from the load-strain graph in Figure 5.39 unril rhe applied laad reaches a value of 690kN. 

The uJrimate load measured is 699kN, the corresponding srrain ar rhe most compressed surface 

being 1.43 mm/m. Figure 5.40 shows the buckled steel column secrion in rhe rest setup. Again, 

the flaked off rolling scale indicates yielding of rhe steel column secrion (Figure 5.41). As 

expected, no signs of damage to the adhesive bonded joints and glass panes were found. The 

strains measured at the edges of maximum tensile bending remained limired ro 0. 11 mm/m (i.e. 

an equivalent tensile bending stress of7.7 N/mm2
). 
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Figure 5.36 (L) Load-deformarion graphs for aJI 7 measuremenr locarions on rhe sreel column of experimenr 2. 

The numbers I ro 7 refer ro rhe measuremenr locarions as indicared in Figure 5.28. 

Figure 5.37 (R) Load-deformarion graphs of experimenr 2 correcred for lifring caused by rhe acruaror. The 

numbers I ro 7 refer ro rhe measuremenr locarions as indicared in Figure 5.28. 
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Figure 5.38 (L) Load-deformarion graph for locarion on rhe sreel column of experiment 2, where rhe largesr 

deileerion was measured. The load-deformarion behaviour can be caprured by rhree straight 

I i nes, indicaring rhe sriffness of rhe rest specimen . 

Figure 5.39 (R) Load-srrain relarjon ar rhe rop and bottorn surface of rhe steel column ar locarion l of 

experiment 2. 

Table5.ll Values for sriffnesses and loads determined experimemally in experimem 2 

Ex perimem knil k.cd k, F,ct~ F" 
[kN/mml [kN/mm] [kN/mmJ [kN] [kN] 

2 794 378 224 279 699 
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Figure 5.40 (L) Buckling of me steel column section of specimen 2 occurred at midspan of me unsupported 

lengm dosest ro the load imroduction. 
Figure 5.41 (R) Close-up of the buckled section, where the rolling scale is flaked off. 

5.6.3 Experiment 3 

The test specimen of experiment 3 consisred of an initiaJiy curved steel column, with a defined 

out-of-straightness of 16mm, and 19mm single annealed float glass panes with a width of 

350mm. The load-deformation graphs for all measurement locations along the length of the steel 

column are given in Figure 5.42. lt can beseen that the load-deformation behaviour of the steel 

column is quite different from previous experiments. The largest deformation is found at the 

middle of the column length (i.e. location 4), and the deformations at location 3 and 5, and at 

location 2 and 6 are almost identical, which means the load-deformation behaviour of the steel 

column section can be considered essentially symmetrical about the center of the column. In 

genera!, the steel column deflected upwards (i.e. in negative z-direction of the GCS), but at 

location 7 a downward deflection was measured similar to previous experiments. 

At a load of approximately 490kN, failure occurred suddenly, resulting in breakage of all glass 

panes. As the failure behaviour was extremely explosive and measurements were only taken at an 

interval of 1 second, the load-deformation behaviour of the steel column upon failure was not 

recorded properly. Therefore, the load-deformation graphs in Figure 5.42 appear to be cut off. 

Table 5.12 shows the stiffnesses determined from the load-deformation graphs at location 4 of 

the steel column section. The ultimate load is considered equal to the last recorded value of the 

applied load. Up to the moment of failure, no yielding of the steel column section occurred and 

no cracks initiared in the glass panes, which is in line with what could be expected from the 

strains measured at the edges of both minimum and maximum in-plane tensile bending, as 

shown in Figure 5.43. Strains at the edges of maximum tensile bending remained smaller than 

0.31 mm/m (i.e. an equivalent tensile bending stress smaller than 22 N/mm2
) Thus, failure was 

not caused by eradong of one or more glass panes, foliowed by buckling of the steel column. 

lnstead, it is assumed that the glass panes were unable to provide sufficient lateral support, 

causing the steel column to buckle over its entire length, foliowed by immediate breakage of the 

glass panes. This assumption is in accordance with what can beseen from images taken by a high 

speed camera. The high speed camera was focused on the two center glass panes and recorded 

5000 images (i.e. frames) per second. From these frames, of which the most essenrial are 

displayed in Figure 5.44a-f, it can be clearly seen that the steel column rapidly deflected upwards 
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prior ro rhe flrst crack iniriation. Wirhin 4 frames rhe crack propagared over rhe entire lengrh of 

the glass pane and wirhin about 550 frames (equivalent to 0.11 seconds), breakage of all glass 

panes had occurred. The adhesive bonded joints, however, remained perfecrly intact. 
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Figure 5.42 (L) Load-deformarion graphs for all 7 measuremenr locarions on rhe sreel column of experiment 3. 

The numbers I ro 7 refer ro rhe measurement locarions as indicared in Figure 5.28. 

Figure 5.43 (R) Load-srrain relarions ar the glass pane surfaees, near rhe edges of minimum and maximum in

plane rensile bending. The numbcrs IONB to 13NB refer 10 rhe measurement loeations as 

indicared in Figurc 5.28. 

Table 5.12 Va lues for sriffnesses and loads derermined experimenrally in experiment 3 

Experiment knit krcd k, F'"d F" 
[k.Nimm] [k.Nimm] [kNimm] [kN] [kN] 

3 310 145 174 1 292 491 1 

Value basedon an u1rimare laadthar is considered equal w rhe lasr reearcled value of the app1ied laad. 

5.6.4 Overview 

The results of the three full-scale experiments discussed in previous sections, are summarized in 

Table 5.13. The relevant stiffnesses and loads are presented, as well as the ratios kc-.:~ I k;";" k, I kn;, 
and F,c<J I F". From Table 5.13, it can be concluded that the highest stiffnesses are found in 

experiment 2. In experiment 2, also the highest value of the ultimate load is found, which is in 

line with expectations. Furthermore, it can be seen that the differences in F,cd are very small, as 

well as the differences in the ratiosof experiment I and 2. Conclusions follow in Section 5.7. 

Tablc5.13 Va lues for sriffnesses and loads derermined experimentallyin experiment I ro 3 

Exp. kuit k,cd k, F<cd F" km! Ik";, k, I kn;l F,oo I F" 
[k.Nimm) [k.Nimm] [k.Nimm] [kN] [kN) [kN] [-] [-1 
604 274 156 280 660 0.45 0.26 0.42 

2 794 378 224 279 699 0 .48 0.28 0.40 

3 310 145 174 1 292 491 1 0 .47 0.56 1 0.59 1 

Yalue basedon an ulomate laad rhar is considered equal 10 rhe lasr reearcled value of the applied laad. 
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Images (i.e. fi-ames) of rhe cenrer parr of rest specimen 3, raken by a high speed camera ar 5000 

frames per second. In rhe initia! siruacion (a), rhe in-plane lateral deformation of rhe steel 

column is very small. Suddenly rhe steel column sran:s ro dcAeet rapidly in upward direcrion, 

firsr noriced in (b). In (c), subscanrial deformarion of rhe steel column can be seen, parricularly 

on rhe lefr side. First crack iniriarion is noriced in rhe glass pane on rhe lefi-, ar abour mid

heighr ro rhe Ie ft of rhe cenrer of rhe pane. The crack propagates over rhe diagonal of rhe glass 

pane wirhin 4/5000 second (d). Then, crack iniriation is noueed in rhc glass pane on rhe right, 

(e), again ar abour mid-heighr ro rhe left of the center of rhe pane. Crack propagation 

continues and the glasspanes break complerely in (f). 
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5.7 Summary and conclusions 

Full-scale experiments have been carried out to gain onderstanding of the stabilicy behaviour of 

rhe glass-sreel column and rhe influence of imperfections induding rhe in-plane initia! our-of

srraighrness of the steel column section. Secondly, rhe experiments were aimed at obtaining 

valuable input for finite element (FE) calcularions. The rest program consisred of rhree disrinct 

experiments, rhough all of which on an axially loaded solid steel column (i.e., L=3700mm, 

A=50x50mm 2
), rhar was laterally supported by 19mm single annealed float glass panes in only 

one direcrion. The specimens varied in rhe defined in-plane initia! out-of-straighrness of rhe steel 

column and the width of rhe glass panes. The rhickness of rhe glass panes was deliberarely chosen 

identical for all rest specimens as it allowed for standardization of rhe conneering elemenrs. All 

dimensions have been selected on the basis of a preliminary FE analysis. 

As rhe experiments were focussed on buckling of rhe steel column in rhe direction in which rhe 

column was braeed by glass panes, rhe rest serup was designed such rhat buckling of rhe steel 

column in any orher direction was limited by lateral supports. Addirionally, grear care was raken 

with respect ro rhe design of the end supports and load introducrion. In order to establish central 

load applicarion and in-plane pinned-end condirions to the test specimens, a sliding bearing was 

designed made of a half cylindrical plain bushing and a norched shaft, which effecrively resulred 

in very low rotational restraint. 

A separate measuring frame was installed so rhat the measurements ar rhe rest specimens were 

unaffecred by possible deformarions of rhe test serup. Lateral in-plane deformarions of rhe steel 

column were measured at seven defined locarions along the length of rhe column. Besides, the 

displacement of rhe bearing block at rhe side of rhe actuator was measured in rhe direerion of 

loading. Srrain was measured at the top and bottorn surface at rhe center of each unsupporred 

length of rhe steel column (i.e., rhe lengrh between rhe conneering elements of rhe single-sided 

lateral bracing sysrem of glass panes), as wellas at rhe front and backside of the glass pane surface 

at rhe locations of maximum bending stresses. 

The test specimen of experiment 1 consisred of an inirially curved steel column, with a defined 

out-of-straightnessof 16mm, and glasspanes wirh a widrh of 550mm. Buckling occurred at rhe 

unsupported length dosest to rhe load introducrion. An ulrimate load of 660kN was achieved. 

The glass panes remained intact at a maximum rensile bending stress of about 18.2 N/mm2
, and 

damage to the glasspanes was only found locaUy. The test specimen of experiment 2 consisred of 

a virtually straight steel column. The measured initia! out-of-srraightness was 2.3mm. Similar to 

experiment 1, glass panes were used wirh a widrh of 550mm. Again, buckling occurred at rhe 

unsupported length dosest ro rhe load inrroducrion, yet at an ulrimate load of 699kN. The 

maximum tensile bending srresses remained limired to abour 7.7 N/mm2 and no damage was 

found to the glass panes. The test specimen of experiment 3 consisred of an initially curved steel 

column, with a defined out-of-straightnessof 16mm, and glasspanes with a width of 350mm. In 

contrast to rhe orher experiments, buckling of rhe steel column occurred over the entire length of 

rhe column, causing immediate and complete breakage of all glass panes at an ulrimate load of 

490kN, which was considerably smaller rhan for rhe previous experiments. Failure of rhe glass 

panes was assumed nor to be caused by high bending srresses, considering rhe maximum tensile 
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bending stress did nor exceed 22 N/mm 2
• Moreover, from images taken by a high speed camera, 

it could beseen that crack initiation did nor occur at the location of maximum bending stresses. 

The results from all experiments were compared with respect to the ultimate load measured and 

the load-deformation behaviour. For the purpose of comparing the load-deformation curves, each 

curve was captured in three straight lines that allowed for determining the initia! stiffness, 

reduced stiffness and ultirnate load stiffness. From a comparison of the results, it was concluded 

that the highest stiffnesses were found in experiment 2, and the lowest in experiment 3. lt could 

also be seen that the load at which a reduced stiffness was noticeable was nearly the same for all 

experiments. Then, the ratio of reduced stiffness over initia] stiffness showed very linie variation 

neither. For experiment 1 and 2, also the ratio of ultimate load stiffness over initia! stiffness 

showed linie variation. Although the results from the three full-scale experiments are of no 

statistical significance, the following conclusions were drawn: 

• The results seem to provide strong indications to assume that a bracing system consisring 

of glass panes is able to provide lateral support to a slender steel column, thus resulting in 

a higher load-bearing capaciry of the steel column; 

• The results seem to provide strong indications to assume that a minimum stiffness of the 

bracing system consisring of glass panes is required in order to cause buckling of the steel 

column berween the conneering elements of the bracing system instead of over its en ti re 

length. I t has been seen that for a specimen with relatively smal! glass pa nes (i.e., low 

stiffness of the bracing system), buckling of the steel column over its entire length still 

occurred, yet at a considerably higher load than expected. This may explain the explosive 

failure behaviour, for it is shown that breakage of the glass panes was not caused by high 

tensile bending stresses; 

• The results seem to provide strong indications to assume that, due to second-order 

effects, a large initia! out-of-straightness of the steel column significantly reduces the 

load-bearing capaciry of the glass-steel column, similar to simplesteel columns. However, 

the influence seems to be nor as pronounced as for simplesteel columns. 

• 

• 

lmperfections strongly influence the load-deformation behaviour and ultimate load of 

the glass-steel column. The magnitude and shape of the initia! out-of-straightness of the 

steel column has been measured, which allowed for studying their influence on the load

deformation behaviour and ultimate load of the glass-steel column. However, the initia! 

downward deflection at one end of the steel column could nor be explained by the initia! 

out-of-straightness, but might be attributed to other kinds of imperfections that have not 

been measured such as residual stresses or eccentriciry of load application. 

The ultimate load measured in experiment 1 and 2 was considerably higher than 

determined from buckling curves. This may be explained by the conservative approach in 

buckling curves (e.g. parrial safery factors, large spread in test results), as wel! as by a 

higher yield stress and a smaller effective length due to end restraint and non-zero 

rotational stiffuess of the steel column at the locations of lateral support. 
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Chapter 6 

Finite element analyses 

The conclusiveness of observatiom from the experiments described in the previous chapter is tempered by 

the extremely limited number of experiments. Fuif-scale tests, such as performed for the purpose of this 

research, are both laborious and costly. In this respect, the development of a numerical model may be 

considered advantageous, provided that the model is a fair representation of the physical experiments. 

Furthermore, an appropriate model can be a convenient tooi to support experimental results, predict 

behaviour and study the influence of essential parameters. 

This chapter deals with three key aspects of tieveloping a numerical model, being the representation of 

geometry and material properties, the assembly and selection of an appropriate solution procedure, as 

welf as the calibration based on data obtained from experiments. Preliminary models were developed 

first and served as a basis for the calibration of the final models. A comparison of the numerical and 

experimental resufts shows that the calibrated models correspond rather welf to the experiments, which 

means the concept of the glass-steel column becomes more and more feasible. 

6.1 Introduetion 

A numerical model was developed to sirnulare rhe experiments discussed in rhe previous chaprer, 

as well as ro corroborare and obrain addirional undersranding of rhe global srrucrural behaviour of 

rhe glass-sreel column. Alrhough an efforr was made ro accurarely represem rhe rather complex 

behaviour of rhe strucrure, no more paramerers were incorporared rhan were measured in 

experimenrs. In orher words, imperfecrions due ro any orher kind rhan inirial our-of-srraighrness 

of rhe steel column, rorational resrrainr at rhe end supports due ro friction and Jack of sriffness of 

rhe rest rig, were nor modelled. In addirion, simplificarions were made ro rhe physical properties 

of some elemenrs, as well as to rhe acrual marerial behaviour. Furrhermore, rhe supports, rhe 

joints and rhe load introduetion were idealized in modelling rhe strucrure. 
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The development of the numerical model may be divided into three main aspects. The fîrst 

aspect includes the description of the physical representation and the defînition of the material 

behaviour of the different parts of rhe structure. Section 6.2 deals with this specifîc aspect, 

rhereby discussing the elements used and rhe assumed stress-strain or stress-relarive displacement 

relarions of the respecrive materials or interfaces. The second aspect includes rhe assembly of the 

model, as well as the selection of an appropriare solution procedure. The fînal and third aspect 

deals with the calibration of the numerical model on the input from experiments. The assembly 

and evaluation of the roodels are discussed in Section 6.3, where Section 6.3.2 specifîcally 

addresses the calibration of the fînal model. Conclusions from a comparison of the numerical and 

experimental results are dealt with inSection 6.4. 

For the purpose of performing numerical analyses, the commercial general purpose Finite 

Element (FE) code DIANA, developed by TNO DIANA bv, was utilized. A comprehensive 

description of the use and capabiliries of the DIANA code can be found in rhe DIANA User's 

Manual [TNO DIANA, 2007]. 

From the ex perimental observarions, it was concluded that in no case cracking of the glass panes 

occurred prior to buckling of the steel column section . As the glass-sreel column was assumed to 

have failed complerely upon buckling of rhe steel column, a satisfacrory model could be made 

wirhout rhe si mulation of cracking of rhe glass panes in order to study rhe srructural behaviour of 

the glass-sreel column op ro rhat point. Naturally, advancing rhe model such thar cracking of rhe 

glass panes can be simuiared properly mighr be a desirabie future development if rhe post-critica! 

behaviour of rhe glass-steel column is ro be stuclied and improved for reasons of enhancing the 

strucrural safety of rhis type of srrucrure. 

6.2 Geometry and material modeHing 

In rhis section, modeHing of rhe geometry and material behaviour are described , as well as the 

selection of element types . The descriptions are given according ro rhe different parts of the glass

steel column. The parts rhar can be distinguished include rhe steel column, rhe steel conneering 

strips, rhe glass panes and rhe adhesive bonded joints. ModeHing rhe boundary conditions is 

described separarely. In accordance wirh restricrions on the experiments as formulared in the 

previous chapter, numerical modeHing of rhe glass-steel column was limired ro: 

• A srability problem of a steel column rhar is laterally supporred by glasspanes in only one 

direcrion; 

• A rwo-dimensional (2D) problem. 

In particular, the latter was of great influence on rhe modeHing of the structure, as it required 

significant simplifîcarion of rhe adhesive bonded joint. Furrhermore, the assumption of a rwo

dimensional problem implied no out-of-plane imperfections or deformations. 
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6.2.1 Modelling the steel column 

A common way of representing columns in frame analysis, which has been adopted here, is by 

using line-type beam elements of which the longitudinal axis passes through the centerline of the 

actual member. Beam elements typically have smal! cross-sectional dimensions in relation to their 

length and can describe axial force, shear force and bending moment. 

For the purpose of modeHing the glass-steel column, the steel column was represented by classical 

two-node two-dimensional class-11 beam elementsof type L7BEN (Figure 6.1). As class-11 beams 

are not only integrated along their axis but also over their cross-section, these elements may be 

used in geometrical and physical nonlinear analysis [TNO DIANA, 2007]. Class-11 beam 

elements are based on the Bernouilli theory which does not take shear deformation into account 

and assumes that the cross-secrions remain plane and perpendicular to the slope of the beam axis. 

The basic variables the L7BEN element are translations Ux and Uy and the rotation </J, . 

Figure 6.1 

. ., 
-3 2 

The L7BEN element, a two-node two-dimensional line-type beam element based on rhe 

Bernouilli theory. 

The geometry properties of the beam element were assigned on the basis of a predefined 

rectangular cross-sectional shape of which the beam axis coincides with the dastic neutral axis. A 

width and height of 50mm were specified, in accordance with the nomina! dimensions of the 

actual steel column. 

The beam axis of class-II beams with a predefined rectangular cross-section coincides with the 

isoparametrie t-axis of the single quadrilateral integration wne into which the predefined 

rectangular cross-section is divided. Along the t-axis, the default 2-point Gauss integration 

scheme was adopted. In the '1-direction, a 7-point Simpson integration scheme was selected (i.e., 

with two integration points at the extreme fibers), which allows for an accurate description of the 

bending stress distribution over the height of the cross-section up to virtually fully plastic 

bending. Thus, the complete integration scheme of the selected beam element comprises a rota! 

of 14 integration points, as shown in Figure 6.2. 

Figure 6 .2 

Gauss point 

:_·"~pit .. / .. r~ . ~~~- . 2~ 
The reetangwar L7BEN element with a 2-point Gauss inregration scheme in ;-direction (i.e., 

along rhe longirudinal axis) and a 7-poinr Simpson integrarion scheme in 1]-direcrion. 
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From the observations of the full-scale experiments, it was seen that the steel column was loaded 

beyond the dastic range of the materiaL Therefore, rnadelling the stress-strain relation of the 

material as linear dastic was considered insufficient. lnstead, for preliminary analyses an idealized 

multi-linear strain hardening diagram was modelled basedon the V on Mises plasticiry modeland 

material properties as described in NEN 6770 [ 1997], with: 

(J 

Figure 6.3 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(J 

The idealized srrain hardening diagram in accordance wirh NEN 6770 [ !997], and rhe V on 

Mises plasticiry model rhar was adopred for rhe purpose of preliminary FE analyses. No re rhar 

rhe va lues on rhe horizonral axis of rhe V on Mises plasrici ry model are nor rhe sa me as in rhe 

idealized srrain hardening diagram derermined by using eqs. (l) ro (6), since rhe Von Mises 

plasriciry model is correcred for rhe effecr of rhe elasric branch. 

Figure 6.3 shows the idealized strain hardening diagram as incorporated in this model. The stress

strain relations for the flnal model for calibration were based on the results of tensile coupon 

testing and are therefore discussed in Section 6.3.2. Modelling the heat affected zone resulting 

from welding the center strips to the column section was not taken into account, since it would 

suggest a certain accuracy that was not matched throughout the complete model. 
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6.2.2 ModeHing the strips 

The test specimens discussed in Section 5.2 included conneering elements (i.e., parts that provide 

the conneetion between the steel column and glass panes) composed of a cold-deformed center 

strip and two outer strips that were bolred together. A long joint with fitred holes was established, 

providing rotational stiffness and allowing for virtually zero movement of the bolts in the holes. 

Hence, it was assumed that play in the conneetion would nor occur and, consequently, rnadelling 

of the bolred conneetion could be omitted for the purpose of a global structural behaviour 

analysis of the glass-steel column. Furthermore, simplifications were applied to the geometry of 

the strips and the welded conneetion between the center strip and the column section. 

Beam elements of type L7BEN were used for modeHing the strips. As discussed in the previous 

section, this two-node two-dimensional class-II beam element may be used in geometrie and 

physic nonlinear analysis. As beam elements are conneered through the centerline of the actual 

members, the length of the strips and height of the glass panes were adapted to compensate for 

the effect of shifting the location of connection. The H-shaped cross-section of the assemblage of 

strips was simplified into a rectangular cross-sectional shape to aJlow for two-dimensional 

rnadelling of the adhesive bonded joint, which is discussed in further detail in Section 6.2.4. The 

geometry properties of the beam element were then assigned on the basis of a predefined 

reetangwar cross-sectional shape with a width and height equal to 20mm, in accordance with the 

nominal dimensions of the actual center strip. 

Under the anticipated loads and deformations, it was assumed insufficient to model the cold

deformed steel of the strips as a linear elastic materiaL Instead, a bilinearstrain hardening diagram 

was modelled with fy = 260N/mm 2
, f. = 540N/mm2 and t:, = 0.8. ModeHing the heat affected wne 

resulting from welding the center strips to the column section was nor taken into account. 

6.2.3 ModeHing the glass panes 

For the purpose of a two-dimensional model, the glass panes were represented by plane stress 

elements (also referred to as membrane elements) which are, unsurprisingly, characterized by zero 

stress components perpendicular to the face. Plane stress elements typically have a smal! thickness 

in relation to the width and height in the plane of the element. The basic variables are the 

translations of the nodes: Ux and u1 in the element q-direction. 

Gauss point 

Uy 

8 'Û 
4 e c:> Ux 

3 

Figure 6.4 The CQ !6M plane srress elemenr. 
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An eight-node plane stress element of type CQ 16M was selected for modeHing the glass panes, as 

it may be used in geometrical and physical nonlinear analysis. The CQ 16M element, shown in 

Figure 6.4, is based on quadratic interpolation and reduced 2x2 integration, yielding optima! 

stress points [Barlow, 1976]. Three stress components, <r", O"rr and <r,r> at each integration point 

are related to strain components Exx, Eyy and E,r· 

The geometry properties of the plane stress element were assigned on the basis of a uniform 

isotropie thickness. A linear dastic stress-strain relation was adopted, with E = 70000N/mm2 and 

V= 0.23. 

6.2.4 Modelling the adhesive bonded joint 

As discussed in Section 6.2.2, the H-shaped cross-section of the conneering elements was 

simplified into a rectangular cross-sectional shape to allow for two-dimensional modeHing of the 

adhesive bonded joint. This representation, however, affects the geometry of the joint and, even 

more important, the way in which loads are transferred. Figure 6.5 shows the essenrial differences 

between the actual situation and the two-dimensional representation. From Figure 6.5a it can be 

seen that the adhesive joint is primarily subjeered to shear stress in the global x- and y-direction if 

loading is applied in the plane of the glass panes. In the simplified representation, illustrated in 

Figure 6.5b, the adhesive joint is subjeered to a shear stress in global x-direction and a normal 

stress in global y-direction. Furthermore, the bond area of the simplified representation is 

significantly smaller than the actual joint, which can be compensated for by a proportional 

increase of the adhesive stiffness properties in the separate directions. Thus, the properties of the 

interface must be selected with great care so that they correspond to the actual adhesive bonded 

joint. 

cenrer srrip cenrer srrip 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.5 The acrual adhesive bonded joinr (a) and rhe simplifted represenrarion (b). 

An adhesive bonded joint can be represented by interface elements. Interface elements serve to 

transfer normal and shear forces across discontinuities in the model. Three approaches to model 

interface behaviour are generally distinguished: the use of springs, surface or line interfaces and 

contact elements. All approaches are based on an assessment of the relative position of the 

interacting parts and the use of a stiffness that corresponds to their relative positions. For the 

purpose of this model, the approach based on the use of line interface elements was adopted from 

Huveners [2009]. 
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A rwo--dimensional strucrural line interface element of type CL12I was selecred, as rhe element 

may be used in geometrical and physical nonlinear analysis and irs pair of rhree-node sicles can be 

placed between rhe beam and plane stress elements. The basic variables of rhe srrucrural interface 

are rhe noclal displacements . The derived values are rhe relarive displacements Llu and tracrions t. 

The normal rracrion tx is perpendicular ro rhe line interface, whereas rhe shear traction t1 is 

tangenrial ro the line interface (Figure 6.6). Similarly, a normal and shear relative displacement 

component is distinguished. The geometry properties ~ere assigned on the basis of specificarion 

of the configuration and the thickness in perpendicular direction to the line interface (i.e., the 

out-of-plane thickness). 

5 Uy ll.u, tx = tn 

! 
6 0 __L ll.uy __L ry = t, --::! 

-e • c:> u, ------ ------4 t::===--=====t======== ,..--
(a) 

Figure 6.6 

2 3 

(b) (c) (d) 

Topology of !he rwo-dimensional line inrerface element CLl21 (a), displacemenrs (b), relative 

displacemenrs (c), and tracrions (d). 

The general constitutive behaviour of the joints is described by eq. (7), where k.;J and k"1 are the 

normal and shear stiffnesses of the epoxy joint, determined from eqs. (8) and (9) respectively. 

[
k.j 

t= Ku = 
0 

(7) 

(8) 

k.; = ~/ 
J 

(9) 

In eqs. (8) and (9) h1 is the (in-plane) thickness of the interface. In eq. (8), EP is rhe modulus of 

elasricity of the epoxy joint, whereas in eq. (9), G1 is rhe shear modulus of rhe epoxy joint. Eq. 

(1 O) is used rodetermine rhe shear modulus, where v1 is rhe Poisson's ratio of rhe epoxy adhesive. 

(10) 

The shear srress-relarive displacement relation of rhe exact same epoxy adhesive as applied in rhe 

experiments of this research was described in research by Huveners et al. [2008]. The idealized 

shear behaviour was convened from the experimentally found shear srress-strain relarion and is 

shown in Figure 6.7a. From observations of the experiments and simple calculations, it was 

assumed that loading of the epoxy joint was well within the dastic range. lt was therefore 

considered sufheient ro model rhe shear behaviour of rhe epoxy adhesive as a linear dastic 
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material (Figure 6.7b) . According to Huveners [2008], the normal stress-relative displacement 

relation may be assumed linear dastic as well, with k,,,i= 1260N/mm3 (Figure 6.7c). 

T T 

-20.2 
-26.7 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6.7 The idealized shear behaviour of epoxy described by Huveners (a). Under rhe assurned level of 

loading, modeHing a Unear dastic marerial law was considered sufficienr (b) . The normal 

srress-relarive displacement relarion was assumed linear dastic as well (c). 

6.2.5 Modelling boundary conditions 

The end conditions of the steel column were initially assumed perfecdy pin-ended and rigid. 

From observations of the experiments, it was shown rhat the steel column experienced a cerrain 

rotational end restraint (Section 5.4.3) and lack of frame stiffness (Section 5.5.4). To account for 

these effects, translational and rotarionat springscan be modelled, as shown in Figure 6.8. 

F 

Figure 6.8 Model wirh dastic rorarional and rranslacional springs. 

For rhe final models, rhe translational and rotational spring sriffnesses were calibrated based on 

experimental results which are discussed in ftmher detail in Section 6.3.2. 

6.2.6 Overview 

An overview of the element types applied in rhe preliminary and final models, as well as the 

geometrical data assigned to the various elements is given in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1 Element rypes applied and geomerrical daca assigned. 

Parr Elemem Elemem Widrh 

name cype [mm] 

Steel column Beam L7BEN 50 

Steel strip Beam L7BEN 20 

GJass pane Membrane CQ16M 

Adhesive bonded joint 2D iocerface CL12l 19 

T rans!ational spring Discrete spring SP1TR 

Rotational spring Discrete spring SP1RO 

100 

Height 

[mm] 

50 

20 

Thickness 

[mm] 

19 
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6.3 Assembly and analysis 

In rhe previous section, rhe various element types and materiaJ behaviour models adopred in this 

research have been described. This section deaJs with rhe assembly and evaJuation of rhe models 

through rhe following steps: 

• AnaJyses of a preliminary model of a pin-ended imperfect steel column; 

• AnaJyses of a preliminary model of a pin-ended imperfect steel column rhat is single

sicled lareraUy supponed by glass panes; 

• CaJibration of rhe model; 

All analyses performed were geometrical nonlinear anaJyses in which large displacements and 

large rorarions are accounted for. The solurion srraregy adopred was identical ro rhe default 

commands of the FE package to initia te a geometrical nonlinear anaJysis according to rhe T oraJ 

Lagrange formularion (i.e., stra.in and stress measures are defined with reference ro rhe 

undeformed geometry) and basedon conservative load application [TNO DIANA, 2007]. 

As illustrated in the previous section, a nonlinear materiaJ law was used for simuiaring the 

materiaJ behaviour (i.e., in terms of a stress-srrain relation) of steel. In the FE anaJysis , rhe 

relation between a force vector and displacement vector is rhen no Jonger linear. In order to 

enable a numerical salution of rhe force-deformation response of a structure, a time discretisation 

must be performed, wirh the stiffness of rhe elements being evaJuated after each time increment. 

This salution processis illustrated in Figure 6.9. Ir must be emphasized rhat in this research, time 

has no reaJ physical meaning, but instead only describes a cerrain sequence of situations. In fact, 

the increments are defined by load steps based on displacement controL Displacement control 

involves prescribed displacements rhat must be incorporated in the externaJ force vector, yielding 

a cenain effecrive force . 

force f 

öu I• , 

/ 
/ 

/ 

~----------------------~ u 

lncremenral solurion procedure. 

force f 

·I· ·I 
Öli1J OUi 

+------·-+ 

Figure 6.9 (L) 

Figure 6.10 (R) lrerarive solurion procedurebasedon the Regular Newton-Raphson merhod. 
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To find the correct stiffness for each load step (i.e., resulting in equilibrium at the end of the 

increment) an iterative salution algorithm is used. Different iteration procedures have been 

established, of which the Regular Newton-Raphson methad is adopted in this research . The 

method, which is i I lustrared in Figure 6.1 0, is basedon a total displacement increment .1u that is 

adapted iteratively by iterative increments ou until equilibrium is reached, up to a prescribed 

tolerance. The tangent stiffness is used ro predict ou, which corresponds to point B at a load F;. 

A reasanabie predierion of ou is pivotal to the convergence of the iteration process. lf the 

predierion is too far from equilibrium the iteration process may diverge. A line-search method 

may be adopted to imprave the predierion of ou and, consequently, try to avoid divergence and 

increase the convergence rare. The method is based on sealing rhe vector ou with a cerrain value 

such that the energy potenrial n is minimized. As the background theory is beyond rhe scope of 

this report, it is omitted here. Additional information can be found in, for instance, TNO 

DIANA [2007]. 

In conclusion, all analyses performed in this research were displacement controlled geometrical 

and physical nonlinear imperfect analyses, in which an incremental-iterative solution procedure 

was adopted based on the combined use of the Regular Newton-Raphson iteration method and 

line-search method. The input file for the DIANA analyses of the final model can be found in 

Appendix C.I . In all analyses, a minimum of 30 load steps was used to obtain smooth graphs and 

to omit plotring markers at each load step. 

6.3.1 Preliminary analyses 

This section deals with the preliminary analyses that were performed prior to completion and 

calibration of the final model. First, a simple pin-ended imperfect steel column was modelled. 

The results from analyses of this FE model could be comfortably compared to analyrical solutions 

so that the applicabiliry of the model could be verified. Then, the model has been gradually 

extended to a pin-ended imperfect steel column that is single-sided laterally supported by glass 

panes. 

63. 1. 1 Pin-endedimperfect steel column 

ModeHing a simple pin-ended imperfect steel column was considered as the basic step to ascertain 

that the FE model captured the real behaviour of the steel column. ModeHing the initial out-of

straighrness was of particular interest, as was the mesh d.ivision required for sufficiently accurate 

results. 

Three techniques of simuiaring the initial out-of-straightness were studied. The first technique, 

illustrated in Figure 6.11 a, was fairly straight-forward and involved the modeHing of an imperfect 

geometry through the definition of the node coordinates. The second technique, illustrated in 

Figure 6.11 b, was based on assigning a maximum value to an imperfection pattem that is equal to 

the first buckling mode obtained from a preliminary Euler stabiliry analysis (i.e., an eigenvalue 

problem). Although in general only an initial out-of-straightness shape that is equal to the first 

Euler buckling mode is considered of practical significance, this technique has considerable 

limitations with respect to the shape of the initial out-of-straightness. The third techn.ique 

involved the introduetion of an equivalent uniformly distributed load that caused the column to 
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bend so that a certain shape and magnitude of the our-of-straighrness was established (Figure 

6.11c). This technique is suitable for relatively simple structures. However, for rather complex 

structures, determining an equivalent load to achieve a defined initia! our-of-straightness becomes 

complicated. Therefore, the first technique was adopted in this research. 

(a) 

Figure 6.11 

\ 

\ I" Euler V buckling mode 

geomerry 

geometry ! geomerry 

load q 

J 
Wo (b) Wo (c) Wo 

Three merhods of simuiaring rhe initia! our-of-srraighrness: (a) by definirion of rhe node 

coordinares, (b) by assigning a value ro rhe maximum of rhe I" buckling mode obrained from 

an Euler srabiliry analysis, and (c) by introduetion of an equivalenr uniformly disrribured load. 

The number of nocles ro define the assumed sinusoidal initia) our-of-straighrness was varied ro 

determine the minimum number of nocles required ro obtain converging resulrs for the lateral 

deformation at the middle of the steel column. Ir was shown that for 17 or more defined nocles 

the results converged based on the assumption of an initia! out-of-straighrness shape equal to a 

half sine wave. The model of the pin-ended imperfect steel column is shown in Figure 6.12. The 

steel column was represenred by L7BEN beam elements with an assigned rectangular cross

secrional geometry of 50x50mm2 in accordance with the nomina! dimensions of the test 

specimens. Ideal dastic-plastic material behaviour was assumed, with fy = 235 N/mm 2 and E = 

2.1·105 N/mm 2
• Load was inrroduced at the top end through a prescribed displacement. 

V F {kN] 
I 100 

geomerry poinr 
node 

\ '~ 

75 
geomerry line 

L7BEN dement 
I~ 

50 

L7BEN elemenr 
Analytical: 

geomerry: • 25 

~ marerial: L 0 
0 

l. 1" order el as tic 
2. 2"d order elasric 
3. 2"d order plastic 
4. 2"d or~er reduced plastic 

50 
w[mm] 

100 150 

wo 

Figure 6.12 (L) 

Figure 6.13 (R) 

Preliminary model of rhe pin-ended imperfeer sreel column wirh 17 nocles on a half sine wave. 

Load-deformarion graphar rhe middle of rhe column obtained from a nonlinear FE analysis. 
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Figure 6.13 shows the laad-deformation curve at the middle of the steel column obtained from a 

geometrical and physical nonlinear FE analysis. For the purpose of comparison, the analyrically 

calculated curves are shown as well. Ir can beseen that rhe laad-deformation behaviour obtained 

from the FE analysis corresponds very well to the analyrically calculated curves. The difference 

between the numerically determined value and rhe calculared value of rhe ultimate load is 3.8%, 

which is considered sufficienrly smal!. 

6.3.2.2 Pin-ended laterally supported imperfect steel column 

The specimens for experimental testing consisred of a pin-ended imperfect steel column rhat was 

single-sided laterally supported by glass panes. To obtain an accurate estimation on rhe load

bearing capaciry and laad-deformation behaviour of such a column, preliminary rnadeis were 

made for FE analyses. 

The model illustrated in Figure 6.14a was assembied to represem the geometry of the test 

specimen of experiment I. The test specimen of experiment I consisred of an initially curved steel 

column, with a defined out-of-straighrness of 16mm, and 19mm single annealed float glass panes 

with a width of 550mm (Section 5.6.1). The beam elements representing rhe strips were 

conneered in the nodes to the beam elements representing the column, rhus creating a rigid 

connection. In fact, the actual welded joint may nor provide a complerely rigid connection, but it 

was assumed that only a marginal error was made because of rhe relatively smal! bending 

moments involved and the high effective stiffness of the acrual weid. The interface elements were 

conneered as shown in Figure 6.15. A regular mesh was applied to the glass panes, dividing each 

pane into 8x 16 CQ16M elements. Th is resulred in a ratio of length a over width b of 1.22 to 

1.28 depending on rhe width of the glass panes which varied between 350mm and 550mm. The 

geometry properties were the same as presenred in Table 6.1, and the representation of rhe 

supportS and load introduetion was kept identical to the model of the pin-ended imperfect steel 

column discussed in Section 6.3.1.1. The material behaviour of steel was modelled by an 

idealized strain hardening diagram, while linear elastic behaviour was assumed for all other 

materials. An overview of rhe material properties adopted is given in Table 6.2. 

CU 

/ 
L 7 BEN f+H+t+'H-1 

Wl;max = 2.2mm 

.,. 

. 18.2 
16.5 
u. a 
lJ 
1L2 
9.5 
7 75 
6 
4.25 \ 

L7BEN\ 

(a) 

Figure 6.14 
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CL12I 

(b) (c) 

l 2.5 
1 75 ,_, 
I 

Pin-ended single-sicled laterally supported imperfect steel column; (a) mesh, (b) deformed 

shape, (c) principal tensile srresses at a trainment of rhe ulrimate load. 



Figure 6.15 

Table 6.2 

Part 

Steel column 

Steel strip 

Glass pane 
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15 14 13 

16 
CQIGM 12 

10 
9 7T '11 
6~ cLC'zl ~8 
3' Zj ' 5 • • I L7BEN 2 

The conneerion of a CL121 line inrerfacc elemenr ro a L7B EN beam demenr and CQ1 6M 
plane srress elcmenr. Nodes I and 3 have che exacc same coordinaces and ace merged afcer 
meshing. The same goes for nodes 2 and 5, 6 and 9, 7 and JO, as wel! as 8 and 11. 

Marerial properties adopced in preliminary analyses. 

Property Souree 

E 210000 N/mm2 Lirerarure, e .g. NEN 6770 [1997] 

V 0.3 Lirerarure, e.g. NEN 6770 [1997] 

fy 235 N/mm2 Lirerarure, e.g. NEN 6770 [1997] 

f.y 0 .0011 Equaüon (2) 

f.h 235. 14 N/mm2 Equarion (3) 

f.,h 0.007 8 Equarion (4) 

f. 360 N/mm2 Lirerarure, e.g. NEN 6770 [ 1997] 

r., 0 .08 Equarion (6) 

E 210000 N/mm2 Lirerarure, e.g. N EN 6770 [ 1997] 

V 0.2 Lirerarure, e.g. MCB [2007] 

fy 260 N/mm2 Lirerarure, e.g. MCB [2007] 

f.y 0.0012 Equarion (2) 

f. 540 N/mm2 Lirerarure, e.g. MCB [2007] 

r., 0.08 Equarion (6) 

E 70000 N/mm2 Lirerarure, e.g. NEN 2608-2 [2007] 

V 0.23 Lirerarure, e.g. Haldimann er al. [2008] 

Adhesive bonded joint E 650 N/mm2 Lirerarure, e.g. Huveners [2008] 

V 0.3 Lirerarure, e.g. Huveners [2008] 

k .. ,; 1300 N/mm3 Equalion (8) 

ks:; 500 N/mm3 Equarion (9) 

From geomerrical and physical nonlinear FE analyses of rhe roodels repcesenting rhe different 

experimenrs, it showed for all analyses that the largest lateral deformation was found at about the 

middle of the unsupported length dosest to the end at which the load was inrroduced (Figure 

6.14b) . The governing principal tensile stresses in the glass panes just before attainment of the 

ultimate load are presenred in Figure 6.14c. In order to get an indication of the accuracy of the 

FE model , the numerically obtained ultimate load F," as well as the maximum lateral deformation 

of the steel column w,. and the maximum tensile bending stresses in the glass panes i!,b.max just 

befere attainmenr of the ultimate load are compared to the experimenrally found values in Table 

6.3. The stiffness k,, was calculated as fellows: 

k.=F., (11) 
w. 
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Table 6.3 Comparison between resulrs from a preliminary FE model and restdrs from experimem I. 

Souree 

Prelimina.ry FE model 

Experiment 

[kN] 

547 

660 

[mm] 

1.79 
4.23 

[kN/mm] 

306 

156 

14.8 

14.0 

From the results shown in Table 6.3, it can beseen that: 

• the ultimate load obtained from the FE analysis is significantly lower than the 

experimentally found value. Ir is assumed that rhe discrepancy is primarily caused by the 

difference between the modelled yield stress of235N/mm 2 and rhe acrual yield stress rhar 

is assumed ro be considerably higher. 

• the stiffness k" derived from the resulrs of rhe preliminary FE analysis is approximarely 2 

times higher rhan rhe experimenrally found value, which cannor be arrribured ro a single 

aspect. Possible sourees of rhe discrepancy are: I. deviations in the normal and shear 

sriffness of rhe adhesive bonded joint, 2. slight differences between rhe assumed shape of 

rhe inirial our-of-srraighrness and rhe acrual our-of-srraighrness, and 3. high level of stress 

redisrriburion in rhe acrual column rhar allows for a slighr increase of rhe load-bearing 

capacity under large deformations, as a resuJr of which rhe calculared sriffness jusr before 

arrainmenr of rhe ulrimate load drops dramarically. 

• the maximum rensile bending srresses in rhe glass panes obrained from rhe FE analysis 

slightly overesrimare rhe measured srresses in rhe experiment. 

6.3.2 CaBbration of the FE model 

This secrion deals wirh rhe calibrarion of rhe FE model based on data obrained from rhe 

experiments discussed in rhe previous chaprer. The preliminary model discussed in rhe previous 

secrion served as rhe basis for rhe final FE model. Three calibrarion paramerers were selecred, 

being rhe yield stress of rhe steel used for rhe column section, rhe rorarional end resrraint of rhe 

steel column due ro friction, and rhe stiffness of rhe rest rig. All rhree full-scale experiments were 

simulared separarely, rhus requiring nine analyses ro be performed. For each experiment, rhe firsr 

analysis was a geomerrical and physical nonlinear imperfeer analysis (GPNIA) including rhe 

approximared actual marerial-law of rhe steel used for rhe column secrion. For rhe second 

analysis, rhe effect of rorarional end resrraint was added ro rhe model. The simuiared stiffness of 

the test rig wasthen added in the third and final model (Table 6.4). 

The cross-sectional dimensions of the steel column section were kept constant and equal to the 

nomina! values, as it proved that the maximum deviation from the measured values was about 

0.5% (Appendix B.3). Similarly, the thickness of the glass panes was kept constant and equal ro 

the nomina! value, as it was assumed that a maximum deviation of about 3% was considered 

negligibly smal!. Variations in the thickness of the adhesive bonded joint were nor taken into 

account either. 
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Table 6.4 Overview of rhe geometrical and physical nonlinear FE analyses on rhe calibrared models. 

Analysis nr. 

Model 

Material law 

Rotational end resuaint 

Frame stiffness 

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 

Analysis set 1 Allalysis set 2 Analysis set 3 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A B C A B C A B C 
x x x x x x x x x 

x x x x x x 

x x x 

6.3.2.1 Calibration parameters 
For the representation of the steel column of each test specimen, a different material-law was 

simulated based on the stress-strain relations obtained from tensile coupon testing (Section 

5.4.1 ). In order to accurately re present the actual stress-strain relation, a multi-linear material-law 

was modelled rhrough six stress-strain coordinates. An important aspect that needed to be taken 

into account was rhe influence of the strain rate. The tensile tests al ready showed that the level of 

stress is related to the strain rate, since the stress dropped significantly upon stopping the cross

head motion of the testing machine which resulted in obtaining the static values. lt was thus 

important to know the actual strain rate in the steel column during the experiments. Figure 6 .16 

shows the strain rare at an arbitrary location along the length of the steel column for one 

particular experiment. On the vertical axis on the right, rhe load is plotred in order to relare the 

strain rate to the course of rhe experiment. Up to artaioment of rhe ultimate load, the strain rare 

was more or less constant at a value of 5·10-7 s- 1
• 

t: {s ·' 1 
-2 .0E-{)6 r---------------

·1 .5E-06 

-1 .0E-{)6 

-5.0E-{)7 

O.OE+OO -··-------+-- - ---- .. 

701 1401 
I {s] 

Figure 6.16 Srrain rare of rhe steel column over the course of experiment 3. 
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The influence of the strain ra te was assessed with eq. (12), adopted from Galambos [ 1998], in 

which the dynamic yield stress {jyJ is related to the static yield stress (j1, stress based on the type of 

steel and the strain rate E. Furthermore, k is a constant with value 0 .021, and n is a constant with 

value 0.26 for A36 steel, which is fairly comparable to 5235 steel. From eq. (12), it follows that 

the dynamic yield stress for rhe fuJI-scale experiments was approximarely 2% Jarger than the static 

yield stress determined from tensile coupon testing. As the tensile tests showed that the difference 

between the static and dynamic ultimate stress was almost the same as the difference between the 

static and dynamic yield stress, it was assumed that an increase of 2% of the static values was 
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acceptable for rhe entire stress-straio curve. This way, an approximated material-law could be 

modelled as shown in Figure 6.17. 

a"' = a" (I + kc") (12) 

Figure 6. 17 
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Approximated stress-strain relarion based on the ac rual stress-strain relation obrained from 

rensile coupon resring. ln accordance wirh eq. (12) and Figure 6.16, rhe modelled vaJues are 

chosen approximardy 2% larger rhan the sraric va lues. 

The rotational end restraint due to friction was modelled by an dastic rotational spring wirh 

sriffness k" as discussed previously in Secrion 6.2.5. The value of k, can be assessed wirh eq. (13), 

in which rhe spring sriffness relares ro a resrraint parameter p, based on rhe lengrh L and bending 

sriffness EI of the column. A1rhough the acrual degree of restraint was shown ro be dependent on 

rhe applied ax.ialload (see Secrion 5.4.3), rhe resrrainr parameter was assumed to be constant, at a 

value rhat corresponded to rhe frictional behaviour of rhe bearings under relarively high ax.ial 

loads (i.e., larger rhan 1 OOkN). On rhe assumption of equal conditions at borh ends of rhe steel 

column, the value of p was rhen derived from Newmark's approximate formula for effecrive end

Hxiry of columns [Newmark, 1949], yielding p =3.0. 

k =pEl 
, L (13) 

The effect of a lack of sriffness of rhe rest rig has been previously discussed in Secrion 5.5.4. The 

effect was simuiared by modeHing an dastic translarional spring, as illustrated in Section 6.2.5. 

Table 6 .5 shows rhe values of rhe calibrarion paramerers for rhe rhree sets of analyses represenring 

rhe three full -scale experiments. 

Table 6.5 
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Set 

2 

3 

Calibrarion paramerers for rhe sersof anaJyses, where ser I corresponds to ex perimem I , ere. 

Yield stress Rotational spring stiffness Translational spring stiffness 

[N/mm2
] [kNm] [kN/mm] 

262.1 87.7 248.0 

257.3 89.4 259.0 

258 .1 87.5 237.0 
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6.3.2.2 Comparison of resuits 

Figure 6.19 shows the load-deformation graphs of the steel column at the location of failure, 

which is at the middle of the unsupported length dosest to load introduction, obtained from FE 

analyses on the calibrated models that correspond to experiment 1. The location of failure found 

in rhe FE analyses, is identical to the location of failure in the experiment, as illustrated in Figure 

6.18. For reasons of comparison, rhe load-deformation graph obtained from the experiment is 

presenred as weU. Ir can beseen rhat rhe numerically obtained global srructural behaviour is more 

or less the same as the experimentally found behaviour, yet three significant differences can be 

observed: 

• In the experiment, an initia! stage of loading can be observed rhat is characterized by 

relatively large lateral deformations, which is not observed in the numerically obtained 

load-deformation graphs. As discussed in Section 5.6.1, an upward movement of the 

actuator was observed immediately after load starred to build up, which may be 

considered the primary explanation for the nonlinear load-deflection relation obtained 

from the experiment at an initia! stage of loading. Furthermore, in contrary to the 

experimental results, the load-deformation graphs obtained from FE analyses show no 

initial deformation in opposite direction to the defined initia! out-of-straightness, as can 

beseen in Figure 6.22. 

• The results from FE analyses show a virtually linear load-deformation relation up to an 

axjal load of approximately 570kN. The load-deformation graph obtained from the 

experiment, however, is only close-to-linear for axial loads ranging from approrimately 

IOOkN to 350kN. Asecant through the F-w coordinates at F=IOOkN and 350kN, yields 

a straight line that represem an equivalent stiffness k,_0 which corresponds rather well to 

the linear part of the load-deflection graph obtained from FE analyses (see Table 6.6). At 

about 350kN a reduced stiffness is observed from the load-deformation graph obtained 

from the experiment, which is not found from the results of FE analyses. This may be 

explained by the fa ct that in rhe experiment, local exceeding of rhe yield stress may have 

occurred due to the presence of residu al stresses and assembly stresses, as a result of which 

rhe bending stiffness is reduced at a considerably lower level of axial loading than would 

be expected from the FE analyses, where residual stresses were nor taken into account. 

• The FE analyses underestimate rhe measured ultimate load of experiment 1. The 

difference between the ultimate load obtained from an FE analysis of model C and the 

acrual ultimate load is approrimately 8.3% (Table 6.6). The explanation can be found in 

the representation of the material-law in the calibrated FE models: rhe yield stress 

modelled to represem experiment I was 262.1 N/mm 2 (see Table 6.5). Th is allowed fora 

fully plastic aria! load capaciry of only 655kN, which is in fact smaller than the ultimate 

load measured in experiment 1. As discussed in the previous section, rhe strain rare may 

strongly affect the acrual yield stress. Takinga closer look at the strain rare just prior to 

attainment of the ultimate load in experiment 1, a steep peak in the strain ra te is 

observed. Hence, the steel column may have experienced an increased yield strength, as a 

result of which a higher ultimate load was achieved. 
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The laad-deformation relation obtained from the FE analysis of model C was considered the best 

match to the acrual laad-deformation behaviour obtained from experiment 1. Therefore, model 

C was selected for furrher comparison of the numerical and experimenral results. Figure 6.21 

shows the laad-stress relation at the top and bottorn surface of the steel column (i.e. the surfaces 

of maximum and minimum bending stresses, respectively) at the location of failure. lt can beseen 

that the numerical and experimental results match very well. Figure 6.22 shows the laad-stress 

relation near the edges of maximum compression and tensile bending stresses of the glass panes. A 

close-to-linear relation is observed from the results of experiment I as well as from the results of 

the FE analysis of model C. However, at increased loading, the FE analysis slighdy overestimates 

the tensile bending stresses measured in experiment I. 

(b) 

Figure 6. 18 
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Buckled shape in experimenr I (a) , and graphical represenrarion of rhe buckled shape obrained 

fro m rhe FE analysis of model C corresponding ro cxperimenr I (b) . 
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Figure 6.19 (L) Load-deformarion graphs of rhe steel column ar me location of failure, which is ar rhe middle 

of rhe unsupporred lengrh dosest ro rhe load inrroducrion, obrained from ex perimem I and 
rhe corresponding models A, Band C, as shown in Table 6.4. 

Figure 6.20 (R) Load-deformarion graphs of rhe sreel column ar 7 locarions obrained from rhe final model C. 
The locarions are idenrical ro rhe measuremenr locarions in experimenr I. The numbers I ro 7 

refer ro rhe measuremenr locarions as indicared in Figure 5.28. 
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Figure 6.21 (L) Srresses ar rhe rop and borrom surface of rhe sreel column ar rhe location of failure, which is ar 

rhe middle of the unsupporred lengr.h dosest ro me load inrroduction, obrained from 
experimenr I (black lines) and rhe corresponding final model C (grey lines). 

Figure 6.22 (R) Maximum compression and rensile bending srresses in rhe glass panes, obtained from 

experimenr I (black line) and the corresponding final model C (grey lines). Campression 
bending srresses were nor measured in ex perimem I, as a resulr of which no line is plorred. 

Table 6.6 Comparison of rhe results obtained from experimenr I and me corresponding final model C. 

fu ku k.cc O'st;cmax O'st;t;max O'gl;c;max O'gb:ma.x 

[kN] [kN/mm] [kN/mm] [N/mm2
] [N/mm2

] [N/mm2
] [N/mm2

] 

Final model C 605 300 409 -262 -185 -18.9 14.8 

Experiment 660 156 366 -301 -189 n/a 12.8 

Difference -8.3% 92.3% 11.7% -13.0% -2.1% n/a 15.6% 
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In the FE analyses corresponding to experiment 2, the location at which failure of the steel 

column occurred was identical to the location of failure in the acrual experiment. Figure 6.23 

shows the load-deformation graphs of the steel column at the location of failure, which is at the 

middJe of the unsupported length dosest to load introduction, obtained from FE analyses on the 

calibrated models that correspond to experiment 2. For reasons of comparison, the load

deformation graph obtained from the experiment is presenred as wel!. I t can be observed from 

Figure 6.23 that the numerically obtained laad-deformation graphs deviate in a similar manner as 

for experiment 1. The stage of initia! loading of the test specimen, characterized by a relatively 

large lateral deformation, is absent in the load-deformation graphs obtained from FE analyses. 

The numerical load-deformation behaviour corresponds rather wel! for axial loads ranging from 

approximately 1 OOkN to 350kN, but the reduction in stiffness at increased loading as found 

experimentally, is nor matched. Furthermore, the FE analyses of model B and C underestimate 

the measured ultimate load of experiment 2 by 9.7% (Table 6.7). The load-deformation relation 

obtained from the FE analysis of model C was considered the best match to the actual load

deformation behaviour obtained from experiment 2. Therefore, model C was selected for funher 

comparison of the numerical and experimental results. From Figure 6.25 it can be concluded that 

the numerically and experimentally obtained load-stress relation at the top and bottorn surface of 

the steel column match very well at the location of failure. The load-stress relation near the edge 

of maximum tensile bending stresses of the glass panes obtained from the FE analysis of model C 

almost coincides with the load-stress relation obtained experimentally (Figure 6.26). 

Figure 6.27 shows the load-deformation graphs of the steel column obtained from FE analyses 

corresponding to experiment 3. In experiment 3, failure occurred unexpected and suddenly, 

resulting in breakage of all glass panes. Due to modeHing of linear elastic material behaviour of 

glass, stresses in the glass panes could increase indefinitely in the FE analyses. Hence, breakage of 

the glass panes could nor occur. lnstead, in the FE analyses, failure was reached upon buckling of 

the steel column at the same location as in the analyses representing experiment 1 and 2. A 

comparison of the numerical and experimental results is therefore only performed up to the point 

of sudden failure experienced in the experiment. Up to approximately 200kN, the numerically 

and experimentally obtained load-deformation relations match rather well, but the experimental 

results indicate a stiffer behaviour than the graphs from FE analyses at increased loading. Then, at 

a load of approximately 350kN, a reduction of the stiffness is observed again, and the slope of the 

numerical and experimentalload-deformation is pretry much the same up to the point of sudden 

failure. FE model C was arbitrarily selected for further comparison of the numerical and 

experimental results. Figure 6.28 shows the load-deformation graphs of the steel column at 7 

locations obtained from the analysis of model C. From a comparison with Figure 5.42, it can be 

concluded that the global load-deformation behaviour corresponds very well to the experimental 

results. Similar to the discussion of experiment 1 and 2, the numerically and experimentally 

obtained load-stress relation at the top and bottorn surface of the steel column match very well 

(Figure 6.29), although the FE model slightly overestimates the stress at the bottorn surface. 

Figure 6.30 shows the load-stress relation near the edges of maximum compression and tensile 

bending stresses of the glass panes. A close-to-linear relation is observed from the results of 

experiment 3 as well as from the results of the FE analysis of model C. However, at increased 

loading, the FE analysis slightly overestimates both the compression and tensile bending stresses 

measured in experiment 3. 
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Figure 6.23 (L) Load-deformation graphs of the steel column at the location of failure in the FE analyses, 

which is at the middle of the unsupported length dosest to the load introduction, obtained 

from experiment 2 and the corresponding models A, Band C, as shown in Table 6.4. 

Figure 6.24 (R) Load-deformation graphs of the steel column at 7 locations obtained from the final model C. 
The locations are identical to the measurement locations in experiment 2. The numbers I to 7 

refer to the measurement locations as indicated in Figure 5.28. 
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Figute 6.25 (L) Stresses at the top and bottorn surface of the steel column at the location of failure in the FE 

analysis, which is at the middle of the unsupported length dosest to the load introduction, 

obtained from experiment 2 (black lines) and the cortesponding final model C (grey lines). 

Figure 6.26 (R) Maximum compression and tensile bending stresses in the glass panes, obtained from 

experiment 2 (black line) and the cortesponding final model C (grey lines). Compression 

bending stresses were not measured in experiment 2, as a result of which no line is plotred. 

Table 6.7 Comparison of the results obtained from experiment 2 and the cortesponding flnal model C. 

F" k,, k.ec O'sr;cnux O'Sl;l:ma.x O'gl;c;ma.x O'gl;t;ma.x 

[kN] [kN/mm] [kN/mm] [N/mm2
] [N/mm2

] [N/mm2
] [N/mm2

] 

Final model C 631 779 780 -257.3 -201.4 -10.7 6.7 

Experiment 699 224 702 -276.7 -213.7 n/a 6.5 

Oifference -9.7% 247.8% 11.1% -7.0% -5.8% n/a 3.1% 
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Figure 6.27 (L) Load-deformarion graphs of rhe sreel column ar rhe locarion of failure, which is ar rhe middle 

of rhe unsupporred lengrh dosest ro rhe load introducrion, obrained from experiment 3 and 

rhe corresponding models A, Band C, as shown in Table 6.4. 

Figure 6.28 (R) Load-deformarion graphs of rhe sreel column ar 7 locarions obrained from rhe final model C. 
The locarions are identical ro rhe measurement locarions in experiment 3. The numbers 1 ro 7 

refer ro rhe measuremem locarions as indicared in Figure 5.28. 
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Figure 6.29 (L) Srresses ar rhe top and bottorn surface of rhe sreel column ar rhe locarion of failure, which is ar 

rhe middle of rhe unsupporred lengrh dosest ro rhe load introducrion, obrained from 

experiment 3 (black lines) and rhe corresponding final model C (grey lines). 

Figure 6.30 (R) Maximum compression and rensile bending srresses in rhe glass panes, obrained from 

experiment 3 (black line) and rhe conesponding final model C (grey lines). 

Table 6.8 Comparison of rhe resulrs obrained from experiment 3 and rhe conesponding final model C. 

F., k. kcc O'st;c;rn:l.X O:~t;t;m::tx O'gl;c;max O'gb;max 

[kN] [k.N/mm] [k.N/mm] [N/mm2
] [N/mm2

] [N/mm2
] [N/mm2

] 

Final model C 595 157 232 -226.0 -159.2 -27.2 24.1 

Experiment 491 174 285 -212.8 -159.9 -22.7 20.9 

Oifference 21.1% -9.8% -18.6% 6.2% -0.1 o/o 19.8% 15.3% 
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6.4 Summary and conclusions 

Numerical models, based on the Finite Element (FE) code DIANA, were developed to sirnulare 

the experimenrs discussed in the previous chapter, as well as to corroborate and obtain additional 

understanding of the global structural behaviour of the glass-sreel column. Alrhough an effort was 

made to accurately represem rhe rather complex behaviour of rhe structure, no more parameters 

were incorporated than were measured in experimenrs. In addition , simplifications were made to 

the geometry and material properties. 

For the purpose of this research, all analyses performed were displacement controlled geometrical 

and physical nonlinear imperfect analyses. In order to account for rhe geometrical nonlinearity a 

Total Lagrange formulation was used, whereas for rhe physical (i .e., material) nonlinearity an 

incremenral-iterative solurion procedure was adopted based on the combined use of a Regular 

Newron-Raphson iteration method and line-search merhod. 

The steel column was modelled by line-rype beam elemenrs based on the BernouJii rheory. In the 

direction of in-plane bending, a 7 -point Simpson inregration scheme was adopted, which allowed 

for an accurate description of the bending stress distri bution over the height of rhe cross-section 

up to vinually fully plastic bending. As the results obtained from full-scale experimenrs showed 

loading of rhe steel column beyond the elastic range of rhe material, simuiaring linear dastic 

material behaviour was considered insufficient. lnstead, a mulri-linear strain hardening diagram 

was modelled. The steel strips were represenred by rhe same line-rype beam elements as used for 

rhe represenration of the steel column, yet the stress-straio relation was modelled by a bilinear 

strain hardening diagram. T he glass panes were modelled by eighr-node plane stress elemenrs 

with a reduced 2x2 inregration scheme. Furthermore, linear elastic material behaviour was 

assumed, thus nor allowing for rhe si mulation of cracl<.ing of the glass panes. A two-dimensional 

structural line interface element was selected to represem rhe adhesive bonded joint, and the 

assigned stress-relative displacement relations were assumed linear elastic. 

Preliminary models were developed rhrough assembly of rhe different elemenrs, in which 

particular attention was paid to the conneetion of rhe interface elemenrs to the beam elemenrs of 

rhe strip and the plane stress elements representing the glass panes. The preliminary models 

served as a basis for rhe final FE models. T hree calibration parameters were selected, being the 

yield stress of rhe steel used for the column section, rhe rotational end restrainr of rhe steel 

column due to friction, and rhe sriffness of the test rig. All three full-scale experiments were 

simuiared separarely, rhus requiring nine analyses to be performed. For each experiment, the first 

analysis was a geometrical and physical nonlinear imperfect analysis (GPNIA) including the 

approximated actual material-law of the steel used for rhe column section. For rhe second 

analysis, the effect of rotational end restraint was added to the model. The simuiared stiffness of 

the test rig was then added in rhe third and final model. 

For each experiment, the numerical and experimenral results were primarily compared with 

respect to: 1. rhe load-deformation graphs of the steel column, in particular at rhe location of 

failure observed in rhe experiment, 2. rhe stresses at rhe top and bottorn surface (i.e., rhe surfaces 

of maximum and minimum bending stresses, respectively) of the steel column at rhe location of 
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failure, and 3. rhe srresses near rhe edges of maximum compression and tensile bending of rhe 

glass panes. Based on rhe comparison of rhe resulrs obtained from FE analyses and experiments, 

rhe following conclusions were drawn: 

116 

• 

• 

• 

The type and locarion of failure obrained &om rhe FE analyses, being buckling of rhe 

steel column at rhe middle of rhe unsupported lengrh dosest ro rhe laad introduction, 

conesponds ro the failure behaviour observed in experiment 1 and 2. In experiment 3, 

failure occurred unexpected, characterized by sudden and complete breakage of all glass 

panes. Narurally, this type of failure was nor obrained from rhe FE analyses of rhe model 

conesponding to experiment 3, as a linear dastic material law was assigned to the glass 

pan es. 

The numerically and experimentally obtained laad-deformation graphs at an arbitrary 

location of rhe steel column do nor match complerely. Relatively large deviations are 

observed at rhe locations far from rhe laad introduction. In all experiments, initia! 

deformations were observed in rhe direction opposite to the in-plane initia! our-of

straighrness, followed by a reversal of rhe deformations at increased loading. This 

behaviour was nor matched by rhe resulrs obtained from FE analysis, and it is rherefore 

concluded that the initia! downward deformation was caused by a cerrain aspect rhar was 

nor measured, nor incorporated in rhe FE models. At the location of failure, however, 

the laad-deformation graphs obrained numerically are more or less rhe same as rhe 

measured laad-deformation graph and conespond very well wirh respect to rhe sriffness 

behaviour at loads ranging from about 100kN to 350kN. 

The laad-deformation graphs at rhe location of failure of the steel column, obrained from 

FE analyses conesponding to experiment 1 and 2, do nor display an initia! stage of large 

lateral deformations at relatively small loads, nor a reduction in sriffness at loads higher 

rhan approximately 350kN as observed in the experiments. The latter was considered ro 

be probably due to rhe fact rhar residual stresses and assembly stresses were nor 

incorporated in the FE models. In experiment 3, an initia! stage characterized by large 

lateral deformations was nor observed and, consequenrly, rhe numerically obrained laad

deformation graphs corresponded considerably better at relarively smallloads. 

• The ulrimate laad obrained from FE analyses underestimates the acrual ulrimate laad of 

experiment 1 and 2. The difference in rhe values of rhe ulrimate laad is considered to be 

caused primarily by rhe definition of rhe modelled material law and, in particular, rhe 

yield stress. The modelled materiallaw was independent of rhe strain rare and basedon a 

constant srrain rare rhat only allowed fora marginal increase of the static yield stress (i.e., 

by 2%). Yet, rhe actual strain rare just befare attainment of rhe ulrimate laad proved to 

be considerably higher in experiment 1 and 2, rhus experiencing an increased yield 

strength, as a result of which a higher ultimate laad was achieved. 

• The ultimate laad obrained from FE analyses overestimates the acrual ultimate laad of 

experiment 3, which is strongly relared to the different types of failure obtained from FE 

analyses and experiments (see first conclusion). 



CI-IAPTER 6: FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES 

• Of the calibrated models A, B and C, model C -which includes the actual material law 

obtained from tensile coupon testing, the rotational end restraint due to friction basedon 

experiments and theory, and the stiffness of the test rig- was considered the best match 

for all experiments, based on a qualitative comparison of the load-deformation relation 

and a quantitative comparison of the ultimate load. 

• The numerically and experimentally obtained stresses at the at the top and bottorn 

surface of the steel column correspond very well for all experiments. Yet, the stresses at 

the bottorn surface obtained from the FE analysis of the corresponding models C slightly 

overestimate the actual stresses for experiment 2 and 3. 

• The load-stress relation near the edge of maximum tensile bending of the glass panes 

obtained from FE analyses correspond very well to the results of the experiments, in 

particwar experiment 2. For experiment I and 3, the values of tensile bending stresses 

obtained from the FE analysis of the corresponding models C slightly overestimate the 

actual values. The numerically obtained load-stress relation near the edge of maximum 

compression bending of the glass panes was only compared to the results of experiment 

3. Ir was observed that the numerical and experimental results match very well, aJthough 

the FE analysis of the corresponding model C slightly overestimates the stresses at 

increased loading. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and recommendations 

The final section of each of the previous Chapters 3 to 6 stated conclusions with respect to the specific 

subjects discussed in the respective chapter. This chapter aims at providing an overview of the most 

important conclusions throughout this research report, as wellas stating overall conclusions that rejlect 

on the objectives set in Chapter 1. In addition, recommendations for forther research are briejly 

discussed. 

7.1 Conclusions 

The first chapter of rhis report introduced the research topic. Ir was shown that slender steel 

columns tend ro fail due ro instabiliry as a result of which the ax.ial load bearing capaciry is nor 

urilized to an optimum, while slender glass columns are generally considered unsafe because of 

the intrinsically brittie marerial behaviour. This research aimed ar designinga transparent column 

of glass and steel rhat fulfiiis rhe requirements for an optimal urilizarion of the axial load bearing 

capaciry of rhe steel column secrion as well as sufficient strucrural safety againsr sudden failure. 

The primary objecrives were ro derermine the global structural behaviour (i.e., load-deformarion 

behaviour and global stress disrribution) of a glass-steel column through simple analytical 

approximarions and full-scale experiments, as well as ro calibrare a Finite Element (FE) model on 

experimental data. By comparing the experimentaUy and numerically obrained load-deformation 

relations and stress disrriburions, rhe accuracy of the FE model was derermined. 

Based on the research presenred in rhis report, a number of conclusions were drawn. This secrion 

further deals with conclusions drawn from Chapters 3 and 4. Conclusions based on experiments 

(Chapter 5) and FE analyses (Chaprer 6) are specifically addressed in rhe respective Sections 7.1.1 

and 7.1.2. Finally, overall conclusions are given inSection 7.1.3. 
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Based on Chapter 3 the following is concluded: 

As the glass-steel column was to be designed in such a way that it fulfilled structural, functional, 

aesthetic and architectmal requirements, a set of design principles and assumptions was made on 

the basis of which the most promising configuration of the glass-steel column was selected for 

further research. This configuration is characterized by a cruciform cross-sectional shape 

comprising a single square solid steel section in the middle and glass panes in each of the 

orthogonal directions. Good possibilities for enhanced structural safety, in terms of a significant 

residual load bearing capacity upon failure of one or more glass panes, can be achieved by 

conneering several smal! glass panesalong the length of the steel column on each side. 

Based on Chapter 4 the following is concluded: 

By postuiaring suitable but realistic idealizations, it was possible to reduce the stability problem of 

the glass-steel column to a simple steel column buckling problem that can be solved analytically. 

An analysis approach was adopted for determining the load-deformation · behaviour of the 

idealized column by using a single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar model in which the deformations 

are limited entirely to the localized spring element. Essenrial parameters for the analysis include 

the material and physical propenies, the shape and magnitude of the initial-out-of-straightness, as 

wel! as the moment-rotation relations of the end restraints and localized spring element. The 

selection of a proper initial out-of-straightness allowed for taking into account the combined 

effect of all kinds of imperfections. For that purpose, the concept of the imperfection parameter 

was adopted. 

7 .1.1 Experiments 

A primary objective of this research was to gain understanding of the global stability behaviour of 

the glass-steel column by performing experimenrs. Three distinct full-scale experiments were 

carried out on specimens consisring of a 50x50mm solid steel column with a length of 3700mm, 

supported by 19mm single annealed Aoat glass panes in only one direction. Lateral in-plane 

deformations of the steel column were measured at seven defined locations in order to generare 

essenrial load-deformation graphs. Strains were measured at the surfaces of the steel column and 

glass panes such that stress distributions were obtained at criticallocations. 

In experiments 1 and 2, failure occurred due to significant lateral in-plane deformation of the 

steel column at the unsupported length dosest to the load introduction, while no considerable 

damage to the glass panes was observed . The type and location of failure were fully in 

correspondence with expectations and confirmed that the ultimate limit loads attained were due 

toalossof stability of the steel column between the lateral supports. An FE analysis, discussed in 

Section 6.3.2, further supports this conclusion. In experiment 3, however, failure occurred early 

and unexpectedly, resulting in complete and simultaneous breakage of all glass panes. Naturally, 

this type of failure was not obtained from an FE analysis, as a linear dastic material law was 

assigned to the glass panes of the FE model and cracks could thus not be described. The 

experimentally obtained ultimate loads of the laterally supported specimens were up to about I 0 

times larger than the calculated ultimate load of a simply supported steel column with identical 
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geometrical and material properties. This provides a strong indication to assume that a primary 

objective of this research was met. 

Rotational end restraim could unimemionally increase the ultimate load substamially. In order to 

establish close-to-perfeet in-plane pinned-end conditions to the test specimens, a sliding bearing 

was designed with a half cylindrical PTFE-based plain bushing. Furthermore, great care was taken 

to avoid eccemric load imroduction. Still, some irregularities occurred in the experimems as soon 

as the applied load started to build up, most probably caused by lifting of one end of the steel 

column due to an upward movement of the actuator. 

All experimems showed a reduced stiffness of the steel column at an advanced stage of loading. 

For experiment I and 2, the reduced stiffness was observed at approximately half of the ultimate 

load with a ratio of reduced stiffness over initia! stiffness of about 45%. The FE analyses did not 

show a reduced stiffness u mil just prior to attainmem of the u leimate load. Hence, the stiffness 

reduction cannot be attributed to any of the parameters incorporated in the FE model. lnstead, it 

is assumed that the stiffness reduction is caused by the emergence of local plastic zones due to the 

presence of residu al stresses and assembly stresses. 

7.1.2 Finite Element analyses 

A two-dimensional FE model was developed to sirnulace the experimems. Although an effort was 

made to accurately represem the rather complex behaviour of the structure, no more parameters 

were incorporated than were measured in experimems. In addition, some major simplifications 

were made to the representation of the adhesive bonded joints and the welded conneetion of the 

strips to the steel column. 

The parameters for calibration of the FE model included the experimemally determined actual 

stress-strain relation of che steel column, the rotational end restraint of che steel column due to 

friction and the stiffness of the test rig. All three full-scale experimems were simuiaeed separately, 

thereby modeHing the actual initia! out-of-straightness of the steel column from measurements of 

each specimen. The calibration of the FE model -based on experimental data- illustrated that if 

the actual dimensions, our-of-straightness, end conditions and material behaviour of the steel 

column are included, both the ultimate loads and stress distriburions show fairly good 

correspondence with the experimental results. For experimems I and 2, the FE model 

underestimated the experimemally obtained ultimate load by approximately 9o/o. The calibration 

of the FE model showed that this is due to the represemation of the materiallaw. 

The experimentally and numerically obtained load-deformation graphs only correspond 

moderately due to significant differences in the lateral in-plane deformations of the steel column 

at an initia! stage of loading and the stiffness of the steel column at increased loading. Yet, for the 

FE models corresponding to experiment I and 2, the type and location of failure were in 

agreement with the respective experiments. 

Finally, the calibration of the FE model showed that imperfections strongly influence the load

deformation behaviour but have relatively lirtle influence on the ultimate load. The modelled 
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rotational end restraint influenced the sriffness behaviour of the steel column, but had virtually 

no influence on the ultimate load. Furthermore, the dimensions of the glass panes were of great 

influence on both the laad-deformation behaviour and ultimate load. Based on rhe comparison of 

the experimental and numerical resulrs, it is concluded that the calibration of the FE model was 

fairly successful, alrhough significant improvements can be made to marching the experimental 

and numerical laad-deformation graphs. In order to calibrate the FE model to full sarisfaction, 

additional research is required and an enhanced three-dimensional FE model could be considered 

to incorporate all kinds of imperfections and allow for a better representation of the adhesive 

bonded joint and welded connections. 

7 .1.3 Overall conclusions 

The research objective was phrased as to design a transparent column of glass and steel rhat fulfills 

the requirements for an optimal utilization of the ax.ial load bearing capacity of the steel column 

section as wel! as suftleient structural safety against sudden failure. Based on the experimental and 

numerical research described in this report it can be concluded that a sysrem of in-plane loaded 

glass panes is perfectly able to provide lateral support to an axially loaded steel column, thereby 

substantially increasing rhe ultimate load of the steel column. The urilization of the ax.ial load 

bearing capacity can rhus be significandy improved. 

Obviously, an important condition to the ability of the system of in-plane loaded glass panes to 

provide lateral srability to the steel column is that the glass panes remain intact and do nor break. 

In the case rhat the glass panes remain intact, consequence-based strucrural safety is achieved 

based on the implicit redundancy through the material behaviour of steel. Ir was shown in 

experiment 3 that immediate and complete failure of the single-sicled laterally supported 

specimen occurred upon breakage of the glass panes. However, in rhe actual design, the steel 

column is laterally supported by glass panes at all four sides. Ir is rherefore assumed that 

significant residual load bearing capacity may be attributed to rhe glass panes that remain intact 

upon breakage of one or more panes. Ir is recognized rhat additional research is required to 

confirm rhis assumption and eventually quantify rhe level of residual load bearing capacity at 

different stages of damage. 

The size and number of connections strongly influence rhe perception of transparency of the 

column. For the purpose of this research, a design was selected in which the steel column was 

supported at three intermediate locations. Experimental results showed rhat an ultimate load 

could be achieved that approached the fully plastic axial load bearing capacity very wel!. Ir can 

thus be argued rhat an optimum urilization of the axial load bearing capacity was achieved at 

minimum visual impact. 

To conclude, rhis research has met the objectives formulated in Chapter 1 and has convincingly 

shown rhat rhe concept of a glass-steel column is perfectly feasible. 
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7.2 Recommendations 

Based on the research described m this report, the following recommendations for further 

research are given: 

lt was shown that imperfections are of great inAuence on the stability behaviour of the glass-steel 

column. For the purpose of this research, only the in-plane out-of-straightnessof the steel column 

was taken into consideration. I t is recommended to extend the research of the stability behaviour 

of the glass-steel column to other imperfections, which should primarily include residual stresses 

and assembly stresses in the steel section, as well as eccentricity in the load introduction. This 

research should be clone both ex perimenrally and numerically. 

The effect of rotational end restraint in the test setup should be investigated more extensively 

than presenred in Chapter 5 of this report. Furthermore, rhe detailling of the load introduetion in 

the test setup should be reconsidered as to avoid disturbances due to an upward movement of the 

actuator which was observed in rwo of three experiments described in Section 5.6. The results 

from additional experiments should then be compared to numerical results based on the FE 

model developed in this research. If the results correspond very well , it may be concluded that the 

existing FE model can be comfortably calibrated on experimental data. 

A three-dimensional FE model could be considered to allow for a better representation of the 

geometry of the glass-steel column (i.e., the adhesive bonded joint and welded connections) as 

well as to incorporate aJI kinds of imperfections more accurately and, if necessary, investigate out

of-plane acrion. Moreover, a three-dimensional model would allow for modeHing the complete 

geometry of the glass-steel column in which the steel column secrion is laterally supported by 

glass panes in each orrhogonal direction. Finally, craclcing of the glass panes could be modelled in 

order to quantifY the residualload bearing capacity of rhe column u pon breakage of one or more 

glass panes. 

The structural safety of the concept of the glass-steel column must be thoroughly investigated in 

funher research. Emphasis should be laid on a combined probabilistic and consequence-based 

safety approach, thereby most preferably quantifYing the residual load bearing capacity at 

different stages of damage to the glass panes. 
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Appendix A. I 

Design load 

A design ioad wasselectedon the basis of a typical fundamental combination of dead ioad and live ioad 

(i.e., in accordance with NEN 6702 [2007}) on a fairly ordinary office jloor layout. The grid of 

vertical supports wasbasedon a multiple of 1.8m, which is considered customary practice in the design 

of office buildings. 

Figure A.I.! shows an office Aoor with a grid of 5.4m (i.e., 3x 1.8m) by 7.2m (i .e., 4x 1.8m). 

Figure A. J.l 
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T ypical office floor layour wirh a fairly customary grid of ven:ical supports, measuring 

5.4m by 7.2m. 

The floor is assumed to be an equivalent of asolid concrete floor slab with a thickness of 250mm. 
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Hence, the representative value of the dead load (also referred to as permanent action) is: 

Pt"P = 0.25 · 25 = 6.3kN jm' (I) 

The live load (also referred to as variabie action) consists of action induced by people and 

furniture (i.e., p1,1;up), as well as action induced by light-weight separation walls and lowered 

ceilings (i.e., P1:2;up). 

Pqwp = P1 1wp + P•''"P = 2.5 + 1.5 = 4.0kN jm' (2) 

The parrial factors in the ultimate limit state are: 

And: 

7/J = 0.5 

The fundamental combination of actions yields: 

pd = "fh,. · Pt"P + "ff,1", · 7/J · p."P = 1.2 · 6.3 + 1.5 · 4.0 = 13.6kN jm' (3) 

The area of which the actions are transferred to a single venical support is indicated in Figure 

A.I.!. lt follows: 

Ap'"'P'"'"' = 5.4 · 7.2 = 38.9 m' (4) 

And: 

F;.p,d = Ajl;<upwm • Pd = 38.9 ·13.6 = 529 kN (5) 

For the purpose of preliminary design, the design load is set at 550kN. 
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Imperfection parameter 

The imperfection parameter (or equivalent initia/ dejlection) takes into account the combined effect of 

all kinds of imperfections such as initia/ out-ofstraightness and residual stresses. According to the 

Dutch national code the use of this imperfection parameter is allowed for tfetermining the load bearing 

capacity ofslender columns that are semitive to buckling. This way, it provides an alternative totheuse 

of buckling curves. Moreover, using an equivalent initia/ dejlection is particularly useful for numerical 

analysis. 

Figure I. A simply supporred column subjeered to an axial compression load and initia! deflectionyo. 

A simply supponed column of lengrh L is considered with an assumed initial deReetion that 

equals a half-sine wave with magnitude e0 (Figure 1). The initia! deformation along the length of 

the column can then be described by: 

. 1rX 
Jo = eosm-

L 
(1) 
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The differential equation for the deformation of the simply supported column subjeered ro an 

axial compression load is given by: 

(2) 

Combining eqs. (1) and (2) and raking into account rhe boundary conditions, rhe solurion of rhe 

differenrial equation is given by: 

eo . JfX 
y= N sm-

- " -1 L 
N 

The maximum total deformation eis found at x= L/2 and it follows: 

e=y(x=Lj2)+yo(x=Lj2)= N:o + eo= eoN 
- -1 1- -
N N .., 

n N 
Inrroducing the amplification factor -- with n = - " eq. (4) can be written as: 

n-1 N 

eo n 
e = --= --eo 

I n -1 1--
n 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Taking into account the maximum bending moment Ne due to buckling of the column, the 

equilibrium of the column requires rhat: 

(6) 

IfN is the ultimate load, limited by buckling, and the corresponding stress ab = N jA it follows: 

N N Ae Ae 
-+--=ab +ab-=/; 
A A W W ' 

Substituting e according to eq. (5) and introducing the Euler cri ti cal stress yields: 
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Eq. (8) can be rewritten as: 

A eo h -(J"b =O"b ___ _ 

w1-~ 

eoA 
Or, introducing 'rJ =-: 

w 

This equation is the classica] form of the Ayrton-Perry formula. 

Introducing N = O"bl]; , and dividing all terms by j'y 2 , eq. 10 can also be written as: 

[
O"a -)( -) - O"a --N 1-N ='r]N-

h h 

APPENDIX A.2 

(9) 

(I 0) 

(11) 

The coefficient 'rJ represems the initial out-of-straightness imperfection of the column, but it can 

include other defects such as residual stresses as well in which case the coefficient is called the 

'generalized imperfection factor'. 

The generalized imperfection factor thus takes into account all relevant defects in a real column 

sensitive to buckling such as geometrie imperfections, eccentriciry of load application and residual 

stresses. 

Introducing '"'( = Lleo, which represems the equivalent geometrical imperfection as the ratio of 

length over the equivalent initial deflection of the column, the generalized imperfection factor can 

be written as: 

eoA LA 
'r]=-=-

w '"'(W 
(12) 

Introducing L = Ài , W = I I z and i 2 
= I I A , it follows: 

LA Àiifi' À 
'rj = - = --=--

'"'(W '"'( Ilz '"Y(ilz) 
(13) 
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Figure 2. 

- CTb 
N=

f, 

0 

Dimensionless representation of the buckling curve fora initially straight simply supported 

column of i deal elastic-plastic materiaL 

Furthermore, it is known that À,,, =- with ,\, = -- = 7f - and thus: À R'E Ji 
Ào h h 

(14) 

As European buckling curves are based on the introduetion of a horizontal plateau at N = 1 for 

À"'::;,\, (Figure 2), combining eqs. (13) and (14) yields: 

(15) 

Eq. (15) can be written in a more general farm in which a takes into account the effect of all 

kinds of imperfections: 

(16) 

If eq. (11) is now re-considered, multiplying all terms by jyja., yields: 

( NJ"y)( -) -1-- 1-N =ryN 
(}"., 

(17) 

(18) 
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Or: 

1- FJ -FJ>.,/ + FJ'>.,/ -TJFJ = o 

Or: 

fJ'>.,/- FJ(>../ + TJ + 1) +I = 0 

Substituting T} according ro eq. ( 16), yields for N: 

In the limit state in which ab = ab •• , it is found: 

Furrhermore, combining eqs. ( 12) en ( 16) yields: 

LA A 
T} =-= eo-= a(>.",-,\,) ,w w 

And: 

APPENDIX A.2 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

This equation is referred to as the 'imperfection parameter' [NEN 6771, 2000]. The imperfection 

parameter represems an equivalent initial bow imperfection of a simply supporred column 

including initial out-of-srraighrness and residual srresses. The imperfection parameter thus takes 

into account the combined effect of all imperfections and must produce idenrical resulrs for the 

ultimate buclding load compared to the method based on buckling curves. 

If eq. (6) is now re-considered, the equilibrium of the column (Figure 3) cao also be written as: 

N""d + Nc;"de = I 
Nc;u;d Mc;u;d 

(25) 

This equation is found inNEN 6771 [2000] as well. Combining eqs. (5) and (25), yields: 

N.,., + N,",Jeo n _ 
1 -- ------

N.;u;d M.,.,.~ n - I 
(26) 
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rensiont 

compression 

Figure 3. 

i 

Srress disrriburion based on elasric response in rhe cross secrion of a simply supporred 

column wirh a virrual initia! imperfection co rhar rakes inro accounr rhe combined effecr of 

all imperfecrions including inirial our-of-srraighrness and residual suesses. 

For cross-secrion classes I and 2 according to NEN 6770 [ 1997], M""'d can be rep la eed by Mpt. 

Furthermore, taking N""'J = Npt, eq. (26) becomes: 

Neo [ N )(n-1) 
M pt = 1- Npt -n- (27) 

In the limit state in which N = wb.,Npt, it follows: 

eo = 1 --- --- -- = 1- Wb., -- = -- 1- Wbuc -- --
[ 

N )[n-1)Mpt ( )(n-1] Mpt 1 ( )(n-1)Mpt 
Npt n N n Wbu,N pi Wbuc n N p/ 

(28) 

Or: 

e----1 ----( I )(n-1)Mp, 
" - Wbuc n N p, 

(29) 

Or: 

en- --- --- M 1 - -- -- ---- M 1 
[ 

1 1 )(n-1) (n-1) 1 [1-wb,~ ) 
- wbu<Npl Np/ n p - n Wbuc Np/ p 

(30) 

From eq. (25) it follows: 

(31) 
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Combining eqs. (30) and (31) yields: 

( 
n -1) I (I- w .. , ) Ne ( n -I) I Ne 

eo = -n- Wb., ~ I- wb .. , = -n- wb., N,, 

Or: 

Or: 

eo =(_!_ __ I )Ne 
N N" 

Inrroducing N = F..uJ, Ne= M,.",~ and N" = F,,, eq. (34) becomes: 

eo =(-1 
__ I )Mp,wl 

F. .ml F" 

From this equation F.."J can be solved: 

I eo I - = --+-
F.,wl M,,,.,~ F" 

Taki F M,_",~ . c 11 ng P·"" = -- , It 10 OWS: 
eo 

1 I I 
-=--+
F. .",, F,.",~ F" 

APPENDIX A.2 

(32) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

This equation shows great similarities to the Merchanr-Rankine formula. By applying the 

imperfection parameter given in eq. (24), the result for F.,"J from eq. (36) must be identical to 

the result from using buckling curves and determining w .. ,N p1 • 

Note that at first yielding in the cross-section at the midd.Je of the length of the simply supported 

column, plastic redistribution of stresses (i.e spreading of yielding) allow for a slight increase in 

the ultimate load capacity. If fully plastic behaviour is considered, eq. (31) must be modified and 

the reduced plastic bendjng moment capacity M , .. n~ becomes: 

(38) 
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And: 

(39) 

The ulrimare second-order elasric-reduced plastic laad F..",J can rhen be approximared by 

applying eq. (37). 
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Winters bracingformulas 

Winters paper "Lateral Bracing of Columns and Beams ': published first in 1958 and later in 1960 

[Winter, 1960}, is generally considered to be the paper that provided the basis for modern design 

provisions for bracing of beams and columns. Winter experimentally demonstrated that ejfective 

bracing must not only possess a definable strength, but must also possess sufficient stiffness. Using the 

tests as a basis, Winter developed mathematica! models for required bracing strength and stiffness for 

beams and columns. 

This appendix briefly discusses rhe formulas derived by Winter for a pin-ended column rhar is 

laterally supporred by rhree equally spaeed intermediate supports. In addirion, it is shown rhat rhe 

design recommendarions in NEN 6770 [ 1997] and NEN 6771 [2000] are essentially identical to 

Winter's bracing formulas. 

Winter developed a rigid-bar model ro calculare rhe ideal spring sriffness, i.e. rhe sriffness 

necessary ro force a perfect (i.e., inirially straight) column ro buckle between rhe intermediate 

supports. Figure A.3.1 shows a rigid-bar model wirh rhree equally spaeed intermediare supports at 

which rhe displacements LIB, Llc and Llo are un.known. Taking summation of moments ar point 

E, yields: 

(1) 

Similarly, it follows: 

(2) 
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0.707~ 0.707~ 

- ~ 

- 0.707~ 0.707~ 

II rrr 

Figure A.3.1 (L) Wimers model: a rigid-bar model wirh rhree equally spaeed intermedia re supports at 

which the displacemems Ll s, Llc and Ll o are unknown. 

Figure A.3.2 (R) Three modes (i.e., buckled shapes); rhe rhird mode represenrs full bracing. 

Cutring the structure and summing momenrs at the respective points B, C and D gives: 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Defining x, = f1 c I f1s and x2 = f1 o I f1s and solving eqs. (3) to (5) simultaneously, yields 

three solutions: 

x, =J2 X2=l and kLIF= 0.586 (6) 

x, =0 X1 = -l and kLIF = 2.000 (7) 

x, = -J2 ; X2 = l and kLIF= 3.414 (8) 

Figure A.3.2 shows the buckled shapes corresponding to the three solurions given by eqs. (6) to 

(8). The solution given by eq. (8) represems the spring stiffness necessary for full bracing. Thus, 

full bracing occurs at F = h =Tl El I L2 when kLIF= 3.414. 
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Accordingly, the ideal spring stiffness for a pin-ended perfect column that is laterally supporred 

by three equally spaeed intermediate springs can be given by: 

k = k,FE 
, L with k, =3.414 (9) 

Similarly, the ideal spring stiffness can be determined for any number of equally spaeed 

intermedia te supports (and, thus, number of bays nv with lengrh L). The general form of eq. (9) is 

given by: 

k=k,h 
, L with k, = 2(1 +cos~) 

n, 
(1 0) 

From a camparsion of eq. (10) with design recommendations given in the Durch national code, 

it can beseen that NEN 6770 [1997] requires the stiffness to be equal to 2.5k; in order to achieve 

suftleient stiffness so that the spring can be considered as a rigid support. The required stiffness 

according to NEN 6770 [ 1997] is given by: 

(11) 

with: 

Ç = -2..,..( 1_+_c_o_s -:..,...) 
(12) 

k" = k,n,NP, 2.5h = 2_5 k,ih = 2.5 k,FE 
I Np, n, L 

(13) 

And thus: 

k" = 2.5k, (14) 
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Appendix A.4 

Rigid bar model equations 

The re!dtion between the applied axial compression load and !dteral deformation of an imperfect 

simply supported column can be determined analytically with the help of a single-degree-offreedom 

rigid bar model. The methods and equations presented in this Appendix are !drgely based on the work 

of Bakker and Kerstens [2008}. 

A rigid body assemblage is a discrete model that consisrs of a system of rigid boclies (such as bars) 

wherein deformations are limited entirely to localized spring elements. Figure A.4.1 a-c shows the 

single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar model of a simply supported imperfect column and the 

corresponding free-body diagrams of a single rigid bar. 

L/2 

', 

L/2 

(a) 

Figure A.4.1 

F! F! F ! 
2 

I 

/ { 4 
Fp 

fee 

~ ~ 
M F M F 

F" 

(b) (c) (d) 

Single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar model (a); equilibriumexpressedon rhe undeformed (b) 

and deformed (c) geomerry of a single rigid bar; load-deformarion relarions of rhe single

degree-of-freedom rigid bar model (d). 
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For rhe purpose of rhis report, only a simply supported imperfect rigid bar model is considered. 

By consiclering a perfect rigid bar model (i.e., without initia! imperfection) it is shown by Bakker 

and Kersrens [2008] rhat the Euler buckling load equals: 

(1) 

The flrst-order elastic behaviour of rhe single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar model representing an 

imperfect column can be described by expressing equilibrium on rhe undeformed geometry 

(Figure A.4.1 b): 

M=Fwo (2) 

The kinematic conditions (Figure A.4.la) include: 

(3) 

<p, = <p = 4wj L (4) 

The constitutive relation is given by: 

(5) 

The laad-deformation relation canthen bedescribed by inserting eqs. (3), (4) and (5) in eq. (2): 

4c(w- wo) 
Fwo = c ( <p - <po ) = ----'------'-

L 
(6) 

And, by inserting eq. (1) in eq. (6): 

F= 4c(w-wo)= 4cw-w"=F~(~-I) 
WoL L Wo Wo 

(7) 

Figure A.4.1 d shows the flrst-order elastic laad-deformation relation, indicated by curve 2. The 

curve has a constant slope, which is obvious as: 

dF F~ 
(8) 

dw Wo 

Figure A.4.lc shows the deformed single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar model. Similar to eq. (2), 

equilibrium can be expressedon the deformed geometry: 

M = Fw (9) 
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By applying the same kinematic and constitutive relations given by eqs. (3), (4) and (5), 

respectively, thesecond-order dastic load-deformation relation can given by: 

4c(w- wo) 
Fw = c ( cp - '{Jo ) = ------'--------'

[ 

It then follows: 

F= 4c(w-wo)= 4cw-w0 =F;,(l-Wo) 
wL L w w 

Or: 

Wo F;, ( F;,j F) n 
W=---=Wo---=Wo =--Wo 

I-_!_ F;,-F (F;,jF)-1 n-1 
Fa 

(1 0) 

(11) 

with 
F;, 

n=-
F 

(12) 

Figure A.4.1 d shows the second-order dastic load-deformation relation in curve 3. The curve no 

Jonger has a constant slope, as the first derivative of F with respect to w follows from: 

dF 
dw 

F;,wo 
2 

w 
(13) 

In order to describe the plastic behaviour of the single-degree-of-freedom rigid bar model, the 

spring is assumed to be no Jonger elastic, but instead plastic. The constitutive relation can then be 

given by: 

(14) 

fu the expression of equilibrium (i.e., eq. (2)) remams the same, the first-order plastic load

deformation relation can be given by: 

And thus: 

F=F =MP 
p 

Wo 

(15) 

(16) 

From eq. (16), it can beseen that Fis constant for any value of wand only depends on w0• Fp is 

called the first-order plastic limit load and becomes infinite for perfect columns (w0 = 0). In 

Figure A.4.1 d, the first-order plastic load-deformation relation is indicated by curve 4. 
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Taking eq. (9), in which equilibrium is expressedon the deformed geometry, and eq. (14), the 

second-order plastic laad-deformation relation can be given by: 

lt follows: 

F=Mp 
w 

(17) 

(18) 

The second-order plastic laad-deformation relation is shown by curve 5 in Figure A.4.1 d. From 

eq. (18) it can be seen that the second-order plastic laad-deformation relation is independent of 

the initia! imperfection. 

In order to find the actual, second-order elastic-plastic laad-deformation behaviour of the single

degree-of-freedom rigid bar model representing an imperfect column, the curves 3 and 5 in 

Figure A.4.ld must be combined. The point at which both lines intersect, is the point at which 

the spring characteristics change from elastic to plastic under increasing deformation. At this 

point, the ultimate load is attained and it follows: 

F=F. (19) 

<p, = <p,,. = <p. (20) 

w=w. (21) 

The kinematic conditions include: 

(22) 

<p,. = <p. = 4w.j L (23) 

The constitutive relation is given by: 

(24) 

lnserting eqs. (22) and (23) in eq. (24) yields: 

4c(w. -wo) 
M = -'-------'-

p L (25) 
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And thus: 

L M P 
w. =wo +Mp- = Wo +-

4k F,. 
(26) 

Or: 

w. = wo+wP 
. MP 

wtth Wp =-
F,. 

(27) 

lnsening w. in thesecond-order elastic load-deformation relation given by eq. (1 1), yields: 

F. = F,. (1- Wo)= F,. (1- Wo ) = F,. (Wo+ Wp- Wo)= F,. ( Wp ) 
~ ~+~ ~+~ ~+~ 

(28) 

And, by inserting eqs. (16) and (27): 

I 1 (Wo + w p ) I ( Wo ) I [ woF;, ) I 1 --- -- 1+- -- 1+-- --+-
F. F,. Wr F;, Wp F,. MP F,. FP 

(29) 

Obviously, the same result is obtained from inserting w. in the second-order plastic load

deformation relation given by eq. (18), as the point (F,,, w.) lies on this curve as well. Again, by 

inserting eqs. (16) and (27) it follows: 

I w. Wo+ Wp Wp Wo I 1 ---'-=-+-=-+-F. M P 

In general: 

I I I -=-+F. F;, Fp 

MP M r MP F;, FP 

This equation is known as the Merchant-Rankine formula. 

(30) 

(31) 

A rigid bar model is a discrete model that consists of a system of rigid bars wherein deformations 

are limited entirely to localized spring elemenrs. The axialload is carried entirely by the rigid bars 

whereas the springs contribute completely to the bending moment capacity. Hence, rigid bar 

modes! are unlike actual, continuous columns in which the axial load influences the bending 

moment capacity and, thus, the plastic load-deformation behaviour. Rigid bar models, however, 

can be used to describe the load-deformation behaviour of continuous columns, but the bending 

moment capacity must then be reduced for the combination of an axial load and bending 

moment. 
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For a column with a rectangular cross-section, rhe fully plastic axial load-bearing capacity and 

fully plastic bending moment capacity are given by, respectively: 

(32) 

M =J_bh2
/, 

p 4 1 
(33) 

Figure A.4.2 shows a rectengular section that is subjeered to a combination of axial load and 

bending moment. The axial load is given by: 

F =bef, 

Figure A.4.2 

And it follows : 

h 

b 

Rectangular cross secrion with a fully plastic stress disrriburion due ro a combination of 

axialload and bending moment. 

F bef, c 

Np bh/, h 

The reduced bending moment capaciry is then given by: 

lnserring eqs. (33) and (35) in eq. (36), yields: 

The reduced second-order plastic load-deformation relation can be given by: 
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(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 



It follows: 

Solving F from eq. (39) yields: 

-(wN/)+~w2N/ +4M/N/ 
F=----''-------'---------'--------

And thus: 

N1 ( ~4M; + N;w 2 
- N1 w) 

F = _ ____:_ _______ _____:_ 

2M1 

N1 ~w2N/ +4M/ -N1 (N1 w) 
2M1 

Taking w = w0 , the reduced first order plastic limit load is found: 

NP ( ~4M; + N;w0
2

- N1w0 ) 

F
1

.,NJ = -----'---------------'--
2M1 

APPENDIX A.4 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

The ultimate reduced second-order dastic-plastic load F,""d can then be approximated by a 

modified Merchant-Rankine formula. It follows: 

(43) 
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Geometry measurements 

Prior to assembly of the test specimens, measurements were carried out to determine the actual 

dimensions of the different parts of the test specimen, including the steel column, the glass panes, the 

center strip and outer strips. In addition, the thickness of the assembied steel strip was measured after 

completed assembly of the test specimen in order to determine the thickness of the combined adhesive 

bonded joints at each side of the glass surfoce, which is discussed in Appendix B.2. 

The measurements on the steel column were aimed at determining the actual dimensions, i.e. 

width and height of the cross-sectional area at any location along the length of the column. At 

four approximately equally placed locations along the length of the column, the width and height 

were measured. The accuracy of the measuring device was assumed +1- 0.02mm. Table 8.1.1 

shows the results. The nomina) dimensions were 50mm x 50mm. The largest value measured was 

50.25mm (i.e. , a deviation of 0.50%), whereas the smallest value measured was 49.76mm (i.e., a 

deviation of 0.48%). In conclusion, the average width measured was about 0.18% smaller than 

the nomina) width and the average height measured was about 0.36% larger than the nomina! 

height. The deviations in the cross-sectional dimensions of the steel column were therefore 

considered negligibly smal!. 

Table B. l. I Sreel column geomerry measuremenrs. 

specimen bi b2 b3 b4 b,.G hl h2 h3 14 h, '& 
[-] [mm) [mm] [mm] [mm) [mm] [mm] [mm) [mm) [mm) [mm] 

I 49.80 49.80 49.90 50.00 49.88 50.25 50.20 50.20 50.25 50.23 

2 49.92 49.91 49.82 49.86 49.88 50.13 50.19 50.24 50.19 50.19 

3 50.12 50.06 50.08 50.01 50.07 50.14 50.18 50.14 50.12 50.15 

4 49.79 49.80 49.76 49.79 49.79 50.13 50.12 50.13 50.23 50.15 

ALL 49.91 50.18 
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The measurements on the steel center strip were aimed at determining the actual dimensions, i.e. 

width and height of the cross-sectional area at any location along the length of the strip, as well as 

the length of the strip. At three approximately equally placed locations along the length of the 

strip, the width and height were measured. The accuracy of the measuring device was assumed +l-

0.05mm. Table 8.1.2 shows the results. The nominal dimensions were 20mm x 20mm x 

650mm. The largest value measured was 20.00mm, whereas the smallest value measured was 

19.85mm (i.e., a deviation of 0.75%). In conclusion, the average width measured was about 

0.65% smaller than the nominal width and the average height measured was about 0.45% smaller 

than the nomina! height. The deviations in the cross-sectional dimensions of the steel center strip 

were therefore considered negligibly smal!. 

Table B.l.2 Steel center strip geometry measuremenrs. 

specimen bi b2 b3 b"g hl h2 h3 h,.g L1 L2 L,,g 

[ -] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 

19.85 19.90 19.85 19.87 19.95 19.95 20.00 19.97 651 651 651 

2 19.85 19.85 19.90 19.87 19.90 19.85 19.90 19.88 651 651 651 

3 19.85 19.85 19.90 19.87 19.90 19.90 19.95 19.92 652 651 652 

4 19.85 19.85 19.85 19.85 19.90 19.90 19.90 19.90 652 652 652 

5 19.90 19.90 19.85 19.88 19.90 19.85 19.90 19.88 652 652 652 

ALL 19.87 19.91 652 

The measurements on the steel outer strip were aimed at determining the actual dimensions, i.e. 

thickness and height at any location along the length of the strip, as well as the length of the strip. 

At three approximately equally placed locations along the length of the strip, the thickness was 

measured at two locations over the height of the strip (i.e., a total of 6 locations). The height of 

the strip was measured at rwo locations. The accuracy of the measuring device was assumed +l-

0.05mm. Table 8.1.3 shows the results. The nomina! dimensions were 5mm x 60mm x 550mm. 

The average thickness measured was about 0.40% smaller than the nominal thickness and the 

average height measured was about 0.50% smaller than the nominal height. The deviations in the 

cross-sectional dimensions of the steel outer strip were therefore considered negligibly smal!. 

Table B.I.3 Steel outer strip geometry measuremems. 

specimen ti t2 [3 L; [5 [{; t,-g hl hz h,.g L1 L2 L,-g 

[-] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 

I 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.95 5.00 5.00 4.99 59.6 59.6 59.6 550 550 550 

2 5.00 4.95 4.95 4.95 4.95 4.95 4.96 59.9 59.8 59.9 551 551 551 

3 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 59.7 59.7 59.7 550 550 550 

4 4.95 4.95 4.95 5.00 5.00 4.95 4.97 59.7 59.7 59.7 550 550 550 

5 5.00 4.95 4.95 5.00 5.00 4.95 4.98 59.7 59.7 59.7 550 550 550 

ALL 4.98 59.7 550 
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The measutemenrs on the glass panes were aimed at determining the actual dimensions of the 

panes (Table B.l.4 and 8.1.5). The thickness of the glass panes was measuted at eight 

approximatdy equally placed locations along the perimeter of the glass pane at abour 20mm from 

the edge. Fout measuting locations included the corners of the pane, while the other fout were 

midway along the pane's height or lengrh. The height and lengrh of the panes were measured at 

two locations. The accutacy of the measuting device for determining the pane thickness was 

assumed +I- 0.02mm, while the accuracy of the measuting device for determining the height and 

lengrh was assumed +1- lmm. The nominal dimensions were 19mm x 350/550mm x 870mm. 

The smallest value of the thickness measuted was 18.39mm (i.e., a deviation of 3.21 %). The 

average thickness measured was about 3.0% smaller than the nominal thickness. The deviations 

in the thickness of the glass pan es were in accordance with literatute, e.g. [Lui bie, 2004]. 

Table B.l.4 Glass pane geomerry measuremenrs: thickness. 

specimen [J rz [3 14 [ 5 ru [] rs tavg 

[-] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 

350.1 18.39 18.41 18.41 18.40 18.40 18.44 18.41 18.39 18.41 

350.2 18.41 18.44 18.44 18.43 18.41 18 .44 18.42 18.42 18.43 

350.3 18.53 18.39 18.41 18.56 18.42 18.40 18.43 18.55 18.46 

350.4 18.42 18.44 18.45 18.42 18.41 18.44 18.43 18.41 18.43 

550.1 18.53 18.39 18.40 18.53 18.50 18.39 18.42 18.53 18.46 

550.2 18.54 18.40 18.39 18.56 18.40 18.39 18.42 18.55 18.46 

550.3 18.54 18.40 18.40 18.55 18.42 18.40 18.42 18.55 18.46 

550.4 18.41 18.42 18.43 18.40 18.40 18.42 18.43 18.39 18.41 

550.5 18.40 18.41 18.41 18.39 18.40 18.41 18.41 18.39 18.40 

550.6 18.41 18.39 18.39 18.41 18.40 18.39 18.40 18.41 18.40 

550.7 18.44 18.41 18.41 18.44 18.42 18.41 18.41 18.44 18.42 

550.8 18.41 18.45 18.44 18.41 18.41 18.44 18.41 18.41 18.42 

ALL 18.43 

TableB.l.5 Glass pane geomerry measuremenrs: widrh and lengrh. 

specimen hl hz havg L1 Lz L,,g 

[-) [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] (mm) [mm) 

350.1 350 350 350 870 870 870 

350.2 350 350 350 870 870 870 

350.3 350 350 350 870 870 870 

350.4 350 350 350 870 870 870 

550.1 549 549 549 869 869 869 

550.2 549 549 549 869 869 869 

550.3 549 549 549 869 869 869 

550.4 549 549 549 869 869 869 

550.5 549 549 549 869 869 869 

550.6 549 549 549 869 869 869 

550.7 549 549 549 870 870 870 

550.8 550 550 550 870 870 870 

ALL 549 870 
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The rhickness of rhe assembied steel strips was measured after compiered assembly of rhe test 

specimen in order ro derermine rhe rhickness of rhe combined adhesive bonded joints areach side 

of rhe glass surface, which is discussed in Appendix 8.2. The rhickness was measured at two 

locations at each of rhe strips welded near rhe end of rhe steel column and at four locations at 

each of rhe rhree other strips, yielding a roral of 16 measuremenrs for each specimen. The 

accuracy of rhe measuring device was assumed +1- 0.02mm. Table 8.1.6 shows rhe resulrs. The 

nomina! rhickness was 30mm. The average rhickness measured was about 0.07% smaller rhan rhe 

nomina! rhickness. 

Table B.l.G Assembied sreel srrip geomerry measuremenrs. 

specimen [] tz t3 (4 t5 [(; [ ] tg t,'l: 

[-) [mm) [mm) [mm) [mm) [mm) [mm) [mm] [mm) [mm) 

30.11 30.08 30.06 29.81 29.80 30.07 30.03 30.10 30.01 

30.31 30.16 30.25 29.80 29.83 30.08 30.01 30.13 30.07 

2 29.99 29.94 30.08 29.75 29.80 29.94 30.05 30.08 29.95 

29.96 29.91 30.08 29.77 29.83 30.04 29.93 29.94 29.93 

3 29.94 29.91 30.11 30.06 29.96 30.05 29.88 29.98 29.99 

29.94 29.90 30.04 29.90 29.91 30.05 29.85 30.08 29.96 

ALL 29.98 
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Out-ofstraightness of steel column 

The geometrical imperfections of the steel column were measured at regular intervals along the length of 

the column. All 4 sides were measured for the purpose of determining the initia! out-ofstraightness in 

the directiom perpendicular to the column axis. The procedure is discussed in Section 5.2.3.1. A 

complete overview of the memurement results is presented here. 

Measurements were carried out at five approximately equally spaeed locations at each side of the 

steel column, thereby keeping the outer meaurement locations about 50mm from the ends of the 

column. Table 8.2.1 to 8.2.8 and Figure 8.2.1 to 8.2.4 show the measurements and calculated 

initia! out-of-straightness of each specimen according to the approach illustrated in Figure 5.3 

(Section 5.2.3.1). 

Table B.2.1 Steel column measurements relative toa horizonral reference plane; specimen I. 

si de a Ci C2 CJ b 

[-] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 

51.2 50.5 50.1 50.9 51.3 

2 50.3 52.2 50.0 52.3 51.1 

3 50.6 50.7 50.4 50.3 51.3 

4 50.6 50.2 52.3 50.8 51.8 

Table B.2.2 Calculated initia! our-of-srraighrness of the steel column; specimen I. 

si de e, e1 e2 e3 eb 

[-] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 

0.0 -0.7 -1.2 -0.4 0.0 

2 0.0 1.7 -0.7 1.4 0.0 

3 0.0 -0.1 -0.6 -0.8 0.0 

4 0.0 -0.7 1.1 -0.7 0.0 
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Graphical represem:ation of the calculated initia! out-of-srraighrness of rhe column; specimen I. 

Steel column measuremem:s rdative ro a horizontal reference plane; specimen 2. 

a Ci C2 CJ b 
[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 

49.8 50.3 50.3 49.6 52.0 

51.7 50.0 50.0 49.9 51.1 

50.6 50.3 50.2 51.7 50.2 

49.9 51.0 50.3 51.1 50.8 

Calculated initial our-of-straighrness of the steel column; specimen 2. 
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Table B.2.5 
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Calculated initial out-oF-straightness of the steel column; specimen 3. 
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B.2.3 Graphical representation of the calculated initial our-of-straigh(l1ess of the cohUIln; specimen 3. 

Table B.2.7 Steel column measurements relative to a horizontal reference 4. 

side a Cl Cl C3 b 
[-] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 

52.2 50.8 49.8 49.8 52.0 

2 50.4 49.7 49.6 49.8 49.8 

3 49.9 50.3 50.5 50.9 49.8 

4 49.5 50.0 49.6 49.4 49.7 

Table B.2.8 Calculated initial of the sreel 4. 

side e. el e2 e3 eb 

[-] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 

I 0.0 -1.3 -2.3 -2.3 0.0 

2 0.0 -0.5 -0.5 -0.2 0.0 

3 0.0 0.4 0.6 1.1 0.0 

4 0.0 0.4 0.0 -0.2 0.0 
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Figure B.2.4 Graphical representation of the calculated initial out-of-straightness of the column; specimen 4. 
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Appendix B.3 

Adhesive bonded joint thickness 

The actual thickness of the adhesive bonded jOint is considered of great importance to the structural 

behaviour of the test specimens, as well as to the accurate FE simulation of the experiments. Yet, the 

actual adhesive bonded joint thickness cannot be measured in a straight-forward manner. Based on the 

geometry measurements presented in Appendix B.l, however, it possible to calculate an average joint 

thickness that must give a fair approximation of the actual thickness. 

The average thickness of a single adhesive bonded joint can be calculated as follows: 

(1) 

In eq. (1), tas;."i is the average assembled strip thickness measured, tg;."g is the average glass pane 

thickness measured and t.J;avg is the average thickness measured of the steel outer strip, all of which 

presented in Appendix B.l. Table B.3.1 shows the results. 

Table B.3.1 Calculated adhesive bonded thickness. 

specimen tas;avg tg;avg tos;avg bcs;avg tadh;avg e 

[-] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm) [mm) 

30.04 18.45 4.98 19.87 0.81 0.11 

2 29.94 18.41 4.98 19.87 0.78 0.06 

3 29.98 18.43 4.98 19.87 0.79 0.08 

Eq. (1), however, does not take into account the deviation between the assembled strip thickness 

measured and the sum of the center and outer strip thicknesses measured seperately. In other 

words: the assembled strip thickness measured should equal the sum of the center and outer strip 

thicknesses measured. 
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Or, the error that might be made can be given by: 

(2) 

It can be seen from the results in Table B.3.1 that the average joint thickness was about 0.7 

D.8mm, while the anticipated nominal joint thickness was D.5mm. Although the relative 

deviation is rather large, the absolute difference is regarded reasonable, considering the fact that 

the adhesive was applied manually. 
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Tensile coupon testing 

Tensile coupon tests were primarily performed to determine the stress-strain relation of the delivered 

steel as it allowed for accurate modelling of the material behaviour in FE analyses and estimating the 

ultimate load capacity. Two test coupons were taken from the end of each column, thus totalling eight 

coupons. All tests were performed according to the testing procedure discussed in Section 5. 4.1. Th is 

Appendix provides detailed results of the first of two coupons of each specimen (afso referred to as the A

coupons). 

Figure 8.4. I to 8.4.4 show the tensile coupon test results of the A-coupons of each specimen. 

Test speed traject I = 1.1 mm/min 
Test speed traject Il = 3.4 mm/min 

!.." = 70mm 
So = 152.63mm 
fyd = 293.6N/mm2 

fy, = 257.3N/mm2 

f.., = 400.5N/mm2 

l':u = 0.399 

500 

0000 0005 0.010 0 .015 0.020 

s"ainf-1 

0025 

0 000 0.050 0 100 0 150 0.200 0 250 0.300 O.J.SO 0.400 

struin[-/ 

500 

0.000 0.005 0,010 0.020 0.025 

slromf-1 

Figure B.4. I Tensik coupon resr results of specimenT J .1 . 
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Test speed traject I = 1.1 mm/ min 
Test speed traject 11 = 3.4 mm/min 
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Figure B.4.2 Tensile coupon resr resulrs of specimen T2.1. 
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Figure B.4.3 Tensile coupon resr resulrs of specimen T3.1. 
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Test speed traject I= 1.1 mm/min 
Test speed traject 11 = 3.4 mm/ min 
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Figure B.4.4 T ensile coupon resr resulrs of speci men T4.1. 
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Appendix C.l 

Typical DIANA input data file 

For the purpose of performing FE analyses, the commercial general purpose code DIANA, deveioped by 

TNO DIANA bv, was utilized. The software architecture of the DIANA system as seen from a user's 

point of view comists of a number of modules [TNO DIANA, 2007}. Each module foifills a cleariy 

defined task in the FE anaiysis. For instance, Module input (MI) reads the description of the FE 

model All modules have data communication with a central database, the Filos file. To have access to 

this software architecture, there are three user interfaces: a batch interface, an interactive graphical 

interface and an interface with user-supplied subroutines. In the DIANA batch interface, two files 

must be supplied: an input data file which describes the FE modeland a command file which tells 

DIANA how to anaiyze it. From these two files DIANA can setup and solve the system of equations 

and produce anaiysis resuits. 

This Appendix oniy deals with the input data file that is generated through the interactive graphical 

interface (GUl), as welf as through user-supplied subroutines. The input data file is then edited to add 

some specific properties to the input data file that couid not be generated through the interactive 

graphical interface. Fur the purpose of briefoess, these procedures are not discussed here. lmtead, oniy 

the resulting input data file to the batch interface is partialiy presented. A typical DIANA command 

file is discussed in Appendix C.2. 

The input data file is a text-format file which describes the entire FE model, including node 

coordinates, elements and connectivity, boundary conditions, loading, material and geometry 

properties, etc. A typical input data file is presenred hereafter. The file, named c_11_01_04.dat, is 

the input data file that is generared for the analysis of the calibrated model C to sirnulare 

experiment 1 (see Table 6.4 in Section 6.3.2). As the model consists of 1983 nodes and 789 

elements, only the key coordinates and element connectivity are presented. Detailed information 

on the syntax description of the input data file can be found in the DIANA User's Manual [TNO 

DIANA, 2007]. 
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c_ll_Ol_04.dar 

FEMGEN MODEL c 11 01 04 - -- -
ANALYS I S TYPE Structura1 2D 
'U NITS ' 
LENG TH MM 
TIME SEC 
TEMPER KELVI N 
FORCE N 
' COORD INATES' DI~2 

1 O.OOOOOOE +O O O. OOOOOOE +OO 
[ ...... .............. . ....... ...... . ] 
77 1.550000E+Ol 1 .850000E+03 

[ .. .. . .. .. ... .. ..... .... . .. . . . .... ... ) 
151 O.OOOOOOE +OO 3 . 700000E +03 
[ •••• • •••••• • ••••....• . . . •. . •....•... J 

155 1 . 000000E+0 2 5.000000E+O l 
[ . ....... .. ............ . ............. ] 
163 6.500000E +02 5.000000E+01 
[ • •...•...•• . ••.. . ••••• •• •.•••••••••• J 
167 1. 000000E+0 2 9.500000E+02 
[ ...... . ..... .. ... ..... . .... . ........ ] 
11 5 6.500000E+02 9.500000E+02 
[ ...... . . . . .......................... ] 
179 1.000000E+0 2 1 .850000E+03 
[ .......................... . ........ . ] 
187 6.500000E+02 1.850000E+03 
[ ....... ..... .... . .. .... . .. .... . .... . ) 
191 1 .000000E+0 2 2.750000E+03 
[ ................... ...... .. .. ... .... ] 
199 6 . 500000E+02 2.750000E+03 
[ ................. . ... ............... ] 
203 1.000000E+02 3.650000E+03 
I ......................... .. .. ...... . ) 
211 6.500000E+02 3.650000E+03 
212 1.000000 E+02 5 . 050000E+01 
I ............................. ....... ] 
228 1.000000E+02 9.495000E+0 2 
I ................... ... ... . .... ...... ) 
348 6. 500000E +02 5 . 050000E +01 
[ ........................ .. .. ........ ] 
364 6.500000E+02 9 .4 95000E +0 2 
I ....................... ............. ] 
645 1.000000E+02 9.505000E +02 
[ .. ...... .. .... . ......... ............ ] 
661 1.000000E+02 1.849 500 E+03 
[ ................ ...........••••.• . . . J 

781 6 . 500000E +02 9.505000E +02 
[ ........................... ...... ... ] 
797 6 . 500000E +02 1.8 49 500E+03 

[ . ... .. .... .. ... .. ................... . ] 
1 078 1.000000E+02 1.850500E +03 
I . .. .. ................................ ] 
1094 1 . 000000E+02 2. 749500 E+03 
[ .................... .......... ....... ) 
12 14 6.500000E+02 1.850500E +03 
[ . .... .. ....... . .......•........ .. .... j 

1230 6.500000E+02 2.7 49500E +03 
[ .. .... . ..... . .. ... .... . ..... . .... ... . ] 
1511 1 .00 0000E+02 2. 750500E+03 
[ ••••• . ••••...•....•.•••..... .••.....• j 

152 7 l.OOOOOO E+02 3.649500E+03 
[ ... . .. .. .... . ..... .. .... . .. . .. . .... . . ) 
1647 6.500000E+02 2. 750500E+03 
[ ............. . ..... ...... ............ ] 
1663 6.500 000 E+02 3.649500E+03 
[ ••••• • •••.. . ...•••••••••••• ..•• . •• ••. J 

1944 6.156250E+02 5 .000000E+01 
[ ..... .. . .. . . . .. ............ . ......... ) 
1 951 1.343750E+02 5 . 000000E+01 
1952 1.343750E+02 9.500000E+02 
I .............. ........ . .......... .. .. J 
1959 6.156250E+02 9.500000E+02 
1960 1.3437 50E+02 1.850000E+03 
[ ................................. ... . ] 
1967 6.156250E+02 1 .8 50000E +03 
1968 1.343750E+02 2.750000E+03 
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[ ........... .. ....... . .... . . . .. . ...... ] 
197 5 6. 15 6250E+02 2.750000E+03 
1976 1 . 343750E+02 3.650000E+03 
[ ............ . ........ ... ... . . . .. ... . . ] 
1983 6. 15 6250 E+0 2 3.650000E+03 

'ELEMENTS' 
CONNECTIVITY 

1 L7BEN 1 2 
[ ..... .. .... .. ... ] 
150 L7BEN 150 151 
151 L7BEN 3 152 
152 L7BEN 152 153 
[ ................ ] 
162 L7BEN 1 62 163 
163 L7BEN 41 164 
164 L7BEN 1 64 165 
[ ........... .. ... ] 
174 L7BEN 174 175 
1 75 L7BEN 77 176 
176 L7 BEN 176 177 
[ ................ ] 
18 6 L7BEN 186 187 
187 L7 BEN 113 188 
188 L7 BEN 188 189 
[ ...... . ... . ... .. ] 
1 98 L7BEN 198 199 
1 99 L7BEN 149 200 
200 L7BEN 200 20 1 
[ ......... . ...... ] 
2 10 L7BEN 2 10 211 
211 CQ16M 212 365 213 382 230 398 229 38 1 
[ .. ....... .. ...... ... .. ..... .. ... . ....... . . ... ... ] 
722 CQ16M 1645 1910 1646 1927 166 3 194 3 1 662 1926 
723 CL1 2I 163 1944 162 348 612 331 
[ .................................... ] 
786 CL1 2I 210 1983 211 1646 192 7 1663 
787 SP1RO 1 
788 SP1 RO 151 
789 SP1TR 1 

DATA 
I 1-1 50 I 1 
I 151 - 210 I 2 
MATERIALS 
I 1-150 I 1 
I 151-210 I 2 
I 211-722 I 3 
I 7 23 - 786 I 4 
I 787 788 I 5 
I 789 I 6 
GEOMETRY 
I 1-1 50 I 1 
I 1 51-2 10 I 2 
I 211 - 722 I 3 
I 723-786 I 4 
I 787 788 I 5 
I 789 I 6 
'DATA' 

1 NINTEG 
2 NINT EG 

'MATERIALS ' 
1 YOUNG 

POISON 

2 
2 

7 
7 

2.080000E+05 
3 .000000E-01 

YIELD VMISES 
HARDIA 262.1 0. 262.5 .01 6 37 1. . 064 407 . .129 408. .21 408. 1. 
HARDEN STRAIN 

2 YOUNG 2 .100000E+05 
POISON 2.000000 E-01 
YIELD VM ISES 
HARDIA 260. 0. 540. 0.0 7743 540. 0.2 
HAR DEN STRAIN 

3 YOUNG 
POISON 

4 DST'I E' 
5 SPRING 
6 SPR ING 

' GEOMETRY ' 
1 RECTAN 

7 .000000E+04 
2.300000 E-01 
7.930000 E+0 2 
8. 770 001E+07 
2 . 480000E+05 

5 . 000000E+01 

7 .900000E+02 

5.000000E+01 
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2 RECTAN 
3 THICK 

THICK 
CONFIG 

5 AXIS 
6 AXIS 

'GROlJPS' 
ELEMEN 

2.000000E+01 
1.900000E+01 
1.900000E+01 

MEMBRA 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 

1 SE1 I 1-150 I 
NO DES 

2 SE1 N I 1-151 I 
ELEMEN 

3 SE2 I 
NO DES 

151-210 I 

2.000000E+01 

O.OOOOOOE+OO 
1.000000E+00 

4 SE2 N 
ELEMEN 

I 3 41 77 113 149 152-211 I 

5 SE3 I 
NO DES 

6 SE3 N 
ELEMEN 

7 SE4 I 
NO DES 

8 SE4 N 

211-722 I 

I 212-1943 

723-786 I 

I 155-163 
262 263 
381 397 
595 612 
746 747 

I 

167-175 
279 280 
414 430 
628 645 
763 764 

179-187 191-199 
296 297 313 314 
447 463 480 496 
661 662 678 679 
780 781 797 814 

1.000000E+00 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 

203-212 228 229 
330 331 347 348 
513 529 546 562 
695 696 712 713 
830 847 863 880 

245 246 
364 
579 
729 730 
896 

913 929 946 962 979 995 1012 1028 1045 1061 1078 1094 1095 
l ll l 11 12 1128 1129 1145 
121 3 12 1 4 1230 1247 1263 
1379 1395 1412 1428 1445 
1544 1545 1561 1562 1578 
1646 1647 1663 1680 1696 
1812 1828 1845 1861 1878 

ELEMEN 
9 SE5 I 787 788 I 

NO DES 
10 SE5 N I 1 151 I 

ELEMEN 
11 SE6 I 789 I 

NO DES 
12 SE6 N I 1 I 

'SUPPORTS' 
I 1 151 I TR 
I 151 I TR 2 

'LOADS' 
CASE 1 
DEFORM 

151 TR 2 -0.100000E+01 
'DIRECTIONS' 

1 1.000000E+00 
2 
3 

'END' 
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O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 

O.OOOOOOE+OO 
1.000000E+00 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 

114 6 1162 1163 
1280 1296 1313 
14 61 1478 14 94 
1579 1595 1596 
1713 1729 1746 
18 94 1911 1927 

O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
1.000000E+00 

1179 1180 1196 1197 
1329 1346 1362 
1511 1527 1528 
1612 1613 1629 1630 
1762 1779 1795 
1944-1983 I 



Appendix C.2 

Typical DIANA command file 

Appendix C.J discussed the DIANA input data file, which describes the FE model In addition to this 

file, a command file is needed in order Jor DIANA to be able to solve the system of equations and 

produce analysis results in the batch interface. The command file includes initializing a Filos file, 

reading of the input data file, performing the analysis and generating output. 

For the purpose of this research, all analyses performed were displacement controlled geometrical 

and physical nonlinear imperfect analyses. In order to account for the geometrical nonlinearity a 

Total Lagrange formulation was used, whereas for the physical (i.e., material) nonlinearity an 

incremental-iterative solution procedure was adopted based on the combined use of a Regular 

Newton-Raphson iteration method and line-search method. A typical command file is presenred 

hereafter. Detailed information on the syntax description of the command file and background 

information on the solution procedures can be found in the DIANA User's Manual [TNO 

DIANA, 2007]. 

*FILOS 
INITIA 
*INPUT 
*NONLIN 
BEGIN TYPE 

PHYSIC 
GEOMET TOTAL 

END TYPE 
BEGIN OUTPUT FEMVIE FILE~C 11 01 04 

DISPLA 
FORCE 
STRESS 
STRESS 
STRESS 
STRESS 
STRESS 
STRESS 
STRESS 

TOT AL 
TOT AL 
TOT AL 
TOT AL 
TOT AL 
TOT AL 

END OU TP UT 

GLOBAL INTPNT 
FORCE GLOBAL 
FORCE LOCAL 
DISFOR LOC AL 
MOMENT LOC AL 
TRACTI LOCAL 

nonlin.com 
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BEGIN OUTPUT TABVLA FI LE=C 11 01 04 
DISPLA 
FORCE 

END OUTPUT 

- -

BEGIN OUTPUT TABVLA FILE=C 11 01 04s 
STRESS TOTAL GLOBAL INTPNT 

END OUTPUT 
BEGIN EXECUT 

BEGIN LOAD 
LOADNR=1 
BEGIN STEPS 

BEGIN EXPLIC 
SIZES 0.01(1) 0.09(1) 0.5(13) 0.02(10) 0.1(5) 

END EXPLIC 
END STEPS 

END LOAD 
BEGIN ITERAT 

METHOD NEWTON REGVLA 
MAXITE=80 
LINESE ETAMAX= 1 . ETAMIN= l E-02 PSI=0. 1 DETA=0.01 MAXLS=20 
BEGIN CONVER 
FORCE NEWREL- CONTIN TOLCON=1.E-02 TOLABT=1.E+04 
DI S PLA NEWREL- CONTIN TOLCON=1.E-02 TOLABT=l . E+04 
ENERGY OL-L-
END CONVER 

END ITERAT 
END EXECUT 
*END 
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